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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Mobile broadband access is currently undergoing a large expansion confirming the suc-
cess of the technical advances of the latest mobile cellular system, Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE). To further improve its benefits for the society, the mobile communication
industry will need to face two challenges. First, the rapid traffic demand growth will
continue. Second, more and more devices of various kinds will be connected. These
connected devices will put a broad variety of requirements on the future network. Ser-
vices like smart metering or industrial communication will generate only small amount
of traffic in the network but the delay and reliability requirements can be very stringent.
Other services like remote vehicle control have both small delay and large bandwidth
requirements.
In addition to new mobile phone services like 3D video streaming, connected devices
communication is expected to contribute to the traffic volume growth in the next coming
years. Because cities will develop faster than countrysides, this traffic volume increase
will concentrate further in dense urban and industrial areas, while it will happen at a
slower pace in rural areas. As complement to advanced transmission features applied at
the existing wide-coverage high-power base stations, called macro nodes, deploying low-
power base stations, called pico nodes, to boost network capacity and user performance
in localized areas will thus become more and more attractive to satisfy the increasing
traffic volume requirement. These cellular networks with mixed base station types are
called heterogeneous networks.
Not only the traffic volume increase but also environmental concerns need to be addressed
by future mobile networks. Environmental awareness has grown in modern societies and
has encouraged companies to make business in an environmental-friendly way. Speci-
fically, for mobile network operators, this requires a shift in the way mobile networks
are operated. So far the user performance has always been in the focus of the network
design and operation and little to no consideration has been given to the network power
consumption or the related carbon emissions. In addition to addressing environmen-
tal concerns, reducing the power consumption in mobile networks also directly affects
positively the operational cost of the network. In the context of a fast growing traffic
demand, it is crucial to monitor carefully the evolution of the power consumption in
the network and take actions to keep it under control. In the past few years, features
that reduce the network power consumption have gained a strong interest. Both user
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performance and network energy consumption are now considered as key performance
indicators of new features to be introduced in the network.
Interestingly, heterogeneous networks are not only a key component to tackle the problem
of increasing traffic demand but also an essential piece of the solution to decrease the
network power consumption. If well optimized, the deployment of pico nodes has the
potential to oﬄoad significantly traffic from the macro nodes, which gives them more
frequent opportunities to go in a low power consumption state. Operating heterogeneous
networks optimally is, thus, of utmost importance and has many challenges.
1.2. Open Issues in Heterogeneous Networks
In heterogeneous networks, pico nodes are located closer to the users than macro nodes
and can offer a better signal quality and higher data rate. Furthermore, by taking care
of users that were previously under the macro node responsibility, pico nodes release
resources of the macro node that can be used to provide higher data rate to remaining
macro users.
To better utilize the available frequency spectrum, the new pico nodes should operate
on the same frequency as the existing macro nodes [1]. Macro nodes and pico nodes thus
interfere with each other. However, this is not problematic with the conventional cell
association which ensures that a user is connected to the BS with highest Received (Rx)
signal power. A user at the border between two cells, thus, does not perceive a signal to
interference ratio smaller than 0dB. The major issue lies in the small coverage area of
pico nodes. Due to the low Transmit (Tx) power of pico nodes, the area where the Rx
power from the pico nodes is larger than the one from the macro node is small. Because
few users are able to connect to pico nodes with the conventional cell association, the
achieved benefits of deploying pico nodes are far from the initially expected ones.
A limited pico node coverage has two consequences. The first consequence is specific
to the uplink. Macro users located at the cell border of a pico node experience a lower
pathloss to the neighboring pico node than to their serving macro node. These macro
users have to transmit with a power sufficiently large to reach their serving BS and thus
cause strong interference to the nearby pico node. As a result of the conventional cell
association, macro users are not connected to the best serving node from an Uplink (UL)
perspective and pico users suffer from strong UL interference from cell-edge macro users.
The second consequence of a limited pico node coverage concerns both the UL and
Downlink (DL), but is more relevant for the downlink where most of the traffic in the
network is generated. Because few users can connect to the pico node, the traffic oﬄoad
from the macro node to the pico node is limited. At high traffic load, macro users are
served by a congested macro node, while the neighboring pico node is only lightly loaded.
A higher system capacity could be achieved if more users could be handed over from
the macro cell to the pico cell. In DL, however, enlarging the pico cell area beyond the
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one defined by the largest Rx signal power leads to strong downlink interference from
the macro node to the pico users in the extended pico coverage area. There is thus
a trade-off between increasing downlink interference and improving the load balancing
between the macro and pico nodes. In UL, the optimal cell border from a signal quality
perspective is defined by equal pathloss from the user to the macro and pico nodes,
which goes together with a balanced traffic load between both nodes. This means that
heterogeneous networks have different optimal DL and UL cell borders, and so far a
good compromise for a single cell association applied in both directions is unknown.
Deploying additional nodes may first sound contradictory with reducing the environmen-
tal impact of mobile networks. But, the newly added pico nodes consume a lower power
than conventional macro nodes while providing similar or even better user throughput.
So, transmissions at pico nodes can be very energy-efficient in terms of bit per Joule [2].
The energy issue of heterogeneous networks occurs at idle time when there is no trans-
mission. The load dependency of the pico node power consumption is modest [3], which
means that even when not transmitting, pico nodes consume most of their maximum
power consumption. The environmental impact of deploying numerous pico nodes in
urban areas thus must be addressed. A solution can be the introduction of a deep sleep
mode at pico nodes. How to control the pico node sleep mode to achieve the largest
energy saving while maintaining the same user performance as without sleep mode is an
open issue.
1.3. Contribution of the Thesis
This thesis proposes different solutions to optimize the operation of heterogeneous net-
works in both the uplink and downlink and from both a user performance and energy
consumption perspective. The proposed features enable to realize the benefits promised
by the addition of pico nodes in the network.
To improve the uplink performance of macro users connected to a suboptimal serving
node and the one of pico users suffering from macro users’ interference, several coop-
eration schemes between macro and pico nodes in the uplink are proposed. In these
schemes, the cooperating node provides information about the Rx signal from the User
Equipment (UE) served by the assisted node to enhance the Rx signal quality and po-
tentially the signal processing at the assisted serving node. Cooperation features for the
uplink are particularly well suited in heterogeneous deployments, where pico nodes are
deployed in the coverage area of macro nodes. Indeed, users at the border between the
macro and pico cells can be very close to cooperating neighboring cells, sometimes even
closer than to their serving node. In that case, the information about the Rx signal
provided by the cooperating node is of better quality than in macro-only deployment.
To improve the load balancing between macro and pico nodes, a cell association algorithm
has been developed to determine how to distribute users among the macro and pico
nodes to maximize the sumrate of the network. The proposed algorithm finds a tradeoff
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between an increased downlink interference to pico users and an improved load balancing
between macro and pico nodes. The algorithm is also load-adaptive, meaning that it
dynamically changes the cell-user association decisions depending on the traffic load in
the system. The algorithm has also been extended to jointly optimize the DL and UL
sumrates. Results confirm that the developed methodology yields a good compromise
for a single cell association applied in both directions.
The thesis also studies improved load balancing in combination with improved network
energy consumption. An energy-aware cell association algorithm has been developed.
Users are distributed between the high power-consuming macro nodes and low power-
consuming pico nodes dynamically depending on the load and interference level in the
network. Because of their lower power consumption pico nodes have a strong advantage.
However, the algorithm adapts to the situation and involves the macro nodes as well
when needed.
To realize energy savings at low load in heterogeneous networks, the thesis includes a
thorough study of different algorithms for controlling a deep sleep mode of pico nodes.
The challenge with the introduction of a sleep mode for pico nodes lies in the practical
algorithm for controlling the pico node reactivation. The proposed algorithms determine
when and which one of the pico nodes should be reactivated if several pico nodes are
deployed in the same neighborhood.
1.4. Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines the scenario addressed by the
features developed in this thesis. It introduces the main characteristics and different
realizations of LTE heterogeneous networks. Chapter 2 also discusses key elements to
achieve an energy efficient mobile radio network.
Before introducing the different features developed in the thesis, Chapter 3 briefly de-
scribes the common methodology, scenario, assumptions and metrics used to evaluate
all features proposed in the thesis.
In Chapter 4, several cooperation schemes for improving the UL of heterogeneous net-
works are proposed. The set of considered cooperation schemes spans a wide range of
backhaul capacity requirements and achievable data rate gains. The evaluation reveals
that the throughput benefit does not distribute evenly over all users. This motivates
the need for a dynamic user-specific cooperation scheme selection to achieve similar
throughput gains at lower required amount of information exchange. Chapter 4 further
outlines a cooperation scheme selection algorithm that aims at minimizing the overall
network power consumption while maintaining the throughput benefit of applying UL
BS cooperation.
Chapter 5 focuses on the problem of cell association in heterogeneous network from the
perspective of optimizing the DL sumrate. The trade-off between increased inter-cell
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interference and improved load balancing is captured in the problem formulation. The
developed heuristic thus becomes load adaptive. Only when there is a benefit in terms of
load balancing, the cost of higher DL interference is accepted. The problem and heuristic
are then extended to jointly optimize the DL and UL sumrates.
In Chapter 6, the cell association problem is further studied in combination with energy
consumption. The energy minimization problem is formulated in three different manners,
each one including a different level of modeling details. The solution of each problem
is analyzed to identify the important factors to consider when designing an energy-
optimized cell association algorithm. Based on this analysis, a practical energy-aware
cell association heuristic is proposed.
Chapter 7 introduces and evaluates different algorithms for controlling the sleep mode
of pico nodes. Key parameters to control efficiently the sleep mode algorithm are dis-
cussed. The performance of the pico node sleep mode with different settings for the
key parameters is shown. Based on the obtained insights, practical realizations of the
sleep mode using an external uplink Received Signal Strength (RSS) sensor and using a
downlink RSS map are proposed and evaluated.
Finally, the main results and contributions of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 8.
An outlook regarding further work is also given.
The work included in this thesis has been partly published in [4], [5], [6], [7], [1], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13] and [14].
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2. LTE Heterogeneous Networks and
Energy Efficiency in Mobile Networks
LTE heterogeneous networks is the scenario considered for the features developed in
this thesis. This chapter explains the characteristics and different realizations of LTE
heterogeneous networks. First, we explain the characteristics, protocols and procedures
of LTE that are relevant for the rest of the thesis. Then, the concept of heterogeneous
networks is presented and the main features defined in LTE to support heterogeneous
networks are described.
Furthermore, most of the features developed in this thesis aim at improving energy
consumption of the mobile radio network. In the second part of this chapter, the issue
of energy efficiency in radio networks is described and key elements to achieve an energy
efficient mobile radio network are given. The features and assumptions considered in
this thesis span several of these key components.
2.1. LTE Overview
The radio interface LTE is the successor of Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) that is applied
in the 3GPP Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) cellular system.
The first release of LTE, LTE release 8, was introduced in 2008 in 3GPP as a parallel
track to the WCDMA and HSPA evolution. At the time of the initial LTE specification,
multicarrier transmission techniques were widely studied in the academia and indus-
try. Multicarrier transmission was considered as promising radio access mechanism with
advantages such as support for frequency-domain scheduling, simplified channel equaliza-
tion over wide bandwidth, robustness against multipath propagation. Not only LTE but
also Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) follows the principles
of multicarrier transmissions.
The LTE radio interface is based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA). The frequency band is divided in multiple equally spaced subcarriers that
can be allocated to different users. In theory, different subcarriers can be modulated
with different modulation schemes. In practice, subcarriers corresponding to the same
user are modulated with the same modulation scheme in LTE. OFDMA transmitter
can be realized with an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT), which in practice
is implemented as an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The OFDMA receiver
contains a regular Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) or Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
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An OFDMA transmission induces high Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) which
negatively affects the cost of UEs [15]. In LTE UL, a DFT-spread OFDMA transmission
is specified instead. The DFT precoding of the modulated symbols enables to reduce the
PAPR at the transmitter. DFT-spread OFDMA is also called Single Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) in literature.
LTE supports a vast variety of transmission bandwidths, from 1.4MHz to 20MHz via 5
and 10MHz. From LTE release 10 on it is also possible to aggregate several LTE carriers
of different bandwidths to increase the overall transmission bandwidth to a UE.
In LTE the resource allocation to users happens both in time and frequency domain. The
time domain is composed of OFDM symbols, while the frequency domain is composed of
subcarriers. In the most common frame structure, 14 consecutive OFDM symbols form
a subframe of 1ms, which is the smallest entity that can be allocated in time domain.
The LTE carrier is divided in groups of 12 consecutive subcarriers and a scheduled UE
can not obtain less than one group of 12 subcarriers. The smallest schedulable entity of
12 subcarriers and 14 OFDM symbols in LTE is called a Resource Block (RB).
Different scheduling strategies exist. If frequency selective channel quality measurements
are available at the Base Station (BS), the BS can schedule users that perceive good
channel conditions at different subcarriers in the same subframe. This way, the frequency
variations of the fast fading is well exploited. More simple scheduling algorithms are
possible and popular too. For instance, in the scheduling algorithm called Round Robin,
resources are equally shared among users either in frequency domain or time domain.
At the origin of LTE, with two Tx antennas at the BS and two Rx antennas at the UE,
2x2 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) schemes were possible either as downlink
transmit diversity, receive diversity or spatial multiplexing schemes. UE reporting of the
best precoding vector within a pre-defined precoder book was specified. In the UL, to
minimize the UE production cost, early LTE UEs have a single Radio Frequency (RF)
chain and Tx antenna enabling 1x2 MIMO transmission. With the continuing evolution
of LTE, UL 2x2 MIMO, DL 4x4 MIMO and even DL 8x8 MIMO are now supported.
Nevertheless, in the UL, the most common MIMO transmission in practice remains 1x2
MIMO.
2.1.1. LTE Signals and Physical Channels
This section gives a short overview on the main LTE signals and channels that are
involved in the challenges faced when introducing small cells and on which rely the
solutions proposed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1.: Main DL LTE channels and signals in time-frequency grid
LTE release 8 cell-specific reference signal, CRS
The downlink LTE release 8 reference signal is different from cell to cell. It is called
Cell-specific Reference Signal (CRS) and enables to define the coverage area of a cell.
UE measurements for handover purpose are indeed performed on the CRS as specified
in [16]. CRS occupies subcarriers regularly throughout the LTE time frequency grid, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. This allows for frequency selective channel quality report from
UE and thus frequency selective scheduling. CRS can also be used for estimating the
channel impairment, which enables channel equalization before signal demodulation.
LTE release 8 control channel, PDCCH
In LTE release 8, a common control channel for every UE was defined, the Physical
Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). As illustrated in the time-frequency resource
grid in Figure 2.1, PDCCH spans the entire carrier bandwidth and up to three OFDM
symbols at the beginning of the subframe. PDCCH is an important channel. It contains
information about the scheduling grants of a UE in downlink and in uplink. It also carries
transmit power control command for the UL transmission of the UE. If the PDCCH is
not correctly received, the data transmission in DL or UL can not be decoded too, which
affects directly the user throughput. PDCCH has been designed to be robust against low
signal quality, but primarily in a macro-only network where the Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratio (SINR) is rarely below 0dB. Heterogeneous deployments challenge the
PDCCH decoding at pico UEs because of acute macro interference in the downlink, as
explained later.
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LTE downlink and uplink data channel, PDSCH and PUSCH
The data channel in uplink, called Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH), and
the one in downlink, called Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), have a more
flexible allocation than the release 8 control channel. They do not need to span the entire
carrier bandwidth. As shown in Figure 2.1 for PDSCH, the data channel spans the entire
subframe in time-domain but only the allocated subcarriers in frequency-domain. This
leaves the possibility to apply frequency domain Inter-Cell Interference Coordination
(ICIC) mechanisms for PDSCH. In LTE release 8, inter-BS message exchanges were
defined to signal to a neighboring BS subcarriers that are allocated with high Tx power,
i.e., most likely to cell-edge UEs. This way, the neighboring BS can avoid scheduling the
same subcarriers to a cell-edge UE. The uplink data channel, PUSCH, is less flexible than
the downlink data channel, PDSCH, since it requires contiguous allocation of subcarriers
to a UE. But similar frequency-domain ICIC mechanisms are supported too.
UE specific reference signal, DMRS
In addition to CRS which is cell-specific, UE-specific reference signal, called Demodulation
Reference Signal (DMRS), was introduced in LTE. DMRS gives a certain freedom to the
BS to apply evolved transmission mode, such as non-codebook based beamforming or
joint transmission of different base stations. As shown in Figure 2.1, DMRS is inserted
in the data region only and undergoes the same processing as the data channel. Thus,
independently of the transmission mode applied, the UE is able to demodulate the data
channel using DMRS, while CRS may undergo a different processing than PDSCH (a
different precoding for instance).
Evolved control channel, ePDCCH
One of the latest enhancements of LTE is the UE-specific control channel called evolved
PDCCH (ePDCCH). ePDCCH is only present in the data region allocated to a UE.
Different methods to assign ePDCCH to subcarriers and OFDM symbols were defined.
One of them is represented in Figure 2.1. Several reasons motivated the introduction
of a UE-specific control channel. The main advantage of ePDCCH over PDCCH is its
localized frequency allocation. This makes it possible to apply frequency-domain ICIC.
Specifically in heterogeneous deployment, ePDCCH can be more easily protected from
the DL interference of macro BSs. Another motivation is the possibility to apply UE-
specific processing on the control channel too, such as UE-specific beamforming, to better
exploit the multi-antenna capabilities of LTE BS. By contrast, PDCCH is supposed to
be decodeable by every UEs, so UE-specific processing is not supported.
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2.1.2. LTE Procedures
This section gives a short overview on the main LTE procedures that are related to the
algorithms proposed in this thesis.
LTE HARQ
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) is an error control mechanism that occurs
in the MAC layer of LTE, thus at a lower layer than typical ARQ. This enables faster
packet retransmission than ARQ. The HARQ retransmissions in DL can be configured
to occur at anytime. The BS mentions the corresponding HARQ process ID, to which
the retransmission corresponds to. However, the UL HARQ mechanism follows a strict
timing which has been introduced to simplify UE implementation and limits the over-
head. As depicted in Figure 2.2, a UE that transmitted in the UL subframe n expects a
HARQ feedback in the DL subframe n + 4ms and performs a retransmission or a new
transmission in the subframe n + 8ms. Between time n and time n + 8ms, the same
UE can be scheduled in UL using different HARQ process IDs. The fixed HARQ timing
in UL puts constraints on receiver algorithms that may delay the HARQ feedback. The
fixed UL HARQ timing limits, for instance, the scenarios where cooperation schemes
between base stations can be applied in UL, as further discussed in Chapter 4.
Cell association
The cell association in LTE is based on the highest downlink received signal strength.
UEs regularly measure the signal strength from neighboring cells on their CRS. If the
Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) of a neighboring BS approaches the one of the
serving BS by a configurable parameter ∆, a measurement report is issued and sent to
the serving BS. If the parameter ∆ was set to a large value, the serving BS can reduce
the configurable parameter and wait for the next report. If the parameter ∆ was set to
a small value, a handover to the neighboring cell should be triggered to avoid loosing
the connection with the UE due to high interference from the neighboring cell.
Another configurable parameter related to handover measurement report is the Cell
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Individual Offset (CIO). This parameter is added by the UE to the RSRP measurement
for the related cell before comparison with the RSRP of the serving cell. This weighting
of the RSRP of the neighboring cell enables to adjust the cell size to oﬄoad or attract
more users.
The conventional cell association algorithm is not optimal for heterogeneous deployment
as discussed in Section 2.2.3. This thesis proposes two novel cell association algorithms
in Chapters 6 and 5 to enhance user throughput and energy efficiency in the network.
UL Power Control
The UE transmit power consists of an open loop and a closed loop component. The
open loop component is calculated by the UE according to a well specified procedure
described in [17]. The main intention of the open loop component is to have an initial
power setting that enables to reach a target received power at the BS. The BS has the
possibility to adjust the initial power setting of the UE by means of Transmit Power
Control (TPC) commands. This is the closed loop component of the power control.
In the LTE open loop power control, each UE k sets its Tx power based on an estimate of
the pathloss to its serving BS, Lb,k = −10 log10(gb,k), often obtained through the RSRP
measurements mentioned earlier. The user Tx power PTx,k is computed according to
PTx,k = min (PTx max,k, pr0 + 10 log10Ns + αLb,k) , (2.1)
where PTx max,k is the maximum Tx power of UE k, pr0 can be seen as the target Rx
power per subcarrier, Ns is the number of subcarriers assigned to UE k. 0 < α ≤ 1 is
a pathloss compensation factor that enables to control the dependency of the used Tx
power with the pathloss, and thus the level of inter-cell interference caused by cell-edge
users.
In the thesis, an extension to the UL power control mechanism of LTE is proposed for
the case where UL cooperation between BSs is applied, see Section 4.3.5.
2.2. Heterogeneous Networks
Traffic load in mobile communication systems is increasing dramatically, especially in
dense urban areas where mobile phone users concentrate in specific locations. The
network capacity limit can be approached in those areas. These capacity-challenging
locations are extreme situations that mobile networks have to cope with. At the other
extreme are the blind spots in the network. Mobile coverage is not available everywhere
and is difficult to provide in certain areas such as underground stations, tunnels or
simply in indoor environment. The traditional cellular system composed of macro BSs
alone may not always be sufficient to address these capacity and coverage challenges [1].
Complementary solutions are needed to solve specific issues in the network. Low-power
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nodes (LPNs) can be deployed in the dense area with higher capacity needs or at the
cell-edge to provide coverage extension. Where more appropriate, the availability of
various Radio Access Technologies (RATs) can be exploited. By distributing served
users among several RATs, higher capacity can be obtained, as well as larger coverage
when utilizing RATs with lower carrier frequency for remote users. These networks with
diverse node types and access technologies are called heterogeneous networks. Although
the integration of different RATs is an interesting topic handled in [18] [19], in this thesis
we focus on a single RAT, namely LTE, and study the integration of low-power nodes
in conventional macro-only networks.
The heterogeneous network considered in this thesis is composed of several layers. The
main layer is the macro layer providing mobile service coverage to a large area with high-
power macro base stations. To solve capacity issues in localized areas, a layer composed
of pico nodes is deployed as complement to the macro layer. The small footprint of pico
nodes allows a flexible deployment, either at street level or on the buildings’ facade.
The introduction of pico nodes results in a series of positive effects. First, the network
becomes denser, i.e., the cell sizes are smaller and the required Tx power can be reduced,
which means lower inter-cell interference. Second, users previously served by macro BSs
can be oﬄoaded to the pico nodes. Macro nodes are less congested and more radio
resources are available for remaining macro users. A third positive effect is the spatial
user multiplexing enabled by the introduction of additional nodes. Where before users
were sharing the resources of the same macro BS in time or frequency domain, now users
connected to the new pico node can be scheduled in the same time-frequency resources
as macro users. These three claimed benefits require, however, a well optimized network
to reach their full potential, as discussed further in Section 2.2.3.
Although this thesis focuses on the interaction between the macro and pico layers, a
further layer of nodes with even lower Tx power, called femto nodes, can be part of
heterogeneous networks. Femto nodes deployed in buildings guarantee excellent indoor
mobile broadband performance. Furthermore, where large capacity is not required but
coverage issues are recurrent, the network can be enhanced with relay nodes.
In the following we first describe the characteristics of the different low power nodes
types, we then discuss the different possible architectures for LTE heterogeneous net-
works and introduce the existing optimization features for LTE heterogeneous networks.
2.2.1. Low-Power Node Categories
Relay nodes
Multihop transmission in cellular networks has been extensively studied in academia [20]
[21] [22]. Considering the coverage benefits of relays, a framework to support this type
of nodes has been introduced in release 10 of LTE. The access link, i.e., the link between
a relay and its served UEs uses the regular LTE interface, and LTE relays transmit their
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own CRS to create their own cell. From a user perspective, nothing differentiates a relay
from any other BS. The specificity of LTE relays lies in the backhaul link to the core
network which goes via a so-called donor BS. The backhaul link between a relay and its
donor BS is wireless and implements the same LTE interface as the access link. From a
donor BS perspective, relays appear as a user.
Relays can be deployed without any special adjustment if the LTE backhaul link op-
erates in a separate frequency band than the LTE access link. This is called outband
relaying. In case of inband relaying, i.e., if both links operate on the same frequency,
self-interference issues exist for both the DL and UL at the relay. For instance, in DL,
the transmission on the access link from the relay interferes with the reception at the
relay of a simultaneous DL transmission on the backhaul link. To avoid self-interference
issues, mechanisms exist in the LTE standard to support short-term muting at the
relay. The muting of certain subframes between the relay and its UEs allows the com-
munication between the relay and the donor BS. Because of the resulting half-duplex
operation, existing LTE inband relays have a limited capacity. They are thus suitable
for specific scenarios where mainly coverage is an issue. However, the relay operation
can be improved with self interference cancellation. Lately addressing the full duplex
issues has gained high attention in academia [23] and the developed techniques against
self-interference could be of interest for LTE inband relays too.
Pico nodes
Pico nodes or micro nodes can be completely stand-alone base stations with the difference
that their Tx power is low, in the order of a few Watts. The pico nodes considered in this
work are mainly deployed outdoor or in large semi-indoor areas such as train stations.
Similarly to relays, pico nodes can build their own cell and serve own UEs as any other
base station. To better utilize the available frequency spectrum, the new pico nodes
should operate on the same frequency as the existing macro nodes. But, because of the
Tx power imbalance between macro and pico nodes, new challenges appear that limit
the benefit of their deployment. These challenges have been mentioned in Section 1 and
will be discussed further in Section 2.2.3. In addition, Section 2.2.3 presents mechanisms
that have been defined in LTE to address some of these challenges. In this thesis, we
elaborate solutions to these challenges and compare them to the defined mechanisms for
LTE.
Femto nodes
Femto nodes transmit with an even lower power than pico nodes, around a few hundreds
of milliwatts. They are thus more suitable for indoor deployment and can be deployed
directly by subscribers for their own usage, similarly to Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) access
points. Most often, the user-deployed femto nodes have restricted access. Only allowed
UEs can connect to the femto nodes. This may create severe interference to macro users
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that are very close to the femto node but are not allowed to connect to it. This topic
has been handled in the study of [24] and [25] for instance.
Femto nodes can also be deployed by operators to increase capacity within buildings.
The femto nodes behave then similarly to pico nodes but benefit from a better isolation
from the macro layer due to their indoor deployment. The need for cooperation between
the macro and femto nodes is thus less strong than between the macro and pico nodes.
However, due to their dense deployment, some coordination between femto nodes may
be beneficial [26].
Because of the potentially large number and uncontrolled deployment of femto cells,
self-automation functions for femto cells are of great interest to adapt dynamically to
the interference situation [27].
2.2.2. Network Architecture in Heterogeneous Deployment
As seen earlier femto, pico and relay nodes can act as stand-alone BS. From that per-
spective, they implement the same logical interfaces with other BSs and the core network
as normal LTE BSs. Figure 2.3 shows the typical architecture of the network and related
interfaces. A BS is connected to the core network via S1 which consists in a control plane
part, S1-c, to obtain control and management information from the Mobility Manage-
ment Entity (MME) and a user plane part, S1-u, that delivers the user-related data to
the BS.
The logical interface between LTE BSs is called X2. This interface has been defined
in 3GPP to enable message exchange between BSs required for UE handover or long-
term frequency resource partitioning. X2 messages are specified so that any BSs can
communicate with each other [28]. To introduce new features that require interaction
between BSs as in this thesis, new X2 messages must be defined. However, the latency on
this interface, around 20ms, is too large to make it suitable for fast cooperation between
BSs. Only schemes requiring loose cooperation between BSs are supported over X2.
An alternative to enable fast and tight cooperation between macro and low power nodes
is to use interfaces such as Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI). CPRI is the interface
between a control entity within a base station and its remote radio units that transmit
and receive the radio signals. For such an interface stringent requirements with respect
to latency can be expected. The CPRI interface is thus more likely to be implemented
between a transmitter and receiver that are directly connected via a low-latency physical
link such as optical fiber or microwave.
If fast and tight cooperation is desired between a low-power node and a macro BS, an
interface such as CPRI can be used. However, in that case, the low power node is neither
directly addressable by the core network over S1 nor by other base stations over X2, as
represented in Figure 2.3(b). They can still act as stand-alone BS if the macro BS plays
the role of proxy, similarly to the relay node. Low-power nodes can act as remote low
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Figure 2.4.: State-of-the-art realization of a LTE heterogeneous network
power antennas of a central control entity located at the macro base station.
2.2.3. HetNet Optimization Features
Deploying a low power node in an existing macro layer reveals several issues. These
issues originate from the large Tx power imbalance between the macro and pico nodes
and the conventional cell association described in Section 2.1.2. Consider the long term
channel gain, gM,k, between a user k and the macro node, M , and the one between user
k and the pico node P , gP,k. Since pico nodes are usually deployed in areas with high
user density, their distance to the users is shorter than the distance between users and
the macro node. This means that, for most users, gP,k is actually larger than gM,k. This
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is the purpose of deploying pico nodes. However, assuming the macro node transmits
with a power PTx,M and the pico node with PTx,P , the cell association in Section 2.1.2
says that a UE is able to connect to the pico node if the following holds.
PTx,P · gP,k > PTx,M · gM,k
Because PTx,P is much smaller than PTx,M , the cell association condition for pico nodes
will be fulfilled only for users in the immediate vicinity of the pico node. The cell
coverage of the pico node is thus strongly limited by the conventional cell association
algorithm. This further limits the benefit of introducing pico nodes that were listed at
the beginning of Section 2.2.
Another problem with the small cell coverage area of pico nodes is the UL interference
from close-by macro UEs to the pico node. The macro UEs that are close to the border
of pico cells have a low channel gain gM,k to their serving macro node. Applying the
specified UL Tx power control described in Section 2.1.2, this means that these macro
UEs will use a high Tx power to compensate the low channel gain and reach their serving
BS with the target Rx power. However, these macro UEs have a large channel gain, gP,k,
to the pico node since they are at the cell border. Consequently, with a large Tx power
and a large channel gain, strong interference is caused by cell-edge macro UEs to the
nearby pico node.
As seen, the large Tx power imbalance between macro and pico nodes and the conven-
tional cell association are obstacles to large performance improvement with pico nodes.
To optimize the benefits of introducing pico nodes, or low power nodes in general, 3GPP
has specified several tools that are described in the following. In this thesis we propose
alternative solutions to solve the cell association and the UL interference problem in
heterogeneous deployment.
Offset based cell association
The first tool is to extend the coverage of pico nodes by adapting the cell association
criterion. As explained in Section 2.1.2, a configurable parameter exists to influence the
RSRP measurement of UEs and thus the UE-perceived size of different cells. With this
parameter δ > 1, the condition that needs to be fulfilled to connect to the pico node is
relaxed as follows.
δ · PTx,P · gP,k > PTx,M · gM,k
The cell coverage of pico nodes thus increases with δ. Larger pico node uptake results in
a larger traffic oﬄoad of the macro cells and a larger system capacity and average user
throughput, as shown in [29].
By applying an offset based cell association, the cell size or cell range of the pico node is
increased but users located in the extended range experience a very low SINR, smaller
than 0dB. Users k that could not connect to the pico node with the conventional cell
association but are able to do so with the offset based association verify PTx,M · gM,k >
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PTx,P · gP,k. In case of full traffic load in the macro node, the SINR of pico users in the
range extension is below 0dB, as also visible in the results of [29].
This very low SINR is not an issue for the data channel, PDSCH, for two reasons. First,
in real systems, radio access nodes are not always fully loaded. At low to medium load,
the transmissions of macro and pico node are not likely to completely overlap. The pico
UEs in the range extension zone thus experience an average SINR larger than 0dB. In
addition, a frequency-domain ICIC scheme has been specified from the start of LTE.
So, when macro and pico node transmissions are scheduled at the same time, the data
channel SINR of these UEs can be improved by means of the specified frequency-domain
ICIC.
Almost Blank Subframes
The existing frequency-domain ICIC does not apply for the control channel, PDCCH,
which spans the entire frequency band and whose resources can not be partitioned in
frequency domain among several cells. PDCCH, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, carries
among others the DL grants to UEs. So, if PDCCH can not be correctly decoded
because of low SINR, the grants for the data channel can not be known to UEs and the
data channel, PDSCH, can not be received by scheduled UEs. Because of the critical
consequences of the interference problem to PDCCH with an offset based cell association,
a time-domain ICIC mechanism has been introduced to enlarge the pico cell coverage
while protecting the control region of users located in the extended range. The basic
principle of this time-domain ICIC is to mute certain subframes in the macro node from
which strong interference originates. The macro and pico nodes thus decide on a pattern
of Almost Blank Subframes (ABSs) applied by the macro node [28]. ABSs still contain
CRS that defines the cell area and can not be muted, see Section 2.1.1. Users in the
extended range of pico nodes can be scheduled in the ABSs. UEs of later releases can
apply Interference Cancellation (IC) of CRS from the macro node. Although ABS solves
the PDCCH interference issue, it results in a throughput and capacity decrease at the
macro BS as visible in Figures 9, 11, 13 of [30]. With ABS, macro users see a reduced
number of schedulable subframes, which directly affects their throughput.
Soft cell
An alternative solution to the downlink interference issue with offset based cell associa-
tion that affects PDCCH reception at pico users is to exploit the new control channel,
ePDCCH, defined in later releases of LTE. As described in Section 2.1.1, the enhanced
control channel is collocated with the data channel in frequency domain. If needed, e.g.
at high traffic load, the frequency-domain ICIC scheme defined originally for the data
channel can be applied for ePDCCH. The frequency-domain ICIC scheme is more gran-
ular than the time-domain ICIC, since the muting can be localized to a few subcarriers
while ABS requires the muting of all subcarriers of a subframe.
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Figure 2.5.: Soft cell based realization of a LTE heterogeneous network
Even though the issue of interference to the control channel is removed when using
ePDCCH, there remains the CRS interference from macro nodes to users in the extended
pico cell range. As mentioned earlier, CRS is a mandatory signal that can not be omitted
by the macro node. To turn interference of the CRS from the macro node into useful
signal power, the idea of soft cell is to create a large cell that is served by several
transmission points. All transmission points, the macro node and pico nodes, transmit
the same CRS and build the same cell [31]. The new cell, called soft cell, is somewhat
larger than the macro cell area alone since the CRS power of all transmission points add
up.
UEs only detect a large cell, but are not aware of the existence of several transmission
points. In the basic setup, UEs are still served by a single transmission point. But the
borders between the serving area of transmission points are not fixed, which explains
the name of soft cell. Any kind of cell association algorithm relying on available UE
measurements can be applied. If needed, interference between the data transmissions
of different transmission points can be handled with the same frequency-domain ICIC
scheme as mentioned earlier or with advanced algorithms.
With soft cell, CRS is transmitted from several transmission points. But each trans-
mission point continues to schedule its assigned users independently of the others. CRS
can thus not be used for demodulation anymore. The channel estimates obtained there
do not reflect the impairment between the serving transmission point and the UE. How-
ever, UE-specific demodulation reference signal is available in LTE, see Section 2.1.1,
and becomes a key enabler of soft cell. DMRS is bundled in the data and undergoes the
same Tx processing as the data channel.
The soft cell based realization of heterogeneous networks offers possibility for advanced
radio resource management algorithms to optimize the performance of the system. One
example is the energy-aware and load-adaptive cell association algorithms proposed in
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Chapters 6 and 5 of this thesis and which rely on this heterogeneous network realization.
Because of the required tight interaction between transmission points, soft cell is also
very suitable for applying the UL cooperation schemes proposed in Chapter 4. However,
the proposed UL cooperation schemes also work well in any realization of heterogeneous
networks as long as the interface between base stations is fast enough (below 1ms).
2.3. Key Energy Efficiency Enablers in Mobile Networks
The Information and communication technology (ICT) sector is estimated to have in-
duced about 1.3% of the overall carbon footprint in 2007 [32] and future prognoses esti-
mate that this share will increase to about 2% in 2020 [33]. Personal Computers (PCs)
and data centers are the two largest contributors to the ICT-related carbon emissions.
But the share of mobile networks is non-negligible today and increases faster than other
ICT components. Prognoses for 2020 rank mobile networks as the third largest contrib-
utor to the ICT-related carbon emissions [34]. The mobile communication industry has
realized the issue and improving energy efficiency in mobile networks has gained high
attention in the past few years in the research community with research projects such
as EARTH, GreenTouch, GreenNet, ComGreen.
Mobile networks consist of the core network and the radio network. The latter has the
predominant energy consumption due to the very large number of base stations that are
always on. Core network elements, such as routers, transponders, are fewer in mobile
networks than BSs while their power consumption is smaller than the one of BSs today.
Optimizing the radio network from an energy perspective has thus the largest impact
on the overall mobile network power consumption, as also discussed in [35].
Despite the large number of UEs, the need for energy savings mainly concern the radio
network infrastructure [36]. Most of the traffic (around 80%) is generated in the downlink
[37]. When not transmitting, UEs are operating in a much more efficient mode than BSs
thanks to energy saving mechanisms introduced already in the first release of LTE. By
contrast to base stations, optimized battery duration has always been in the center of
UEs’ design, since it influences the end customer’s choice for a mobile device.
Base stations are designed to provide the best network performance at the maximum
supported traffic load. But, measurements done in networks show that most of the base
stations operate at very low load most of the time [38]. Only a small percentage of cells
(around 15% in [38]) in the network experience a high load situation in more than 10% of
the time. There is thus a huge energy saving potential for energy efficiency mechanisms
targeting low load situations, such as sleep mode.
Research, however, should not be limited to the design of energy saving mechanisms
for quiet hours. There is also energy saving potential for features optimizing high load
situations such as load balancing. In the following we sketch the key enablers for an
energy efficient radio network.
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Although energy performance is the focus in this section and to a large extent in this
thesis, it should be kept in mind that energy efficiency mechanisms should affect as little
as possible the user performance to be considered as promising. Nowadays, end cus-
tomers loyalty towards a mobile network operator is mainly driven by the user-perceived
performance of the network [39]. The reduction in the network operational cost alone
is not likely to convince an operator to introduce an energy saving mechanism if it
compromises the user experience.
2.3.1. UE Energy Efficiency Features
Even if mobile devices are already energy efficient, further enhancements of UE energy
consumption are preferable considering that the traffic conveyed to the mobile device
will continue to increase. The traffic is not continuous and periods of inactivity ex-
ist. To enable energy reduction in those periods, LTE devices support a feature called
Discontinuous Reception (DRX). DRX is defined in terms of a configurable cycle during
which a single subframe needs to be monitored by UEs for potential reception of control
information and data. In the remaining subframes of the DRX cycle, the Rx components
of UEs can be switched off. The longer the DRX cycle, the larger the energy savings
but also the longer the delay to reactivate the data transmission/reception.
The longest DRX cycle supported by LTE today is 2.56s. Results in [40] indicate that a
DRX cycle in the order of dozens of seconds would be more suitable for devices that gen-
erate only low amount of traffic and this very seldom. Thus, further DRX enhancements
are possible and these will be part of the power saving mechanisms studied in 3GPP
LTE release 13 for Machine Type Communication (MTC) [41]. The mechanisms defined
in 3GPP standards are usually use case-driven but specified in an use case-independent
manner. So, MTC-driven power saving features will most likely be applicable to all kind
of devices.
2.3.2. Hardware Improvements
A radio access node, i.e. a base station, is composed of different components: Power
Amplifier (PA), RF transceiver, the Baseband (BB) unit and finally the power supply
(DC) and cooling (CO). Basically in current base stations, all components contribute
to the overall power consumption of the node even during the idle time when there is
no data nor signaling transmission to perform, as shown in Figure 2.6 and in [3]. From
Figure 2.6 it can be seen that the power consumption at low load, i.e. low resource
utilization, is not much lower than the maximum power consumption. This reveals the
lack of dependency between the actual traffic load and the current absorbed by the
components of a BS.
The PA is the largest power-consuming component of a macro BS. Although the PA
power consumption is load-dependent, the dependency factor is still too small in ex-
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Figure 2.6.: Power consumption breakdown of a 3-sector macro BS of year 2010
isting BSs. The PA efficiency is generally optimized for the highest output power and
degrades with lower output power [42]. This leads to a PA that typically consumes at
low load approximately one third of the power consumption at highest load, see Figure
2.6. Operating point adjustment of BSs hardware has been identified as a key hardware
improvement for increased energy efficiency [43]. As shown in [44], hardware improve-
ment is expected to bring 50% energy saving at low load for macro BSs. Savings are
less spectacular for pico nodes, whose major energy consuming component is the base
band unit. There also, new base band architecture designs enabling adaptive base band
processing and scalable power consumption are options to investigate.
Another important hardware improvement is the support of fast component switching
on/off. At time instants without transmission, certain components could be switched
off even for very short duration, e.g. for several dozens of microseconds. In order not
to delay data transmissions, components need to be up and running again in a few
microseconds. They thus have to be designed to support a fast scale switching on/off.
A promising example of hardware sleep mode is the power amplifier sleep mode called
Micro Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) introduced in [45].
Micro DTX is one of the state-of-the-art features considered in this thesis to evaluate
the power consumption of the network and measure the benefit of additional features
proposed in the thesis. This fast sleep mode technique was discussed in [46] and [45],
and is suitable for an OFDM based system such as LTE. The idea is to deactivate the
power amplifier of a LTE BS during empty OFDM symbols. In LTE an OFDM symbol
with a normal cyclic prefix length lasts 71.4µs. So, the micro DTX assumes a quick
reactivation of the power amplifier in the order of less than one OFDM symbol according
to [46], [45].
The main advantage of this technique is to exploit very short idle periods of the BS.
These are expected to occur more often in the future as there will be an increased
amount of traffic generated by means of regular small packets, e.g. social networking
type of traffic.
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To enable a quick return to the normal operation mode, the cell should remain visible
to the legacy users. Therefore the cell-specific signaling still need to be transmitted
in certain OFDM symbols even when there is no data transmission. In particular the
CRS which is transmitted regularly limit the time where micro DTX can be applied.
Basically, a BS can go to the micro DTX mode and reduces its power consumption only
between two CRS transmissions. For LTE, the highest possible micro DTX ratio in
normal subframes would be of 10/14, since from the 14 OFDM symbols that compose
each normal subframe, 4 OFDM symbols contain CRS in case of a transmission with up
to two antenna ports (see Figure 2.1).
2.3.3. Sleep Mode
Cellular networks today rely on base stations that are always active. Even at night
in rural areas where no traffic is present, base stations are active and ready to serve
any potential user that may want to use its mobile service. The always on philosophy
in radio networks has however become out of sync with the rest of society where the
environmental concerns have spread among the population and led to measures such
as no or only partial street/shop lights at night. Following the general trend of better
energy efficiency, sleep mode principle should be applied at different levels of the radio
network. For instance, the site sectorization, the sector carrier frequencies, and the used
RATs can be adapted.
Macro sites usually consist of several sectors or cells, typically three, each sector being
served by a directive antenna. The capacity provided by the traditional 3-sector config-
uration of a site substantially exceeds the need at very low traffic load. Macro sites with
an omni-directional antenna in addition to the directive antennas can be reconfigured at
low traffic load to build a single wider cell served by the omni-directional antenna [44].
Components related to the directive antennas can thus be switched off.
At the same site, base stations of different RATs coexist: GSM, UMTS, LTE, sometimes
WiFi. Nowadays, all RAT components can be managed by a single base station using
multi-standard radio. But the same sleep mode principle is possible. At times of low
traffic load, a single RAT is sufficient to provide coverage. GSM would be suitable due
to its low operating carrier frequency that presents attractive propagation conditions.
UMTS is a good alternative if active users want to access internet services. If all active
UEs are served by a single RAT, the BS components belonging to the remaining RATs
can be switched off during the low traffic periods. In [47], the energy savings of this kind
of multi-RAT sleep optimization were estimated to reach close to 30%.
Among others, the sleep mode principle is also applicable to multi-carrier base stations
enabling switching off all carriers but one of a base station. Sleep mode examples are
depicted in Figure 2.7.
The mentioned sleep modes operate at a medium to long-term level and consists in
reconfiguring the radio network to adapt the provided capacity to the actual demand.
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Figure 2.7.: Different network-level sleep modes
Base coverage is however always guaranteed, since not all radio components are switched
off.
In this thesis, sleep mode for pico nodes has been studied. At low load, pico nodes
are switched off completely. Macro nodes guarantee mobile service coverage. When the
traffic load starts increasing again, the challenge lies in identifying which pico nodes to
reactivate. Several algorithms to control the sleep mode behavior have been designed
and evaluated, see Chapter 7.
2.3.4. Transmission Optimization
Also when there is traffic in a cell, several methods can be considered for optimizing the
energy consumption of the radio network during transmission.
Current systems are usually designed to operate with the most data rate-efficient trans-
mission mode whenever possible. For instance, when a user experiences good chan-
nel conditions, multiple data stream-transmission is usually applied. However, evolved
transmission modes come with more complex signal processing that consumes more
power than a basic Single Input Single Output (SISO) transmission. One method to
improve energy efficiency during the transmission is to adapt the transmission mode to
the service provided to the user. For services that do not require high data rate, such as
Voice over IP (VoIP), the BS could use a transmission mode that has low computational
complexity and thus smaller power consumption. This is called MIMO muting in [44].
Another category of methods to improve energy consumption during the actual transmis-
sion enables a reduction in the transmit power while achieving the same user throughput.
One example is beamforming where the transmitted signal energy can be concentrated
in the direction of the active UEs. Because less signal energy is scattered spatially, the
transmit power of the BS and thus its power consumption can be lowered to achieve a sim-
ilar signal quality than without beamforming. Another method to reduce the Tx power
and thus the power consumption is the so-called Bandwidth Expansion mode (BEM)
citevidev2011. It exploits the fact that the same user throughput can be achieved with
a reduced Tx power if more frequency resources are allocated to users. Thus, BEM can
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be applied at low to medium traffic mode when the channel bandwidth is not entirely
allocated.
Finally, load balancing algorithms can also help improving energy efficiency during the
actual transmission. At low load, the low traffic could be concentrated in a limited
number of BSs. The cell selection for the few active users is changed so that they are
served by cells that already serve some UEs. This enables cells without users to go in
a sleep mode. At high load, if the network load is not evenly distributed, oﬄoading
traffic to neighboring nodes can become less energy consuming. In this thesis, a load-
adaptive energy-aware cell association for heterogeneous networks has been developed.
The benefits of the algorithm in heterogeneous networks are promising, see Chapter 6.
More generally, features enabling a faster data transmission may have a benefit in terms
of energy consumption when they are combined with sleep mode. Faster transmission
means longer or more frequent idle periods, where a BS can enter a sleep state. In
Chapter 4 of this thesis, the energy consumption of Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP)
reception schemes in the UL is studied, considering both the extra power consumption
to apply CoMP and the more frequent usage of BS sleep mode.
2.3.5. Context based Energy-Aware Network Management
To achieve energy savings while minimizing the impact on the user performance, the
network configuration should adapt to the current situation, i.e. the current traffic load,
the traffic type, the location or channel conditions of active users. Certain patterns with
slow variations are known and corresponding network settings can be pre-configured.
For instance, a pre-registered configuration for the estimated peak and lowest traffic vol-
ume hours can be considered. However, energy savings are more promising with a finer
adaptation of the network configuration to situation changes on a faster scale. Context
information can be obtained by means of short-term measurements that can be comple-
mented with history information to increase the likelihood to choose the best suitable
network configuration. History information combined with present measurements can
also help predicting how the situation will evolve in near future. Methods developed
in [48] and in [49], for instance, enable to predict traffic hotspot to proactively manage
network resources and adapt the network configuration in time. The time scale of the
network reconfiguration is critical to minimize any negative impact of energy efficiency
features on user performance consumption.
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3. Evaluation Methodology
In this section, the different models and assumptions used to evaluate the features de-
veloped in the thesis are described.
3.1. User Performance Evaluation
3.1.1. Traffic model
In the thesis, most features are evaluated assuming a file transfer traffic model, which
enables to model the burstyness of traffic in real networks. Full buffer traffic model is
also used for some features.
Full buffer traffic model
In the full buffer traffic model, it is assumed that all users in the system are active from
the start of the simulation until the end. They always have data in the buffer. In the
downlink, this results in a stable interference situation where all BSs always interfere
with each other. Because of the non-varying interference, the SINR perceived by a user
is easier to predict. Some BS algorithms such as link adaptation thus converge very
quickly to the optimal setting.
Full buffer traffic model and the implied full interference enables to stress the system
and evaluate the potential of interference-reduction features.
File transfer traffic model
The file transfer traffic model used in this thesis is widely used in the 3GPP evaluation
and defined in [50]. By contrast to full buffer traffic model, the file transfer model is
generating bursty traffic as depicted in Figure 3.1. The interference level and BS resource
utilization are variable.
Users appear in the network following a Poisson process, whose intensity is varied to
create different values for the traffic load. When a user finishes its file transmission,
it disappears from the system. In this thesis, the network is composed of macro cells
with wide coverage area and pico cells deployed within the coverage area of macro cells.
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Figure 3.1.: Traffic generation with the considered file transfer model
Assuming an user arrival intensity in the macro cell area of λ and a file size, S, the offered
traffic load or offered system throughput, Γo, per macro cell area can be calculated as
Γo = λ · S.
In the scenario considered in this thesis, the offered system throughput, i.e. the traffic
generated in the system, has to be served by the macro and pico nodes.
3.1.2. User performance metrics
The user performance metrics described in the following can be found in the result plots
of the thesis.
User SINR
The user SINR is calculated per LTE RB in the simulator. To apply frequency-selective
scheduling, SINR estimates for different parts of the bandwidth are required. A finer
granularity, e.g. one SINR estimate per RB, leads to finer adaptation of the scheduling
decisions to the fast fading variations.
The user SINR for a given transmission results from the frequency-domain averaging of
the SINR obtained in the RBs allocated to the considered user. The experienced SINR
in a given subframe can be used to influence the selection of the Modulation and Coding
Scheme (MCS) for the future transmissions of/to the same user. It is also the indicator
of how suitable the transmission mode or the reception scheme selected for the given
subframe was.
Results included in this thesis result from long simulations. Showing the SINR per user
in every subframe is unpractical. To summarize the impact of applied schemes on the
signal quality experienced by users, the time-frequency averaged SINR of users is shown
in the figures of this thesis. It is calculated by averaging the frequency-averaged SINR
of each subframe where the user was scheduled.
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User throughput
The user throughput, also called data rate, is a common metric used for full buffer
simulations. The throughput, Γu, of a user, Γu, is defined as the ratio of successfully
received bits Nu during a time period d to the time period,
Γu =
Nu
d
.
Typically, in a full buffer simulation, d is equal to the simulation duration.
The user throughput is typically shown in a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
which indicates in the Y axis the probability that a user gets a throughput lower than
the value given in the X axis. The performance of features can be compared at different
level. A common metric is the average user throughput. But for features improving
certain categories of users, e.g. cell-edge or cell-center users, a particular location in
the CDF is compared. Cell-edge user throughput is usually represented with the fifth
percentile in the user throughput CDF, while cell-center user throughput is commonly
read at the 95th percentile in the user throughput CDF.
User bitrate
User bitrate is a metric measuring the user performance with the file transfer traffic
model, where the user does not have always something in the buffer by contrast to the
full buffer model. The user bitrate considers the time required to transfer the file over
the air including the scheduling delay. Assuming a file of size S arrives at time t0 in the
buffer of a user and ends at time t1, the user bitrate, R, is given as
R =
S
t1 − t0 .
Note that even though the considered user has data in the buffer at time t0, it may carry
out the first radio transmission after t0 if there is some scheduling delay.
System throughput
The system throughput, also called served traffic, is an important metric for file transfer
traffic model. It indicates the traffic load in the network and the system stability.
In this thesis, the system throughput, Γs, is calculated per macro cell area. It is the sum
of the number of bits successfully received by each node located in a macro cell, i.e., the
macro node and potentially a few pico nodes, during a given duration d divided by this
duration. The duration d is commonly set to the simulation duration.
Referring to the discussion in Section 3.1.1, if the user arrival intensity, λ, is low or
moderate, the offered traffic in a macro cell area, Γo, can be served entirely by the radio
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access nodes, i.e. in this thesis the macro and pico nodes. This means that the measured
macro cell area throughput, Γs, is equal to Γo. In this situation, the system is said to
be in a stable state.
A too large user arrival intensity leads to an unstable system where the network is not
able to serve existing users before new users appear. The number of active users in the
network increases if there is no congestion control mechanism applied. In that unstable
load situation, the measured system throughput starts to saturate. Any further increase
of λ has only minor effect on Γs. The network can not serve entirely the offered traffic.
The maximum network capacity is reached.
3.2. Energy Consumption Evaluation
3.2.1. Power consumption model
In this thesis the power model developed in the EARTH project for different types of
base stations is used. The model is a linear function as depicted in Figure 3.2 and was
found to be a reasonable approximation of the measured power consumption of a BS
transceiver [3] [51], see also Figure 2.6.
In the EARTH model [3], the power consumption consists of a fixed part P0 that is
consumed at time instants without transmission and a variable part based on the Tx
power used by the BS which depends on the served traffic load. In this thesis, we assume
a constant power allocation per subcarrier. The variable part of the power consumption
thus solely depends on the number of allocated subcarriers. Consider u the resource
utilization at a given BS, which means the ratio of the allocated subcarriers to the total
number of subcarriers.
The modeled power consumption Pin of a node is then expressed as
Pin =

P0 + P∆ · u if 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
Pµ if u = 0 and micro DTX
Ps if u = 0 and pico node sleep mode
At time instants without transmission and when the micro DTX mode discussed in
Section 2.3.2 is enabled, a lower power consumption than P0 is possible and is denoted
with Pµ. In Chapter 7, a sleep mode control algorithm for pico nodes is introduced. To
evaluate the benefit of the sleep mode for pico nodes and the performance of its control,
a new power state for pico nodes is defined where the power Ps is consumed.
To evaluate and compare the power consumption of the network, we use the values given
in [3] for the power model parameters, assuming a maximum output power, PTx max of
1W for a pico node and 40W for a macro node. Note that a micro node in [3] corresponds
to a pico node in this thesis. The power model parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
In typical systems, a BS tends to assign all its subcarriers to active users, if there are
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Figure 3.2.: BS power consumption model
Table 3.1.: Power model parameters
Node type PTx max [W] P0 [W] P∆ [W] Pµ [W] Ps [W]
Macro sector 40 260 188 150 -
Pico node 1 112 2.8 78 10
any. This means that the instantaneous power consumption of a BS will typically take
two values over time, P0 (or Pµ in case of micro DTX) for idle periods and Pin,max for
active periods.
3.2.2. Energy consumption metrics
Several metrics exist to measure the efficiency in terms of power consumption at a
node and network level [52]. A commonly used metric is the energy per bit, typically
expressed in Joule per bit, in which the energy consumption measured in a given duration
is scaled with the number of information bits successfully received in the same duration.
The metric called energy efficiency, usually expressed in bit per Joule, is the inverse
of the energy per bit metric and enables to measure the energy performance from a
system capacity perspective. The energy efficiency metric tells how many bits can be
transported for a given energy consumption level.
These two related metrics, energy per bit and energy efficiency, are most suitable when
evaluating the energy performance in a fully loaded network, which is a common sce-
nario for measuring the achievable spectral efficiency. Fully loaded networks can be
simulated using full buffer traffic model, where users have a unlimited amount of data
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to transfer. Consider that different features are to be evaluated from an energy con-
sumption point of view. In a fully loaded network, using the BS power consumption
as metric is not very informative, since it very likely reaches its maximum level all the
time. The different features would lead to the same absolute BS power consumption.
However, if the different considered features result in different spectral efficiencies, the
energy efficiency metric or the energy per bit metric would highlight the feature with the
highest spectral efficiency. In a way, these two metrics are extensions of the conventional
spectral efficiency. Using the network power consumption instead of the BS power con-
sumption in the energy efficiency calculation enables to increase the information level
provided by this metric compared to the spectral efficiency metric. If certain features
have different requirements on the network that lead to different power consumptions
at the network level, the energy efficiency of these features will show a different trend
than their respective spectral efficiency. An example is the analysis done for the coop-
eration schemes in Chapter 4. Certain cooperation schemes providing higher spectral
efficiency require larger amount of information exchange and thus induce larger network
level power consumption (even though the BS power consumption remains similar).
The usage of the energy efficiency and energy per bit metrics may sometimes be mis-
leading. Consider the example of the traffic demand increase in mobile networks. While
today mobile phone users require for instance 1GB of data volume per month, tomorrow
this value will be x times higher. If the equipments and configurations in the network
have not been changed yet, the energy efficiency of the network automatically improves
by a factor close to x compared to the initial situation. But since the network equip-
ments and configurations have remained the same, the network power consumption and
the operator energy bill are as high as in the initial situation. Even though no improve-
ment related to the energy consumption has been made, a higher energy efficiency is
measured.
This illustrates the need for complimentary energy performance metrics. An important
metric that affects directly the energy cost taken care of by mobile network operators
is the average power consumption of the network. Scaling the average network power
consumption by the covered area enables to identify whether a higher network power
consumption is due to an expansion of the network coverage area or an expansion of the
capacity in the same covered area. The power consumption per area unit calculated for
different regions is also interesting to highlight the difference in the energy cost between
those regions. For instance, rural regions with few cells of large coverage are expected
to have a lower area power consumption than urban regions.
The average power consumption per area unit is also more appropriate for heterogeneous
networks where several layers of radio access nodes have partly overlapping coverage.
With this metric, the energy performance evaluation takes into account that several
layers are deployed in the same geographical area. This facilitates comparison between
network deployments with different numbers of overlapping layers. The area can be
expressed in conventional area metric such as km2, or as a geographical area at least
equal to the largest coverage area among all layers. In this thesis, pico nodes are deployed
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in the coverage area of macro nodes. The power consumption of all nodes located within
the area covered by a macro node is aggregated and scaled by the surface in km2 covered
by the macro cell to build the network power consumption per km2.
3.3. Main simulation assumptions
The performance evaluation has been done using a dynamic radio network simulator
modeling OFDM transmission with multi-antenna transmitters and receivers. The sim-
ulated FDD LTE network consists of three sites with three macro cells per site and
an inter-site distance of 500 m. Unless otherwise stated, two pico nodes are randomly
dropped per macro cell. Wrap-around is applied in order to avoid any border effects.
The macro BS Tx power reaches 40 W while pico nodes transmit with 1W. All cells
operate at a carrier frequency of 2 GHz with a carrier of bandwidth is 5MHz, unless
otherwise stated.
As typically used in 3GPP evaluations, see configuration 4b of [50], users have a proba-
bility of 2/3 to be dropped within hotspots of 40 m radius centered around pico nodes.
The pathloss model 1 specified in [50] is used. The fast fading model used for macro and
pico cells are the SCME urban macro and urban micro [53].
Link adaptation allows QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM modulation schemes. Turbo coding
with adaptive rate matching allows for various combinations of MCSs. Unless otherwise
stated in the different evaluation sections, the MCS for a transmission is selected based
on perfect knowledge of the experienced SINR at the receiver. A link-to-system interface
based on mutual information maps the packet SINR to the corresponding Block Error
Ratio (BLER) [54].
Up to two streams can be transmitted to a UE in DL. Based on the estimated SINR,
the number of parallel streams in a DL transmission is dynamically determined. Only
one-stream transmission is supported in the uplink.
A channel dependent BS scheduler allocates evenly time-frequency resources to the active
users. The user multiplexing is done in frequency domain in the UL and in time domain
in the DL.
Unless otherwise stated in the different evaluation sections, traffic is generated either
using using the file transfer traffic model described in Section 3.1.1. The size of the file
to transfer is 500 kByte.
Important simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2.: System Level Simulation Parameters
Parameter Setting
Macro layer deployment 3 sites with 3 sectors per site
Inter-Site Distance (ISD) 500 m
User deployment one or two hotspots of 40m radius / macro sector
2/3 of users dropped in hotspots
1/3 of users uniformly distributed
Pico layer deployment 1 pico BS in the middle of each hotspot
Macro / Pico BS maximum Tx power 40 W / 1 W
Carrier freq. / bandwidth 2.0 GHz / 5 MHz unless otherwise stated
Channel model 3GPP SCME Urban Macro and Urban Micro
Distance-dependent path loss According to 3GPP channel model 1 defined in [50]
UE speed 3 km/h (quasi-static)
Number of UEs/sector 30 with full buffer traffic (variable otherwise)
Target BLER 10 %
UE / BS Tx antennas 1 / 2 per sector
UE / BS Rx antennas 2
Traffic model Infinite full buffer or
File transfer model with a file size of 500kB
HARQ Synchronous, non-adaptive
Scheduling algorithm Round Robin
Link-to-system interface MIESM [54]
BS antenna spacing 10 λa, λa: wavelength
BS noise figure 5 dB
UE noise figure 9 dB
Available modulation QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
UL power control pr0 = −82 dBm, α = 0.8, PTx max = 23 dBm
BS receiver types IRC
Channel estimation Ideal
Link adaptation Ideal or non-ideal
UL control channel overhead Upper and lower 2, resp. 4 RBs for 5, resp. 10 MHz
DL control channel overhead 3 ODFM symbols / LTE subframe
Reference signal overhead Considered
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4. Base Station Cooperation in the Uplink
of Heterogeneous Networks
In heterogeneous deployment, where small cells served by pico nodes are deployed in the
coverage area of macro cells, the performance of users in the UL improves substantially.
In the uplink, the transmit power of UEs is limited. The radio distance to the nearest
BS is thus key for the user performance. And this distance reduces when pico nodes are
introduced in the network. This makes it also possible for some UEs to use a lower Tx
power, reducing the overall inter-cell interference. However, the large imbalance in the
Tx power of macro and pico nodes restricts the UL performance improvement because
of two factors. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the conventional cell selection based on DL
Rx power limits the coverage area of pico nodes. More users would gain from being
connected to the pico node in the UL, but they stay connected to the macro BS because
of the cell association algorithm. In addition to that, the macro users with lower pathloss
to a pico node use a high Tx power to reach their remote serving BS and thus create
strong UL interference towards nearby pico nodes, which affects the UL performance of
pico users.
To exploit the pico node proximity to some of the macro users and reduce the strong inter-
cell interference in the UL, we propose and investigate various practical UL cooperation
schemes between macro and pico base stations. In the following, the term cooperation
is also referred to as CoMP for Coordinated Multi-Point.
After presenting related work in Section 4.1, we introduce several Layer 1 CoMP schemes
for improving the UL of heterogeneous networks in Section 4.2. Because of its specificity
to the heterogeneous deployment, one of them, called Spatial User Multiplexing CoMP
(SUM CoMP), has not been widely studied before. The set of considered CoMP schemes
spans a wide range of backhaul capacity requirements and achievable throughput gains,
as described in Section 4.2. All schemes aim at improving the SINR of the considered
UE. However, this can only happen at its full potential if certain functions of the BS are
adapted to the UL CoMP operation, as discussed in Section 4.3. The schemes have been
evaluated with two different types of traffic, namely full buffer and file transfer traffic,
see Section 4.5.
The full buffer evaluation confirmed the intuition that required amount of backhaul
traffic and data rate improvement are correlated. But it reveals that the throughput
benefit does not distribute evenly over all users. This motivates the need for a dynamic
UE-specific CoMP scheme selection to achieve similar throughput gains at lower cost,
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e.g. at lower required backhaul traffic. CoMP does not only induce additional backhaul
traffic but also additional signal processing which varies from scheme to scheme. These
two cost factors are well summarized in the additional power consumption induced by
CoMP at a BS. In Section 4.4, we develop a CoMP scheme selection algorithm that aims
at minimizing the overall network power consumption while maintaining the throughput
benefit of CoMP.
The evaluation with file transfer traffic in Section 4.5.3 shows that the developed CoMP
scheme selection algorithm belongs to the category of Self Organizing Network (SON)
features. With the proposed algorithm, a BS adapts its decision regarding the CoMP
scheme to apply for a user depending on the user-related radio characteristics, but also
depending on the traffic load.
The work in this chapter has been partly published in [4], [5], [6], [7], [1], [8], [9] and [10].
4.1. Related Work
CoMP as such has been widely studied over the past few years. The latest cellular
systems operating in frequency reuse one, like LTE, have an interference-limited perfor-
mance. This means that UEs located in neighboring cells may be scheduled on the same
physical resources, resulting in low SINR. UL co-channel interference can be mitigated
at the BS receiver by means of multi-antenna processing, e.g., Interference Rejection
Combining (IRC) receiver [55]. These linear combining receiver algorithms are more
efficient if antennas of neighboring cells, that normally treat the considered UL signal as
interference, could be leveraged. This is why such cooperation across cells is one of the
key features introduced in LTE Release 10 to meet the IMT advanced requirements.
Cooperation between cells is most often modeled as a Distributed Antenna System (DAS)
where remote antennas in several cells are controlled by a central entity [56], [57]. This
centralized approach mitigates interference between cells of the same central entity, but
interference between cells of different entities remains. BS cooperation with distributed
control is also possible and can provide large performance improvement without border
effects [4]. In this study, since we intend to leverage the proximity of pico nodes with
certain macro users using CoMP, the cooperation cluster is composed of a macro node
and the pico nodes located in its coverage area.
In both centralized and decentralized CoMP approaches, the information exchange on
the interface between cooperating BSs or between a central control entity and its remote
antennas can be very large. In conventional Layer 1 UL CoMP schemes, information
about the received UE signal at cooperating BSs is transferred to the serving BS which
combines all received information to enhance the probability of successful decoding.
Transferring the quantized Rx signal at each antenna port of the cooperating BSs gener-
ates a lot of traffic on the backhaul link. Methods to apply cooperation with lower back-
haul traffic requirements have therefore been studied in the literature, e.g. [58], [59], [5]
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Figure 4.1.: Example of cooperation in uplink of a heterogeneous network
and [60]. In [5] and [6], CoMP schemes that require less information about the Rx sig-
nal are investigated, while [61] and [60] propose another type of CoMP schemes, called
Layer 2 CoMP, that requires only a low amount of information exchange. By contrast
to Layer 1 UL CoMP schemes, the information exchange in Layer 2 UL CoMP schemes
occurs before the actual UE transmission. The intention is to optimize the transmission
parameters such as Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) and resource allocation.
Lately, a few works have studied CoMP for heterogeneous deployments. Most of them
focused on DL cooperation schemes to solve the issues of macro BS creating large in-
terference to pico users, [62], [63], [64]. In [65], the Layer 2 UL CoMP scheme of [60] is
extended to the small cell scenario.
4.2. Uplink Cooperation Concept
Figure 4.1 illustrates the principle of cooperation in the uplink. The signal transmitted
by the depicted user is intended to its serving BS, which is a macro BS in this example.
However, the signal can be received by all surrounding BSs, such as the two pico BSs
depicted in the figure. In a conventional system, the receiving neighboring BSs consider
this signal as interference. When CoMP is applied, one or more of the neighboring BSs
become cooperating BSs and attempt to process the signal received by the non-served
user. The information obtained via the serving link and via the cooperating links are
then combined to increase the probability of successful signal reception. This method
is efficient, in particular if the serving BS selects appropriately the cooperating BSs for
the considered UE. The UE and BS selection for CoMP is further discussed in Section
4.3.
The generic message sequence of cooperation is shown in Figure 4.2. The serving BS first
schedules the UE of interest, sends the uplink grant to the UE and requests cooperation
to the selected cooperating BS(s) mentioning the scheduled resources and other necessary
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Figure 4.2.: Information exchange between cooperating BSs
transmission parameters that are CoMP scheme-dependent. Upon reception of the UE
signal, different levels of signal processing is required at the serving and cooperating
BS depending on the CoMP scheme. Once the requested information is obtained from
the Rx signal, it is forwarded via the backhaul to the serving BS for potential further
processing and combining with its own processed Rx signal. The serving BS remains
the unique contact of the UE with the network and is responsible for sending the HARQ
feedback.
The procedure in Figure 4.2 describes a distributed cooperation mechanism applicable
between any BSs as long as the backhaul meets the requirements in terms of delay and
capacity. It is also possible to apply CoMP using a centralized architecture, as discussed
earlier in Section 2.2.3. In principle, any CoMP scheme would be feasible, but joint
processing based CoMP schemes are natural candidates in a centralized architecture.
In this work several CoMP schemes are investigated in a heterogeneous deployment.
In the following section, the required signal processing at the cooperating BS and the
signal combining at the serving BS are explained for each CoMP scheme. The required
backhaul capacity as well as the SINR calculation is derived for each scheme, and will
be used in Section 4.4 to compare the CoMP schemes and eventually select the most
appropriate scheme for a UE.
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4.2.1. Reference system: no cooperation
We consider a cellular system in which UEs transmit with a single antenna, while Nr
Rx antennas are available at the BSs. Let I represent the set of interfering UEs and
subscripts o, bs and bc refer to the particular UE considered in this SINR calculation, its
serving BS and cooperating BS respectively. The signal received by BS bs on a certain
subcarrier, ybs ∈ CNr×1, can be written as
ybs = ho,bsxo +
∑
i∈I
hi,bsxi + n,
where xi ∈ C is the symbol transmitted by UE i on the considered subcarrier. In
LTE UL, xi is the output of a FFT operation on a series of modulation symbols [66].
hi,bs ∈ CNr×1 is the channel from UE i to BS bs on the considered subcarrier and
n ∈ CNr×1 the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The SINR for the considered UE after equalization at BS bs is given by
γo,bs =
∥∥wHbs · ho,bsxo∥∥2
wHbs ·Qbs ·wbs
, (4.1)
where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose, Qbs ∈ CNr×Nr is the interference plus noise
covariance matrix at BS bs, and wbs ∈ CNr×1 is the receive weighting vector. For an
IRC receiver, wbs depends on the interference plus noise covariance matrix Qbs accord-
ing to wbs = Q
−1
bs
ho,bs [55]. The interference plus noise covariance matrix is calculated
as Qbs =
∑
i∈I E[xix
H
i ] · hi,bs · hHi,bs + E[nnH ].
Equation 6.3 can thus be rewritten as
γo,bs = E[xox
H
o ] ·
wHbs · ho,bs · hHo,bs ·wbs
wHbs ·Qbs ·wbs
, (4.2)
which, with wbs = Q
−1
bs
ho,bs and po = E[xox
H
o ], simplifies to
γo,bs = po · hHo,bs ·Q−1bs ho,bs . (4.3)
4.2.2. Multi-cell IRC
The first scheme, called Interference Rejection Combining CoMP (IRC CoMP), is a
multi-cell joint reception scheme based on the multiple antenna receiving algorithm
IRC. In this CoMP scheme, the serving BS applies the IRC receiving algorithm on
signals received at the antennas of all cooperating cells, enabling thereby a more efficient
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Figure 4.3.: Rx signal combining for IRC CoMP
interference mitigation. However, with more antennas, the computation of the receiving
algorithm becomes also more complex.
When sending the cooperation request to the cooperating BS, the serving BS just needs
to mention the RBs in which the UE was scheduled. As depicted in grey in Figure 4.3,
the cooperating BS receives the signal, removes the Cyclic Prefix (CP), applies the FFT.
The output of the FFT are sampled in IQ samples with a given resolution of qIQ bit. IQ
samples result from the quantization of the in-phase and quadrature components of the
modulated subcarriers. The IQ samples corresponding to the requested RBs are then
forwarded to the serving BS.
Before combining the different sets of IQ samples, Channel Estimation (CE) needs to be
performed on the IQ samples of both the serving and cooperating BSs using the pilot
sequence of the CoMP UE. The serving BS can combine the IQ samples received form
the cooperating BS with its own processed IQ samples using the same linear antenna
combining algorithm, IRC, which is also an equalizer. If the serving and cooperating
BSs have the same number of Rx antennas, IRC CoMP effectively doubles the number
of antennas on which the serving BS can apply the Rx algorithm.
SINR calculation
The SINR is calculated assuming the serving BS requests cooperation from one neigh-
boring BS. When applying IRC CoMP, the antennas of the cooperating BS are used
jointly with the antennas of the serving BS for reception. The channel is estimated on
the signals received at all cooperating antennas using the pre-defined pilot sequences
of the UE, i.e., ho,coop ∈ C2Nr×1, with ho,coop = [ho,bs ho,bc ]T . The interference and
noise covariance matrix and the receive weights are calculated based on ho,coop, and
thus contain more information and have an expanded size, i.e. Qcoop ∈ C2Nr×2Nr and
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wcoop ∈ C2Nr×1. The SINR calculation itself remains the same as in Section 4.2.1,
γo = po · hHo,coop ·Q−1coopho,coop.
Backhaul requirement
Regarding the backhaul power consumption, the cooperating BS needs to forward frequency-
domain IQ samples representing the signals received at its antennas. The backhaul rate
to apply IRC CoMP for a LTE UE with Ns allocated subcarriers is
Rbh = Nr ·Ns · qIQ/∆,
where an IQ sample is represented by qIQ bits, Nr is the number of Rx antennas at the
cooperating BS and ∆ the OFDM symbol duration.
4.2.3. Soft Combining
The second considered CoMP scheme, called Soft Combining CoMP (SoC CoMP), is
based on soft bit exchange and soft combining at the serving BS.
With this CoMP scheme, the cooperating BS needs to detect and demodulate the re-
quested UE signal, see Figure 4.4. Thus, when requesting cooperation, the serving BS
should mention the pilot symbols and their location so that the cooperating BS can
estimate the channel from the non-served UE to itself. The request message should also
contain information about the allocated resources, the modulation scheme and the Tx
power of the UE.
With Soc CoMP, the cooperating BS needs to demodulate the signal of a non-served UE,
while it may have scheduled some of its own UEs in the same resources as the CoMP
UE. It is likely that the signals from its own UEs are the predominant component of
the overall Rx signal. To increase the quality of the CoMP UE signal demodulation,
the cooperating BS can apply the interference cancellation (IC) principle. In that case,
the cooperating BS first applies signal detection and decoding for its own UEs. The
obtained information bits can be processed to reconstruct the signal of its own UEs and
subtract it from the overall Rx signal before detecting the CoMP UE signal.
Soft demodulation is performed on the CoMP UE signal so as to obtain soft bits. If
the equalized modulated symbol does not correspond exactly to one of the modulation
constellation points, it is possible to capture the difference between the equalized and
the ideally modulated symbols by expressing each bit of the equalized modulated symbol
using a soft bit representation. Each soft bit is composed of qSo bits. In the example of
Figure 4.5, the equalized modulated symbol is not on one of the ideal position. There
is no clear matching between the equalized modulated symbol and one of the sequences
of four bits b0b1b2b3. Although it is clear that b1 is 0 and b3 is 1, the value for b0 and
b2 are unclear. The bit b0 is between 0 and 1, rather close to a soft value of 0.6. In the
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Figure 4.4.: Signal processing and combining for soft CoMP
example it is quantized in the sequence of two bits 11. b1, whose value is known to be
0, is quantized in the sequence of 00.
The supporting BS transfers the quantized soft values of the coded bits to the serving BS.
The serving BS combines the soft values of the supporting BS with the soft values of its
own coded bits. Soft Bit Maximum Ratio Combining can be applied [67]. It is similar to
Chase combining [68], which is already used to combine HARQ retransmissions. Finally,
decoding takes place at the serving BS.
The main drawback of SoC CoMP compared to multi-cell IRC based CoMP is that the
spatial information between the BSs is not exploited. There is no way to perform Rx
beamforming across sites, i.e. to optimize the receive weights jointly for all antennas of
the BSs in the cooperation cluster.
SINR calculation
SoC CoMP combines the energy of the two soft bits streams to enhance the likelihood
of correct demodulation and decoding. The serving soft bit stream has been obtained
with the SINR at the serving BS, γo,bs , while the cooperating soft bit stream has been
obtained with the SINR at the cooperating BS, γo,bc , calculated as in equation (4.3) but
for the link between UE o and the cooperating BS bc. As usual for Maximum Ratio
Combining [66], the SINR thus can be modeled as
γo = γo,bs + γo,bc .
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Backhaul requirement
Regarding the backhaul capacity, the cooperating BS needs to forward soft bits for the
requested subcarriers. Assuming the UE transmits its signal on Ns subcarriers with a
modulation scheme of order χ (i.e. χ bits per modulated symbol), the backhaul rate to
apply SoC CoMP is
Rbh = Ns · χ · qSo/∆,
where a soft bit is represented by qSo bits and ∆ is the OFDM symbol duration.
4.2.4. Selection Combining
In order to reduce the backhaul requirement, the serving BS can request decoded bits
from a cooperating BS instead of soft bits or IQ samples. This scheme is called Selection
Combining CoMP (SC CoMP). The serving BS should indicate the pilot signals of the
UE, the allocated RBs, the modulation and coding scheme.
As shown in Figure 4.6, the supporting BS detects, demodulates and decodes the signal.
If the signal is correctly decoded, i.e. when the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) is
successful, the supporting BS transfers the decoded bits back to the serving BS. After
receiving the decoded bits from the cooperating BS, the serving BS performs selection
combining. The serving BS basically uses the decoded bits sent by the cooperating BS
when it was not able to decode the data itself.
In contrast to IRC and SoC CoMP, SC CoMP capabilities are limited due to its selective
nature. SC CoMP does not combine the received signals coherently, nor their energy.
On the other hand SC CoMP requires much less backhaul exchange, as only information
data are required to be exchanged.
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Figure 4.6.: Rx signal combining for SC CoMP
To further reduce the amount of information exchange between BSs, the serving BS
could first attempt to decode the signal of its UE and request decoded bits from the
cooperating BS only in case of a decoding failure. However, starting the cooperation
process after a failed decoding delays the transmission of an acknowledgment by the
serving BS to its UE, which can be critical in LTE as discussed in Section 4.3. This
alternative is not further considered in the following.
SINR calculation
Applying SC CoMP enhances the SINR for the supported UE by performing selection
combining between the signal received by its serving BS and the one of the supporting
BS. The processing performed at the serving and cooperating BSs are independent of
each other. Thus, the SINR of the desired signal at the serving and supporting BSs can
be calculated as in equation (4.3) to get independent γo,bs and γo,bc . To take advantage
of SC, the link adaptation should select the modulation and coding scheme based on
the largest SINR between γo,bs and γo,bc , so as to convey the largest amount of bits in a
scheduled subframe. So, with SC CoMP the experienced SINR can be approximated as
γo = max(γo,bs , γo,bc).
Backhaul requirement
Since the cooperating BS sends only the information bits of the CoMP UE, the backhaul
rate in that case is equal to the user data rate, Rbh = Ro.
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4.2.5. Interference Cancellation
The next UL CoMP scheme, Interference Cancellation CoMP (IC CoMP), is based on
the Interference Cancellation technique, in which a BS reconstructs and removes the
interfering signal before decoding. IC has been studied for CDMA based system as
in [69], [70] but it can also be applied in OFDMA based system like LTE [71], [72].
To apply IC, the serving BS must know the transmission parameters of the interfering
signal coming from the neighboring cell and estimate the channel from the interferer
to itself. This knowledge is usually not available at a BS that receives UL inter-cell
interference from users served by neighboring BSs. With the proposed IC CoMP scheme,
the information about the interfering signal that is required to apply IC can be obtained
through information exchange between cooperating BSs.
In the cooperation request, the serving BS mentions the subcarriers for which it desires
to cancel interference. The cooperating BS transfers information about the interfering
signal that overlaps with the requested RBs. It contains the MCS of the interfering UE,
its resource allocation, its pilot symbols, scrambling sequence, its information bits and
Tx power.
Figure 4.7 shows the architecture of a BS receiver that applies IC, similarly to the
approach in [71], [72]. With the information received from the cooperating BS, the
serving BS builds the Tx signal of the interfering UE j. This includes among others the
re-encoding and re-modulation of the interfering bit stream of the interfering UE. As a
LTE UL transmitter would do, the modulated symbols are then fed to a FFT operation
to obtain the FFT-precoded modulated symbols, xj , on each scheduled subcarrier.
The channel impairments must then be added to the reconstructed frequency-domain
Tx signal to obtain an estimate of the received interfering signal. The serving BS must
thus obtain estimates of the channel coefficients, ĥj,bs , from the interfering UE j by
measuring the signal on the pilot symbols. The reconstructed interfering signal is then
removed from the total received signal resulting in a higher SINR for the served UE.
This increases the probability of correctly decoding the signal of the served UE.
In reality, the removal of the interfering signal is not perfect due to various reasons, e.g.
imperfect channel estimation. Another reason is the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) of
the interfering UE transmitter that impairs the interfering Tx signal, is unknown and
thus can not be canceled.
In literature such as [70], the serving BS that applies IC tries to detect and decode the
signal of the interfering UE by itself. In principle this is also supported with IC CoMP.
In that case, the cooperating BS does not need to transfer the interfering bit stream
to the serving BS, but still informs the serving BS about the transmission parameters
of the interfering signal. However, this alternative has several drawbacks. First, it
requires additional signal processing at the serving BS, while this processing is done by
the cooperating BS in any case. Second, due to the limited number of Rx antennas at
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Figure 4.7.: Signal processing for IC CoMP
the serving BS a limited number of streams can be detected simultaneously. The BS
may need to detect and decode the interfering signals iteratively before being able to
apply IC, which results in a larger processing delay. Third, if the interfering UE uses
a high MCS, a minimum SINR level is required to correctly decode the interfering UE
signal. This SINR is ensured at the cooperating BS, since the MCS of the interfering
UE was chosen accordingly. The minimum SINR level can not be ensured at the serving
BS.
SINR calculation
Let IIC be the set of interferers to be canceled at the BS, the received signal at BS bs
on a certain subcarrier becomes
ybs = ho,bsxo +
∑
i∈I
hi,bsxi + n−
∑
j∈IIC
ĥj,bsxj ,
and the covariance matrix
Qbs,IC =
∑
i∈I
·E[xixHi ] · hi,bs · hHi,bs + E[nnH ]−
∑
j∈IIC
·E[xjxHj ] · ĥj,bs · ĥHj,bs .
The SINR of the desired signal at the serving BS after IC can be calculated as in equation
(4.3) using Qbs,IC as covariance matrix.
Backhaul requirement
Since the cooperating BS sends the information bits of the interfering UE and some
signaling information that generates negligible traffic, the backhaul rate in that case is
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equivalent to the data rate of the interfering UE with index i, Rbh = Ri.
4.2.6. Spatial User Multiplexing CoMP
The last considered scheme, called SUM CoMP, differs from the previous schemes in that
there is no combining functionality. In SUM CoMP, the serving BS relies entirely on
the cooperating BS for decoding the signal of the UE selected for CoMP, called CoMP
UE. As shown in Figure 4.8, the cooperating BS decides the UL grant for the CoMP UE
and decodes its signal as if it were one of its own UEs. SUM CoMP enables the serving
BS to schedule additional UEs in RBs overlapping with the RB allocation of the CoMP
UE. This scheme may not always be a good CoMP scheme choice for the network. It
is primarily suited for a portion of a network with very differently loaded cells. A BS
serving an area with high traffic may request support from a cooperating BS for taking
over the uplink traffic of certain cell-edge UEs. If the load situation is as uneven in the
downlink as in the uplink, a better alternative would be to hand over certain UEs to
neighboring cells. If the traffic imbalance is larger in the uplink than in the downlink,
this UL CoMP may be a good choice for improving the uplink performance of UEs. This
UL CoMP scheme is also very suited for a heterogeneous deployment, where users are
best served in the downlink with the high Tx power macro BS and best served in the
uplink with the nearby pico BS.
As shown in Figure 4.9, upon request from the serving BS, the cooperating BS takes
over the scheduling of the CoMP UE. The uplink grant is sent to the serving BS that
informs the UE in its downlink control channel. The cooperating BS also takes over the
decoding of the CoMP UE signal. If the signal is correctly decoded, it is sent to the
serving BS potentially accompanied with a new uplink grant. In any case, the serving
BS is informed about the decoding result so as to send the HARQ feedback to the UE.
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SINR calculation
With SUM CoMP, the processing is performed solely at the cooperating BSs. Thus, the
SINR of the desired signal at the supporting BS bc can be calculated as in equation (4.3)
to get γo,bc . And the experienced SINR can be expressed as γo = γo,bc .
Backhaul requirement
Since the cooperating BS sends only the information bits of the CoMP UE, the backhaul
rate in that case is equal to the user data rate, Rbh = Ro.
4.3. Affected BS algorithms
To enable efficient BS cooperation, new functions need to be added to the BS, such as
the selection of cooperating BSs and the selection of UEs for CoMP. Some existing BS
functions, such as link adaptation, UL power control and HARQ have to be adjusted.
4.3.1. Selection of BSs for Cooperation
Depending on the CoMP scheme applied, a different method is more suitable for selecting
BSs involved in cooperation. We outline below the most common method, as well as an
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alternative method better suited for IC CoMP.
BS selection for enhancing carrier signal energy
The most natural BS selection scheme consists in identifying neighboring cells to which
the UE selected for CoMP has a good connection. In most CoMP schemes described
in Section 4.2, the serving cell collects the signal energy received at cooperating BSs,
enhancing the user SINR and thus the UE throughput. The serving cell needs to know
the quality of the links between its served UEs and the neighboring cells in order to select
appropriate cooperating BSs. This information is already available in the measurements
performed and reported by the served UEs for mobility purpose, as mentioned in Chapter
2. The received signal strength (RSS) report by UEs is triggered when the RSS of a
neighboring BS is within a given range below or above the RSS of the serving cell. This
range is signaled by the serving cell. For a certain UE, the serving BS has thus all
information to select the neighboring cell with the largest RSS.
Note that for all CoMP schemes requiring the cooperating BS to detect the UE, the
cooperating BS may need to reject some cooperation requests. Indeed, the number of
co-channel UEs supported by a cooperating BS should be limited by the number of its
Rx antennas to ensure an efficient multi-user detection.
BS selection for reducing interfering signal energy
In IC CoMP, the signal transmitted by an interferer served by the cooperating BS is
canceled at the serving BS of the CoMP UE. Here, the focus is not on the energy received
by the cooperating BS from the CoMP UE. Thus the previous BS selection method is not
necessarily the most adequate method. An alternative BS selection approach consists
in identifying neighboring BSs in charge of UEs causing most of the interference to the
considered serving BS. By cooperating with these neighboring cells, the serving cell can
control and mitigate the interference level in its own cell. In this way, the user SINR
and throughput are enhanced.
UEs causing strong interference to a cell have either a large channel gain with this cell or
a high Tx power or both. Since these interferers belong to different cells, the considered
serving cell of the CoMP UE does not have information neither about the pathgain
between the interferers and itself nor about the interferer Tx power. There are two ways
to obtain estimates about the UL RSS from non-served UEs. First, the serving BS of the
CoMP UE can ask neighboring cells to forward the downlink RSS reports of their served
UEs for itself and the Tx power of these UEs. From this, the UL RSS of interfering UEs
can be estimated by the BS serving the CoMP UE. Alternatively, the considered serving
BS could estimate the UL RSS of non-served UEs by measuring directly on their pilot
signal. In this case, the considered BS still requires from neighboring BSs information
about the pilot symbols and the next transmission occasion of the non-served UEs.
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For schemes like IC CoMP, the BS serving the CoMP UE would then select the neigh-
boring BS serving the UE with the largest UL RSS as cooperating BS.
4.3.2. Selection of UEs for Cooperation
By means of cooperation, a serving BS enhances the probability of correctly decoding
the signal of its UEs. CoMP is thus primarily intended for UEs that experience poor
performance in the conventional system without cooperation between BSs. Natural UE
candidates for CoMP are the set of UEs with the worst UL performance, for instance in
terms of data rate, SINR or wideband SNR.
But in principle all UEs can benefit from CoMP, especially from advanced CoMP schemes
like IRC CoMP. Since the interference mitigation capabilities of the serving BS receiver
increase with IRC CoMP, this is beneficial for every UE. In that case, the backhaul
capacity requirement may set a limitation on the number of CoMP UEs. This depends
on the available backhaul.
On the other hand, SC CoMP, that relies on the cooperating BS decoding the signal
of the CoMP UE on its own, may not be suitable for UEs with low UL RSS at the
cooperating BSs. This is likely the case for cell-center UEs that are far away from
potential cooperating BSs. The first proposed criterion based on low performance is not
either a guarantee that the neighboring BS can help decoding the UE signal. To explore
the potential of BS cooperation schemes like SC CoMP, users that have an UL RSS at
the cooperating BS comparable to, or better than, the UL RSS at their serving BS are
more appropriate. Here again, the RSS reports of users can be used by the serving BS
to deduce the pathgain of candidate CoMP UEs to neighboring BSs.
Selection of UEs for SUM CoMP
With the SUM CoMP scheme, CoMP UEs’ transmissions are scheduled and decoded by
the cooperating BS. Thus, the serving BS can not apply SUM CoMP for each served
UE. Otherwise instead of balancing the uplink traffic load between the serving and coo-
perating cells, the serving cell becomes empty and the cooperating cells loaded. So, a
careful UE selection is required for this CoMP scheme in particular. In case of a hete-
rogeneous deployment, the selection of UEs for applying SUM CoMP becomes natural.
As discussed in Chapter 2, some UEs are connected to the macro node, while they have
a lower pathloss towards one of the pico nodes. These UEs, that we call transition UEs,
should be the first candidate for applying SUM CoMP with the pico node that is seen
with lowest pathloss. We can derive a criterion to select the CoMP UEs for SUM CoMP.
Transition UEs are in the transition zone between the downlink RSS based cell associ-
ation and the uplink RSS based cell association. They receive a higher downlink RSS
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from the macro node M than from the pico node P , so
σM,k
σP,k
> 1, (4.4)
where σb,k is the downlink RSS at UE k from the node b. However, transition UEs
experience a larger pathgain from the pico node than from the macro node, i.e.
gP,k
gM,k
> 1,
where gb,k is the pathgain between UE k and the node b.
Assuming the pathgain in downlink is the same as in uplink, σb,k = gb,k · PTx,b, where
PTx,b is the Tx power of node b. Thus,
gP,k
gM,k
> 1⇔ PTx,M
PTx,P
>
σM,k
σP,k
. (4.5)
Considering equations (4.4) and (4.5), UEs k located in the transition zone and that are
selected for SUM CoMP are characterized by
1 <
σM,k
σP,k
<
PTx,M
PTx,P
. (4.6)
4.3.3. UL HARQ
LTE specifies that the HARQ feedback is sent three Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs)
after the data transmission. In case of BS cooperation the serving BS cannot transmit
a reasonable ACK/NACK feedback before it has received and combined the processed
Rx signal from the supporting BSs with its own processed Rx signal. Thus, the process
of BS cooperation including signal processing and information exchange must finish in
time, which assumes a low-latency backhaul interface. An alternative would be to adapt
the UL HARQ procedure so that flexible timing are possible for sending the HARQ
feedback and retransmissions.
4.3.4. Link Adaptation
Link adaptation is necessary to overcome varying channel conditions and interference
levels. The MCS of an UL transmission is adapted to the SINR experienced at the BS.
A robust MCS can cope with unfavorable channel conditions. If the Rx signal quality is
good, more aggressive MCS can be used to improve the achieved throughput.
BS cooperation increases the UL SINR perceived at the serving BS. Thus, link adapta-
tion should be based on the increased SINR obtained with cooperation to select more
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aggressive MCS and increase the UL throughput. If the normal SINR without coop-
eration was used as input to the link adaptation process, while the UE is benefiting
from cooperation, the user throughput would not be noticeably affected by CoMP. The
block error probability would approach 0, which means that retransmissions would be
avoided. However, each transmission would still convey the same amount of bits as
without CoMP.
To exploit fully the potential of CoMP, the BS can use the SINR of past uplink data
transmissions as input for the MCS selection of future data transmissions. This is suit-
able for all CoMP schemes introduced in Section 4.2 except for SC CoMP. There, the
signal decoding at the serving BS, and thus the SINR, are the same as in the no coopera-
tion case. If the serving BS obtains information about the SINR of the UL transmission
at the cooperating BS, it can feed the MCS selection process with the maximum between
its SINR and the SINR at the cooperating BS. Alternatively, the serving BS can rely on
an outer loop link adaptation correction. The outer loop correction increases the SINR
used as input to the link adaptation by a step ξ, when the decoding of the previous UL
transmission was successful. On the other hand, it decreases the SINR used for the link
adaptation by a step ζ, when the decoding was incorrect. In case of SC CoMP, the outer
loop correction will converge to the difference between the SINR with SC CoMP and
the SINR without CoMP, more or less fast depending on the value given to ξ.
4.3.5. UL Power Control
As explained in Section 2.1.2, the UL power of a UE is determined from the measured
downlink pathloss to its serving BS so as to reach a target received power at the serving
BS. With UL CoMP, the decoding of a user signal is based on the processing done
on the signal received at the antennas of all cooperating nodes. In a heterogeneous
deployment, some users may have a lower pathloss to one of the cooperating nodes than
to their serving BS, it appears natural to adjust the Tx power of CoMP users to the
pathloss of a closer cooperating node. A new UL power control extending Equation (2.1)
is investigated in this thesis, in which the transmit power of user k is set according to
PTx,k = min (PTx max,k, pr0 + 10 log10Ns + αLmin) ,with
Lmin = min(Lb,k, b ∈ S). (4.7)
S is the CoMP cell cluster, including set of the serving BS and all cooperating BSs.
In reality, it is not easy to change a UE behavior that has been specified in the standard.
UEs continue to apply equation 2.1 to set their Tx power. However, the BS still has a
chance to influence the UE power setting using the closed loop component that is already
specified. With closed loop power control the UE Tx power is adjusted by the serving
BS by means of TPC commands. Thus, the serving BS can send the corresponding TPC
commands so that the Tx power of UE slowly converges to the one given in equation
4.7.
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4.4. Energy-Aware CoMP Scheme Selection
As seen in Section 4.2, the required backhaul traffic and signal processing for CoMP de-
pend on the CoMP scheme applied. Thus, different CoMP schemes will induce different
power consumptions. Moreover, the performance improvement with a CoMP scheme is
not the same for all UEs. Certain UEs do not gain much from CoMP. This speaks in
favor of applying different CoMP schemes for different UEs, although this has not been
the focus in previous works so far, e.g. [60], [4], [61]. For instance, the CoMP schemes
that are more energy consuming are only applied for the UEs that would significantly
benefit from them, while less energy consuming schemes are applied to other UEs.
Our target in this section is to derive a criterion for selecting a CoMP scheme per UE
that leads to reduced network power consumption. The adopted approach is to first
estimate the user SINR and its throughput with the different CoMP schemes (including
no CoMP). From the throughput, the activity time of the BS to serve this user can
be deduced. We are then able to estimate the energy consumption with the different
schemes and select the scheme with the minimum energy cost.
4.4.1. Power Model for CoMP Schemes
UL CoMP requires additional signal processing and additional information exchange
between cooperating base stations, which leads to an increased power consumption. If
Pin,bs represents the baseline power consumption of the serving base station bs in normal
operation, the power consumption on the network side when applying the CoMP scheme
i for UE o would be
PN,o(i) = Pin,bs + Psp(i) + Pbh(i), (4.8)
where Psp(i) and Pbh(i) are the signal processing and backhaul power consumption re-
spectively for applying the cooperation scheme i. In case of no CoMP, Psp = 0, Pbh = 0.
The baseband processing of the CoMP signal may actually be performed directly by
the cooperating BSs. Thus, the additional baseband power consumption for cooperation
can in reality be taken on by the cooperating BSs. But in this study, to better put in
relation the gain of CoMP and its energy cost, we add the CoMP related energy cost to
the BS that benefits from cooperation support of other BSs. Thus, also the additional
backhaul power consumption is added to the power consumption of the benefiting BS.
In this study, the power consumption of the backhaul connection is modeled as in [73].
We assume that the backhaul is realized with a set of wireless microwave links whose
power consumption is dependent to the data rate with a factor z. For the results in
Section 4.5, z is set to 0.5 Ws/Mbit as in [73], representing microwave links with a
capacity of 100 Mbit/s and a maximum power consumption of 50 Watts each. With this
model, for a CoMP scheme i requiring a backhaul data rate, Rbh, the backhaul power
consumption is given by
Pbh(i) = (Nc − 1) ·Rbh(i) · z,
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where Nc is the size of the CoMP cell cluster including the serving BS. The backhaul
data rate, Rbh, required by each CoMP scheme was given in Section 4.2. When it comes
to the extra signal processing power, this depends on the CoMP scheme applied.
Signal processing power for IRC CoMP
Assuming that all BSs in the CoMP cell cluster have the same number of Rx antennas,
the Rx processing complexity for IRC CoMP increases quadratically with Nc [73], while
the channel estimation scales linearly with Nc. Consider a and v the proportions of the
serving BS’s UL baseband processing power, PRbb,bs , dedicated to channel estimation
and MIMO processing respectively, the overall signal processing power with IRC CoMP
becomes PRbb,bs · (1− a− v + a ·Nc + v ·N2c ).
To isolate the signal processing power due to IRC CoMP, the UL baseband processing
power for the no CoMP operation (Nc = 1) is subtracted
Psp = PRbb,bs · (−a− v + a ·Nc + v ·N2c ). (4.9)
Signal processing power for SC CoMP and SUM CoMP
In case of SC CoMP and SUM CoMP, the cooperating BS performs the typical uplink
receiver operation for CoMP UEs as if they were its own UEs. Thus, the signal processing
power to apply SC and SUM CoMP for a user is equivalent to the Rx baseband processing
power of the cooperating BS, bc,
Psp = PRbb,bc .
Signal processing power for SoC CoMP
In case of SoC CoMP, the cooperating BS performs the uplink receiver operation for
CoMP UEs but stops after obtaining soft coded bits. Thus, the signal processing power
to apply SoC CoMP for user o is a fraction of the one induced for SC CoMP,
Psp(SoC CoMP) = c · PRbb,bc , 0 < c < 1.
Signal processing power for IC CoMP
In case of IC CoMP, the serving BS first estimates the channel from the interferers
and performs most of a transmitter operation to reconstruct the interfering signal and
subtract it from the CoMP UE ’s signal. Thus, with PTbb,bs denoting the transmitter
baseband processing of the serving BS bs, the signal processing power to apply IC CoMP
is given as
Psp = PTbb,bs + a ·Nc · PRbb,bs .
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4.4.2. Energy Consumption Calculation
The SINR estimate for each CoMP scheme was given in Section 4.2. Having the SINR
γo(i) for each cooperation scheme i, we are able to estimate the achievable throughput
for a certain user, using the Shannon equation Ro(i) = B · log2(1 + γo(i)), where B is
the transmission bandwidth.
After getting an estimate of the user throughput, we want to compare the energy con-
sumption to serve this user with the different CoMP schemes. To do this comparison,
the assumption on the scheduler, i.e. how resources are allocated among several users,
are not relevant. For simplification we assume the whole bandwidth is allocated to the
considered user. The intention is then to find the least energy consuming CoMP scheme
for the given user.
Assuming a user wants to transmit a file of size S, the time, to, needed to serve this user
in UL with the cooperation scheme i can be expressed as to(i) = S/Ro(i). During this
time the BS is then active and uses all its resources. So, the power consumption of the
serving BS, PBS,bs , during to is the one at full resource utilization, PBS, 100%.
Using Equation 4.8, the energy consumption with the CoMP scheme i is given as
to(i) ·
(
PBS, 100% + Psp(i) + Pbh(i)
)
.
Since S is a constant and has no influence on the final result of the selection, we can
also express the energy per bit as
Eo(i) =
PBS, 100% + Psp(i) + Pbh(i)
Ro(i)
.
For no cooperation case, Psp(i) and Pbh(i) are equal to zero. But if CoMP provides a
sufficiently larger user throughput Ro(i), the overall energy consumption can decrease.
4.4.3. Selection of the CoMP Scheme
Different CoMP schemes can be applied at a BS for its served UEs. Let Ψ be the set of
available CoMP schemes, including no CoMP, from which the serving BS should choose.
Our goal is to optimize the CoMP scheme selection for users in the network to reduce
the total average power of BSs. For this purpose we estimate and compare the energy
consumption per bit for all schemes i in Ψ. Based on this comparison we can decide
whether CoMP is worth applying or not, and if so, which scheme should be applied for
a given user to achieve an energy efficient network.
The optimization criterion can be stated as shown below, by selecting the CoMP scheme
i∗ for UE o leading to the minimum consumed energy, i.e., the scheme that solves
min
i∈Ψ
(Eo(i)).
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4.4.4. Algorithms for CoMP Scheme Selection
Two algorithms have been tested for the CoMP scheme selection. The first algorithm
based on idealized assumption shows the potential of such a selection. The second
algorithm provides a more practical implementation of the CoMP scheme selection.
Interesting is to study how much of the potential of the ideal selection can be achieved
by the practical algorithm.
In the first algorithm, we assume that the channel coefficients are known to the BS
applying the algorithm for its users. The selection algorithm for a user is done in each
subframe in which the UE is scheduled. After scheduling, each BS transfers its scheduling
decisions to the other BSs. The BS can then estimate the SINR for each CoMP scheme
as shown in Section 4.2, the induced energy consumption (Section 4.4.2) and select the
least energy consuming scheme (Section 4.4.3). In reality, there may be some delay on
the interface between cooperating nodes, that refrains from changing the cooperation
scheme for a user on a subframe basis. Moreover, in a practical implementation, channel
knowledge for other BSs are difficult to obtain.
The second method is based on the same methodology described in Section 4.4.2. But
instead of predicting the SINR for the upcoming subframe based on perfect knowledge
of channel coefficients and scheduling decisions, the CoMP scheme selection is performed
based on SINR measurements done in the past. When a user starts the transmission of a
file, the initialization phase of the practical algorithm will test each CoMP scheme for a
certain period δ. During δ, the SINR experienced by a user with the cooperation scheme
is stored and averaged. At time |Ψ| · δ an accurate SINR estimate for each cooperation
scheme, including no coop, has been obtained and can be used to select the least energy
consuming CoMP scheme, as in Section 4.4.3. The selection occurs once per UE and
the applied cooperation scheme for this UE remains the same for the remaining activity
time of this UE.
4.5. Performance Evaluation
In the following we evaluate the CoMP schemes proposed to solve the UL performance
issue in heterogeneous networks using full buffer traffic model and file transfer traffic
model. The full buffer traffic model enables to evaluate the CoMP scheme potential in
a fully loaded network where all interference is at its maximum. By contrast, the file
transfer traffic model indicates the achievable CoMP gains in a more realistic traffic load
situation. The file transfer traffic model also enables to observe if the CoMP scheme
selection algorithm adapts its decision to a changing traffic load. In that case, the file
to transfer has a size S of 500kB. More details about the assumed traffic models can be
found in Section 3.1.1.
The network is composed of nine macro cells, two user hotspots and two pico cells per
macro cell. Macro and pico nodes have a 10 MHz bandwidth. The cooperation cluster
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is composed of a macro node and one of the two underlaid pico nodes. If the serving
cell of the UE is the macro cell, the cooperating pico node is the one with the lowest
pathloss towards the considered UE. A comprehensive list of simulation assumptions is
given in Table 3.2 of Section 3.3. Results in this section are obtained with a non-ideal
link adaptation operation. The increased SINR due to BS cooperation is computed in
every subframe and is used for link adaptation after a processing delay of 1ms. Before
presenting the results, the power model parameters used in the following evaluation are
given in Section 4.5.1.
4.5.1. Power Model Parameters for UL CoMP
The power consumption model used in the following results is aligned with the one dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.1. The usage of the low power consumption state called micro DTX
mode is assumed in the macro and pico nodes at times of no transmission. Assumptions
concerning CoMP-specific power model parameters are given in this section.
In the following results, we assume that a portion wo = 20% of the baseband processing
power of a BS is used for control signaling over the radio interface and for the communi-
cation with the core network. The remaining baseband processing power of BS is shared
among the transmitter and the receiver operations, i.e.,
PTbb = w · PRbb, with PRbb = Pbb · (1− wo)/(1 + w).
The baseband processing power of the transmitter PTbb is expressed as a portion w of
the receiver baseband processing power PRbb. Since the transmitter does not include
operations as channel estimation and complex MIMO Rx processing, in the following
results w is set to 1− (a+ v).
For SoC CoMP, where the processing of the CoMP signal stops before decoding, we
assume that c = 0.6, which means that the extra power consumption due to SoC CoMP
reaches 60% of the cooperating BS Rx BB power consumption. In line with [73], we set
a = 0.1 and v = 0.1 in Equation (4.9) to calculate the extra signal processing power due
to IRC CoMP.
The EARTH power model is used to calculate the power consumption of the BS and
in particular the baseband power consumption. As can be read in Figure 12 of [3] the
baseband power consumption reaches 13% of the overall macro BS power consumption
and 38% of the overall pico BS power consumption at maximum load. Equation (4-3)
of [3] is used to calculate the maximum power consumption of a 2x20W macro BS and
a 2x0.5W pico BS. The key power model parameters are summarized in Table 4.1 and
are aligned with the values already discussed in Chapter 3.
Affecting the backhaul traffic and the backhaul power consumption for CoMP, the quan-
tization depth per IQ sample for IRC CoMP and per soft bit for SoC CoMP are assumed
to be
qIQ = 16, qSo = 3.
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Table 4.1.: Power model parameters for CoMP
Node type P0 [W] P∆ [W] Pµ [W] Pbb [W]
Macro sector 260 188 150 58.2
Pico node 112 2.8 78 43.5
4.5.2. Results with Full Buffer Traffic Model
In this section the performance of the different CoMP schemes introduced in Section
4.2 is evaluated using full buffer traffic and compared with the one of no CoMP, the
reference system. The full buffer traffic model enables to observe the network behavior
and the CoMP scheme benefit in a full interference environment.
The CDF of the time-frequency averaged SINR for macro users is represented in Fig-
ure 4.10 for all different cooperation approaches: IRC CoMP, SC CoMP, SoC CoMP and
IC CoMP. The plain black curve corresponds to the reference case where cells operate
independently of each other without any cooperation. In Figure 4.10(a), the difference
between the SINR with SC, SoC or IRC CoMP and the no CoMP is the largest in the
highest percentiles of the SINR CDF. In fact, these larger peak SINR values with CoMP
correspond to the macro users located close to the pico BS. They transmit with high
power to reach their serving macro BS and are received with high signal strength to the
nearby cooperating pico BS resulting in a high SINR with those cooperation schemes.
In IC CoMP, the pico BS tries to cancel the signal from macro users. Since the interfering
power of macro users is high at pico BS, it can be seen in Figure 4.10(b) that IC is of
great benefit for pico users. SC CoMP does not affect the performance of pico users,
see Figure 4.10(b). The CDF overlaps with the reference case without cooperation. It
is indeed unlikely that the low received pico user signal power at macro BS is sufficient
to enable a correct decoding of the pico user signal at the macro BS. In most of the
cases, the pico BS is the only BS able to decode signals of its users. For a similar reason,
IC only provides a minor improvement in the SINR of macro users, see Figure 4.10(a).
The interference received at macro BS from pico users is negligible compared to the
interference received from neighboring macro users. Therefore, canceling the signals of
pico users does not affect much the performance of macro UEs.
Similar conclusion concerning the performance of different CoMP schemes can be drawn
from the average user throughput illustrated in Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). It can be
seen that pico users have a much larger average user throughput than macro users. With
the conventional cell association used here, few users are able to connect to a pico BS.
Hence, the amount of allocated resources per user is much larger in the pico cell than in
the macro cell. In addition, pico users are located closer to their serving cell and have a
better SINR than macro users already in the reference case without CoMP.
To better understand which macro users actually benefit from cooperating with pico
BSs within the same macro cell area, two categories of macro users are considered: the
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Figure 4.10.: User SINR with different CoMP schemes
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Figure 4.11.: User throughput with different CoMP schemes
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Figure 4.13.: User throughput and UE Tx power with IRC CoMP and different LA and
UL power settings
group of macro users located in the transition zone and the group of macro users that
are not located in the transition zone. The concepts of transition zone and transition
users were introduced in Section 4.3.2. Macro users in the transition zone have a lower
pathloss to the closest pico BS than to their serving macro BS. Consequently, for these
macro users, cooperation between the macro BS and its pico BSs in the UL is of greater
advantage than macro users that are not in the transition zone, as shown in Figure 4.12.
It is worth observing that IRC CoMP is still able to improve the performance of non
transition macro users by contrast to SC CoMP.
Figure 4.13(a) enables to point out the influence of a link adaptation algorithm that takes
into account that users benefit from CoMP. It represents the performance of IRC CoMP
for different categories of users and with different link adaptation and UE power control
mechanisms. Considering first the Link Adaptation (LA), in case of no CoMP LA in
Figure 4.13(a), the SINR without CoMP is fed into the LA algorithm. LA thus does
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not leverage on the fact that the users have a link to a cooperating BS that enhances its
SINR. Consequently, the throughput achieved with IRC CoMP + no CoMP LA remains
at the level of the reference throughput without CoMP. In other words, the application
of CoMP in that case is not worthwhile. In case of CoMP LA, the increased SINR with
IRC CoMP is exploited in the LA algorithm and the throughput of all users applying
IRC CoMP is improved.
Figure 4.13(a) also contains results with the user Tx power adjustment algorithm de-
scribed in Section 4.3.5. Figure 4.13(b) illustrates the principle of the Tx power adjust-
ment algorithm. The Tx power of macro users not located in the transition zone remains
unaffected by the Tx power adjustment algorithm. The pathloss to their serving macro
node is indeed the lowest among all the cooperating nodes. Note that for the same
reason, the Tx power of the pico users also remains the same even if not shown in the
figure. With the Tx power adjustment algorithm, transition macro users calculate their
Tx power using the pathloss to the nearest pico node rather than to their serving macro
BS. Consequently, the Tx power adjustment algorithm yields a Tx power reduction for
transition macro UEs, which reaches approximately 4dB in average for the results in
Figure 4.13(b).
Results in Figure 4.13(a) point out that the adjusted power setting does not provide any
additional improvement to macro users in case of IRC CoMP. The macro user throughput
is slightly decreased compared to no power adjustment. Since the macro user Tx power
is reduced, the signal received at the cooperating pico cell is of lower strength which
explains the slight decrease of the benefit of cooperation. The main advantage of the
power adjustment lies in the reduction of the overall UL interference caused by macro
users towards the pico node. The power adjustment algorithm leads thus to an enhanced
pico user performance, as shown in Figure 4.13(a).
After analyzing the benefits of CoMP, we come now to the other aspects of CoMP,
namely the backhaul traffic and higher power consumption. First, consider the backhaul
traffic measurements represented in Figure 4.14. Here it is assumed that the outgoing
and incoming traffic of all BSs co-located in the same site go through the same physical
link. A pico site is composed of a single pico cell, while a macro site is composed of
3 macro cells. Since two pico cells communicate with the same macro cell for CoMP
purpose, it is expected that the backhaul capacity requirement for a macro site is six
times larger in average than the one of a pico site. As seen in Figures 4.14(a) and 4.14(b),
the average backhaul requirement for multi-cell IRC for a pico site is around 370Mbit/s,
while it reaches 2.22 Gbit/s for a macro site. The backhaul traffic for multi-cell IRC is
composed of 1 IQ sample (complex value) per subcarriers and Rx antenna, see Section
4.2.2 for more details. An IQ sample is assumed to be quantized with 16 bits (8 bits for
I and 8 bits for Q).
The average backhaul requirement for selection combining is much smaller, around 4.72
Mbit/s for a pico site and 28.32 Mbit/s for a macro site. The backhaul traffic for the
selection combining cooperation approach is tightly coupled with the data rate of the
CoMP UE. The correctly decoded user data at a cooperating BS is transferred to the
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Figure 4.14.: CDF of backhaul traffic per macro and pico site with UL CoMP
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serving BS. If decoding was incorrect, no backhaul traffic is generated for the considered
user. As already mentioned previously, it is unlikely that the UL signal of a pico user
can be decoded by cooperating BSs. Therefore the incoming backhaul traffic for a pico
site, reaching 5 kbit/s in average, is negligible compared to its outgoing backhaul traffic,
reaching 4.71 Mbit/s in average. For the same reason, the backhaul traffic of a macro
site is mainly composed of incoming decoded data for the macro users.
In IC CoMP too, there can be no backhaul traffic if the cooperating BS is not able
to decode the signal of its users. But this rarely happens, since the link adaptation is
performed so that there is a large probability to decode the signal of a served UE. The
average backhaul requirement is around 160Mbit/s for a macro site and 26.5 Mbit/s for
a pico site. The average backhaul requirement for soft combining is larger than for SC,
around 84 Mbit/s for a pico site and 385 Mbit/s for a macro site. It shares equally
between incoming and outgoing traffic for both macro and pico BSs.
Figure 4.15 displays results for the power consumption at macro and pico nodes with the
different UL CoMP schemes. It is possible to visualize the part of the power consumption
due to the information exchange on a wireless backhaul in Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). It
represents the major extra energy cost of the CoMP schemes, especially for IRC CoMP
for which the backhaul traffic is much larger than for the other schemes, see Figure 4.14.
The extra signal processing due to CoMP is the reason why the power consumption of
CoMP without backhaul component still exceeds the one of the reference system without
CoMP. The energy cost due to the extra CoMP signal processing is however marginal
compared to the overall power consumption of a BS. In case of a pico BS, the backhaul
power consumption for IRC CoMP doubles the BS power consumption. This is because
in full buffer the same amount of traffic is sent over the backhaul in all subframes. Thus,
the energy cost due to the information exchange on the backhaul is the same for the
macro and pico BS. In case of a non-full buffer traffic, the data transmission for pico
users is faster than for macro users, leading to a larger portion of time without the need
to exchange information on the backhaul. In general, the energy cost due to backhaul
traffic is much smaller in a non-full buffer traffic model, since the power consumption of
a BS at idle times is non-negligible.
The energy efficiency shown in Figures 4.16(a) and 4.16(b) relates the user throughput
achieved with CoMP in a given subframe to the energy consumed for this CoMP trans-
mission. The most energy efficient CoMP scheme for macro users is either SC CoMP
or SoC CoMP. SoC CoMP achieves a larger user throughput than SC CoMP but this is
counterbalanced by its larger power consumption. Similarly, despite its high throughput
gain, IRC CoMP has a poor energy efficiency due to its larger power consumption, es-
pecially for pico UEs. For pico UEs, the only scheme with better energy efficiency than
no CoMP is IC CoMP.
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Figure 4.15.: Power consumption with UL CoMP
4.5.3. Results with File Transfer Traffic
In this section the performance of the different CoMP schemes introduced in Section 4.2
is evaluated using file transfer type of traffic and compared with the one of no CoMP, the
reference system. By contrast to full buffer traffic model used in the previous section,
here each user wants to transmit a limited amount of data. In the following results it
is a file of 500kB. With this different traffic model, we are able to make observations
that are more likely to approach reality than with a full buffer traffic model. Moreover,
the CoMP scheme SUM CoMP, in which the cooperating BS schedules and serves in
uplink a user that officially belongs to another cell, can be evaluated. With a full buffer
scenario, the cooperating BS is fully loaded with its own UEs that have infinite buffer.
It is thus not a realistic scenario to admit and serve users of a neighboring cell as in
SUM CoMP. With file transfer traffic model, the cooperating cell has free resources that
can be used to serve CoMP UEs.
The user performance with the different CoMP schemes is depicted in Figure 4.17. As a
general trend, it can be observed that independently of the scheme, CoMP only provides
a minor improvement over the reference system at low traffic load. In that case, few
UEs are active, which means low interference and many available resources per UE, so
a large throughput is achieved in the reference system without CoMP. When the load
increases, interference and limited resources become an issue. There, applying CoMP
becomes beneficial, as the system would be able to achieve higher data rate.
Let us consider first the CoMP schemes that solely improves the SINR, i.e. all schemes
except SUM CoMP. Due to the more efficient receiver processing with IRC CoMP, the
user data rate improvement is higher than with SoC and SC CoMP. Similarly, due to the
more detailed information transmitted to the serving BS by the cooperating BS in SoC
CoMP than in SC CoMP, the SINR improvement and thus the user bitrate improvement
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Figure 4.16.: EE with UL CoMP
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Figure 4.17.: User bitrate with different CoMP schemes and at different system loads
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are larger with SOC CoMP than with SC CoMP. From a user performance perspective
it is worth transferring as much information as possible about the Rx signal at the
cooperating BS to the serving BS.
Compared to the results with full buffer in Figure 4.10(b), IC CoMP is providing a
moderate user performance improvement when file transfer traffic is used. IC CoMP is
applied only between macro and pico cells. With IC CoMP, macro BSs can cancel the
interference from pico users, while pico BSs can cancel the interference from macro users.
As discussed previously for the results in full buffer, IC CoMP between macro and pico
BSs is not beneficial for macro users since the interference received from pico users is
low. However, removing the macro user interference from the signal received at the pico
BS provides a significant SINR improvement in full buffer, see Figure 4.10(a). With file
transfer traffic, however, macro users are not active all the time. This means that the
average interference level at low to medium load is moderate, which limits the benefit
of IC CoMP even for the pico users. At high load, it can be observed in Figure 4.17(a)
that IC CoMP improves the high percentiles of the user bitrate, which correspond to
pico users. However, since pico users are the minority in the system, the improvement
they experience is barely visible in the average user bitrate shown in Figure 4.17(b).
When it comes to SUM CoMP and how it performs compared to the so far best CoMP
scheme, IRC CoMP, Figure 4.17 delivers an interesting result. Transmitting on the free
resources of pico cells with the standard receiver processing (i.e. applying SUM CoMP)
performs as well as improving the transmission on the resources of macro cells with
advanced receiver processing (i.e. applying IRC CoMP). With SUM CoMP, some users
of a macro cell are scheduled in the resources of the cooperating pico cell. The idea is to
oﬄoad the traffic of users that are close to a non-loaded pico cell from the loaded macro
cell. That way, both the remaining macro users and the CoMP macro users benefit from
more available resources and experience a throughput increase. The only users that may
suffer from SUM CoMP are the pico users that get fewer resources. As observable in
Figure 4.17, for almost all users the performance of SUM CoMP is close to the one of
IRC CoMP. For a user, the SINR γ obtained with SUM CoMP is smaller than the one
with IRC CoMP by a factor a > 1. IRC CoMP applies the receiver algorithm on both
the antennas of the macro and pico cells, while SUM CoMP applies the same receiver
algorithm only on the pico cell antennas. But with SUM CoMP, the number of radio
resources the macro users are served with is increased by a factor b > 1. Overall, these
two effects compensate each other, and the performance of macro users with SUM and
IRC CoMP are very close to each other.
A suitable measure for the overall network power consumption, especially in hetero-
geneous networks with pico cells deployed in the coverage area of macro cells, is the
average power consumption per m2. This metric is shown in Figure 4.18(a). As a gen-
eral trend, the CoMP schemes increase the average network power consumption at low
load, while they improve it at high load. The energy cost of CoMP is due to the power
consumption due to extra signal processing, the power consumption for the information
exchange between BSs on the backhaul and the power to maintain the cooperating BS
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active, while it has no user in its cell to serve. Comparing Figure 4.18(a) and Figure
4.18(b), the contribution of the backhaul power becomes visible. It is rather small for all
CoMP schemes. Thus, even without the contribution of the backhaul power, the general
trend does not change. But, at high load, where the backhaul traffic is larger, the power
consumption of IRC CoMP without the backhaul contribution converges to the one of
SC and SoC CoMP, see Figure 4.18(b). At low load the different CoMP schemes have
negligible impact on the user throughput. Looking at the lowest load in Figure 4.18(b),
the difference in the power consumption for IRC CoMP and SC CoMP comes from the
larger power consumption due to signal processing for IRC CoMP.
When the traffic load increases, CoMP improves the user performance, yielding a larger
sleep ratio at the macro BS compared to no CoMP, see Figure 4.19(a). This affects
positively the power consumption at macro BSs. However, the pico BSs must remain
active to support the CoMP macro UEs, while their own UEs have already finished.
This explains the lower sleep ratio for pico BS in Figure 4.19(b), which creates an extra
power consumption at the pico BS. However, in this scenario with the assumed power
consumption values in sleep and active states for macro and pico BSs, the fact that the
macro BSs can go more often and longer in the micro sleep state is decisive. And the
overall energy consumption reduces compared to no CoMP at high load.
Results for the UE-specific CoMP Scheme Selection
In this section we focus on the performance of the UE-specific energy-aware CoMP
scheme selection algorithm introduced in Section 4.4. In the following results, the set
of available CoMP schemes for the CoMP scheme selection algorithm is IRC CoMP, SC
CoMP and the reference, i.e. no CoMP. In the ideal optimization the algorithm selects
the CoMP scheme for a given user based on perfect knowledge of the instantaneous SINR
with any of the considered CoMP schemes. This assumes that the serving BS knows the
scheduling information of surrounding BSs and the channel coefficients between every
scheduled user and itself. In the non-ideal optimization, the SINR with a given CoMP
scheme is measured and averaged over the past occasions that this CoMP scheme has
been applied, see detailed algorithm in Section 4.4.4.
Figure 4.20(b) shows that IRC CoMP provides the best user performance throughout the
traffic loads. However, it causes a larger energy consumption at low load as observable
in Figure 4.20(a). Furthermore, results in Section 4.5.2 showed that not all users benefit
from the same CoMP scheme. With the optimized CoMP scheme selection it is possible
to select a different CoMP scheme for different users. The most energy-efficient CoMP
scheme for a given user is selected dynamically depending on the traffic load and the user-
specific channel conditions. We can observe in Figure 4.20(b) that the user performance
with the CoMP scheme optimization is slightly better than with SC CoMP. This is an
indication that the usage of CoMP is mixed. This is confirmed by Figure 4.21 that
shows the decision taken by the CoMP scheme selection algorithm based on ideal SINR
estimates. For low load points, no CoMP is the most frequently selected scheme. For the
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(b) Power consumption without backhaul traffic
Figure 4.18.: Average network power consumption
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(b) Micro sleep ratio at pico base stations
Figure 4.19.: Average micro DTX sleep ratio
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same reasons as developed earlier, the data rate improvement with CoMP, and thus the
transmission time reduction, is only minor and does not compensate for the additional
power consumption required for CoMP. As the load increases, the percentage of UEs
applying CoMP becomes higher due to the larger benefit with CoMP that overcomes
the additional energy cost. At the highest traffic load, approximately 40% of UEs apply
no CoMP, 40% apply SC CoMP, and 20% of them apply IRC CoMP.
As shown in Figure 4.20(b), despite the fact that only a few users apply SC CoMP at
low to medium traffic load, the average user throughput is similar or slightly larger than
SC CoMP where all users get support of CoMP. This reinforces the observation that not
all users actually need CoMP to achieve excellent performance.
Regarding the overall power consumption depicted in Figure 4.20(a), with careful selec-
tion of the CoMP scheme for each user, we are able to achieve the most energy efficient
network at each load. At low load, the power consumption is the same as in the no
CoMP case, while at 20 Mbps macro cell area throughput it decreases by 15%. We
also observe that the CoMP scheme selection based on non-ideal SINR estimates with a
testing period of 10ms provides a similar performance as with ideal SINR estimates.
The developed algorithm, thus, belongs to the family of Self Organizing Network (SON)
features. Each BS monitors its environment, specifically here the traffic load and SINR
situation, and adapts its operation, here the CoMP scheme applied for a user, to the
measured situation to achieve a given purpose, here to yield the lowest energy consuming
transmission scheme.
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5. Load-Adaptive Cell Association in
Heterogeneous Networks
The intention of this chapter is to study a user distribution among the macro and pico
cells of a heterogeneous network so that the average user throughput is maximized. The
state-of-the-art cell association in cellular system, introduced in Chapter 2, ensures that
the best coverage is provided to a user. The cells received with the highest signal to
noise ratio (SNR) is selected as serving cell. This cell association is robust towards
interference, since the signals received from non-serving cells is of lower strength than
the signal received from the serving cell by essence of this algorithm. However, it has
been discussed in Chapter 2 that the best SNR cell association leads to an uneven user
distribution among the macro and pico cells due to the strongest Tx power of macro
cells. In this chapter, we move away from the trade-off between energy consumption
and load sharing and focus on the trade-off between interference and load sharing. By
activating more radio access nodes, the interference is increased but the user throughput
may be reduced due to better load sharing among macro and pico nodes.
The trade-off between interference and load sharing is easier to express in the DL. In
that case interferers are known, they are the base stations. The caused interference level
can also be estimated; base stations transmit in conventional cellular networks with a
constant power per allocated subcarrier and the pathloss is available via measurements
performed by users for handover. In the UL, the situation is not as predictable. The
interferers are users located in neighboring cells. Depending on the scheduling decisions
at each base station, only part of the users in the system will interfere with a given user.
Moreover, the Tx power in UL changes from user to user. As discussed in Chapter 2, a
user determines its UL Tx power to meet a target Rx power at its serving BS using on
an estimate of the pathloss to its serving BS. Therefore, in UL the interference is not
straight-forward to estimate and assessing how close a cell association algorithm is from
the optimum solution requires to model both the cell association and the scheduling
mechanisms in the optimization problem.
In the following, after presenting related work in Section 5.1, Section 5.2 analyzes the
problem considering the downlink only. This enables to benchmark the proposed cell
association algorithm with the upper bound of the problem. In Section 5.3, the proposed
algorithm is extended to cover a joint uplink and downlink sumrate maximization. Se-
lected simulation results are shown in Section 5.4. Both proposed algorithms, i.e. the DL
only optimized cell association and the joint DL and UL optimized cell association, are
compared with each other and also with two state-of-the-art cell association algorithms.
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5.1. Related Work
The problem of uneven load in heterogeneous networks has been identified in 3GPP in
the early phase of LTE Release 10. A method to increase the uptake of pico cells has
been studied, in which the received power of pico cells is increased by an offset before
comparison with the received power of macro cells. The performance of this method
however is very much dependent on the choice of the offset value. In [74] a method to
determine the offset is proposed. It aims at equalizing the load in the macro and pico
cells. The user rate as such is not a criterion taken into account in the maximized utility
function. A user may be pushed to a suboptimal cell in terms of SINR or throughput to
even the load between the cell it belonged before and its new serving cell. Thus it is not
a guarantee to yield excellent user performance, it is rather a guarantee for the network
operator that none of the cell will become particularly congested. In the following, our
focus is to improve the system and user performance.
In the best case the offset for pico cells must adapt to the load in the system and increase
the pico cell area when the macro cell cannot handle the traffic by itself. Indeed, users
located in the range extension zone of pico cells, i.e. the users that would have been
connected to the macro cell without the offset, actually receive a stronger signal from
the macro cell than from their serving pico cell. This leads to low signal quality for the
range extension users. The work done in [75] proposes a comprehensive SINR analysis in
a heterogeneous network applying the offset based cell association. It clearly shows that
with an offset the performance of macro users improves, since the macro cells become
less congested. However, the pico user performance degrades because the pico cells
become more loaded but above all because the pico cell-edge users suffer from strong
interference (fully loaded cells have been assumed in [75]). These observations have also
been made by [30]. However, [75] does not propose how to best select the serving cell
in heterogeneous networks to overcome both the uneven load problem and the strong
interference problems.
In 3GPP the interference problem of users in the range extension due to the offset
based association has been solved using an inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC)
technique. This technique is based on time-domain resource partitioning between the
interfering macro cells and the pico users located in the range extension. This way,
the users in the range extension are protected from strong interference. However, this
method removes time resources from the macro cells, affecting negatively the macro user
throughput as pointed out in [30]. This reduces the positive effect of more balanced load
between the macro and pico cells with the offset based cell association. In [76] the inter-
action between the offset value and the setting of a time domain ICIC is studied and the
performance thereof evaluated. In the following we focused on the best cell association
without the application of ICIC. The LTE data transmission has been designed to cope
with low SINR situation, see Section 2.1.1. To avoid interference issues on the Release 8
LTE control channel discussed in Section 2.2.3, we assume the usage of the LTE evolved
control channel ePDCCH (see Section 2.1.1) to convey signaling information. More gen-
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erally, the concept of soft cell described in Section 2.2.3 is an enabler for realizing in
practice the algorithms developed in this chapter and in Chapter 6. In the following, we
then rely on existing components of the LTE technology such as fast MCS adaptation
and HARQ to cope with inter-cell interference and study how to best set the pico cell
offset to obtain the maximized system sumrate under the resulting interference level.
In our work, it is thus important to include the actual interference level with a given cell
association when formulating the optimization problem. For instance in [77], a method
is proposed to set the pico cell offset so as to maximize a utility function based on the
user rate. The method however assumes full interference from all cells in the system. It
is thus a method valid for a fully loaded system but that cannot adapt to varying load
- and thus varying interference - situations. The results in the following show that the
optimal offset changes radically with the load.
5.2. Downlink Optimized Load-Adaptive Cell Association
In this section, we first consider a cell association that optimizes the sumrate of the
network in the DL. We derive the optimization problem and describe a practical heuristic.
This work has been partly published in [11] and [12].
5.2.1. Problem Formulation
We consider a cellular system with m macro cells, one pico cell and n users per macro
cell. The macro BS and the pico BS of the macro cell area Aj are denoted with indices
Mj and Pj respectively. In this study, the intention is to find the association of the n
users of each macro cell area Aj to the corresponding macro node Mj or pico node Pj
that maximizes the sumrate of the network. The overall network sumrate we intend to
maximize is
R =
m∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
r¯Mj ,k · xMj ,k + r¯Pj ,k · xPj ,k, (5.1)
where xMj,k = 1 if user k is connected to macro node Mj ; xMj,k = 0 otherwise. Similarly
xPj,ik ∈ {0, 1}.
r¯b,k denotes the scheduled rate of a user k connected to the macro node b of the macro cell
area Aj . r¯b,k depends on the signal quality experienced by user k and of the scheduling
algorithm applied by its serving BS b. Assuming BS b allocates evenly its bandwidth
to the Nb active users, r¯b,k = rb,k/Nb. The full rate rb,k is calculated assuming the
whole bandwidth B would be assigned to user k. Using the Shannon equation rb,k =
B · log2(1+φb,k), it is visible that the full rate depends on the DL SINR φb,k experienced
by user k in cell b.
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The variables xMj,k and xPj,k can be summarized in a single vector xj ∈ {0, 1}2n =[
(xMj,k)k=1..n (xPj,k)k=1..n
]T
. If 1M ∈ {0, 1}2n = [(1)1..n(0)1..n]T and 1P ∈ {0, 1}2n =
[(0)1..n(1)1..n]
T , xTj · 1M and xTj · 1P denote the number of users connected to the macro
BS and pico BS respectively. The problem can be rewritten as
minimizex1,...,xm
m∑
j=1
rTMj · xj
xTj · 1M
+
rTPj · xj
xTj · 1P
(5.2)
subject to [I I] · xj = 1 and xj ∈ {0, 1}2n,
where I is the identity matrix of size n x n and rMj ∈ R2n = [(rMj ,k)j=1..n(0)1..n]T is the
full rate matrix for users served by the macro BS Mj . rPj ∈ R2n = [(0)1..n(rPj ,k)j=1..n]T
is defined similarly. With σn denoting the thermal noise power, the elements rMj ,k are
calculated as follows.
rMj ,k = B · log2
(
1 +
σMj ,k∑m
i=1,i 6=j yMi · σMi,k +
∑m
i=1 yPi · σPi,k + σn
)
. (5.3)
By contrast to scheduling or link adaptation decisions, cell-user association decisions are
meant to change slowly over time. The long-term average received signal strength σb,k
at user k from BS b is used in the SINR and throughput estimates to determine the best
cell association algorithm.
yMi and yPi , both in {0, 1}, are important variables that model the contribution of the
macro and pico nodes of the area i to the overall interference level in the system. A
radio access node to which no user is associated does not actually create interference
towards neighboring cells. So, yMi = 1 if the macro node of Ai is active, i.e., at least
one user is connected to it. Otherwise yMi = 0. Similarly yPi indicates whether the pico
node of Ai is active.
The rate of a user k depends on the interference caused by neigboring cells that are
active. To solve Problem (5.2), assumptions regarding which node is active have to be
made. Per macro cell area Ai we need to test the following 3 cases:
• macro BS Mi is active, the pico BS Pi is inactive
• macro BS Mi is inactive, the pico BS Pi is active
• both macro BS Mi and pico BS Pi are active
For a cooperation cluster of m macro cell areas, 3m interference hypotheses need to be
tested. Some of them, 2m, include only a single active BS per macro cell area (all users
with the same BS, either the macro or pico BS). For these 2m interference hypotheses,
the resulting cell association is trivial and the resulting sumrate can be easily and exactly
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calculated. The remaining 3m−2m cell associations include mixed macro and pico users
in at least one of the m macro cell areas.
Once the interference level coming from each macro cell area i is given (i.e. yMi and yPi
are known), each element of the sum over the macro cell areas in Problem (5.2) are inde-
pendent and can be maximized separately, i.e. the sumrate of each macro cell area can
be maximized separately. The problem of mixed association for sumrate maximization
in a particular macro cell area j is given by
minimize
xj
rTMj · xj
xTj · 1M
+
rTPj · xj
xTj · 1P
subject to [I I] · xj = 1,
xTj · 1M > 0,
xTj · 1P > 0,
xj ∈ {0, 1}2n.
(5.4)
Problem (5.4) can not be exactly solved. However, an upper bound can be found to which
practical heuristics can be compared. [12] shows how Problem (5.4) can be relaxed to a
problem that is quasi-concave and solved using the bisection method.
The procedure to find an upper bound is thus the following. First the sumrate is calcu-
lated for each of the 2m trivial cell associations. Then, for each of the 3m−2m remaining
cases, the problem stemming from the relaxation of Problem (5.4) is solved for the macro
cell areas j with mixed association and the sumrate is calculated. At the end the cell
association that leads to the highest sumrate is selected.
5.2.2. Benchmarking of Heuristics to Upper Bound
Heuristics
The best SNR and the dynamic range heuristics are compared to the upper bound
obtained by solving the problem coming from the relaxation of Problem (5.4). In addition
we study another heuristic based on a fixed offset of 16dB that will be included in the
system-level simulations in Section 5.4.
In the best SNR heuristic, a user k located in macro cell area Aj selects the macro BS
Mj as serving cell if the signal strength received from the macro BS, σMj ,k, is higher
than the signal strength received from the pico BS σPj ,k, i.e., σMj ,k > σPj ,k.
In the 16dB offset heuristic, a user k located in macro cell area Aj selects the macro BS
Mj if the signal strength received from the macro BS, σMj ,k, is higher than the signal
strength received from the pico BS σPj ,k augmented by an offset of 16dB. The following
has to be fulfilled,
10 · log10(σMj ,k) > 10 · log10(σMj ,k) + 16.
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The third considered heuristic, called Load-Adaptive Dynamic Range (LADR), has been
developed in the thesis. Although several user-cell associations are tested in LADR, its
complexity increases linearly with the number of active users. The basic idea of the
heuristic is simple. Considering that pico BSs have a limited coverage area, it is unlikely
that the performance increases when pushing a remote user to the pico BS while closer
users are still connected to the macro BS. The developed heuristic then only considers a
user to be a candidate for connection to the pico BS if this user has the smallest ratio (in
linear domain) of the power received from the macro BS to the power received from the
pico BS among all users that are still connected to the macro BS. Consequently, with
this heuristic a linear number of combinations is tested.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the behavior of the LADR heuristic for the case of one pico
cell per macro cell. The active users are first sorted according to the ratio between the
received signal strength (RSS) from the macro cell and the RSS from the pico cell in
their respective area Aj . A user with a large Rx power ratio would experience much
better propagation conditions towards the macro BS than towards the pico BS. In the
initial state of the algorithm all users are served by their respective macro BS. In each
following iteration of the algorithm the user with the lowest RSS ratio among the ones
still connected to the macro BS is pushed to the pico BS. In all iterations, the sumrate
is estimated as given by Equation (5.1). If it is larger than the so far largest obtained
sumrate, both the sumrate and the current cell association are stored. After a number
of iterations equal to the number of active users + 1, the algorithm finishes and the cell
association leading to the largest sumrate is known.
The LADR algorithm can be easily extended to the case of multiple pico cells per macro
cell. In that case the users are sorted according to the ratio between the RSS from the
macro cell and the maximum among the RSS from all pico cells. At iteration k the user
k is then pushed in the pico cell from which it receives the highest signal power.
Numerical Results
The upper bound for the problem solution and the dynamic range heuristic have been
studied intensively in our previous works [11], [12]. For convenience the figure related to
the network sumrate is shown in Figure 5.1. Detailed assumptions about the scenario
used for the numerical evaluation can be found in Chapter 3.
Figure 5.1 shows the sumrate for the upper bound of the problem solution as well as
for the sumrate achieved with the best SNR heuristic and the load-adaptive dynamic
range heuristic. It can be seen that the dynamic range heuristic leads to a sumrate very
close to the upper bound and much better than the best SNR heuristic. This heuristic
seems to be suitable to address the rate optimized cell association problem. The LADR
algorithm is therefore extended to cover a joint UL-DL sumrate maximization in Section
5.3, and evaluated in a complex system-level simulator in Section 5.4.
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Algorithm 1 Load-adaptive Dynamic Range
U is the set of active users, each user belongs to a macro cell area jo.
Compute Usorted by sorting elements of U according to σMjo/σPjo .
Initialize Rbest = 0 the best sumrate calculated till now.
Initialize the m cell association matrices xj with all entries for the macro node set to
1.
for k=1:|Usorted|+ 1 do
Calculate the full rate of all users rk given xj , j = 1...m according to Equation (5.3).
Calculate the sumrate in iteration k, Rk, according to Equation (5.1).
if Rk > Rbest then
store the best sumrate, Rbest = Rk.
store the best cell associations xjbest = xj , j = 1...m.
end if
if k < |Usorted|+ 1 then
Determine the area jo where the user k is located.
Update xjo by putting the current user k with the pico cell of area jo: xMjo ,k = 0
and xPjo ,k = 1.
end if
end for
return Rbest and xjbest, j = 1...m;
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5.3. Joint UL and DL Optimized Load-Adaptive Cell
Association
In this section the intention is to design an algorithm that jointly maximizes the UL and
DL sumrate. The metric R to maximize becomes
R =
m∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
(r¯Mj ,k + ρ¯Mj ,k) · xMj ,k + (r¯Pj ,k + ρ¯Pj ,k) · xPj ,k. (5.5)
As before, xMj,k = 1 if user k is connected to macro node Mj ; xMj,k = 0 otherwise.
Similarly xPj,k ∈ {0, 1}. We assume the BS b allocates evenly its bandwidth to the Nb
active users, so
r¯b,k = rb,k/Nb and ρ¯b,k = ρb,k/Nb.
rb,k is the full rate of user k in DL if served by BS b, as given in Equation (5.3). ρb,k is
the full rate of user k in UL if served by BS b. It can be estimated using the Shannon
equation ρb,k = B · log(1 + γb,k), where B is the system bandwidth and γb,k is the SINR
of user k with BS b in UL. Assuming at most one UE u(i) is scheduled per subcarrier
in cell i, at most 2m UEs are scheduled simultaneously in the m areas composed of one
macro BS and one pico BS. The SINR of user k can be expressed as
γb,k =
pk · gb,k
2m∑
i=1,i 6=b
pu(i) · gb,u(i) + σn
(5.6)
By contrast to scheduling or link adaptation decisions, cell-user association decisions are
meant to change slowly over time. The long-term average channel gain gb,k between a
UE k and a BS b is used in the SINR estimate to determine the best cell association
algorithm.
pk is the Tx power of UE k per subcarrier. In conventional cellular systems, pk is set to
compensate the average channel gain gb,k between the UE k and its serving BS b by a
factor α ∈ (0; 1] to meet a target received power density pr0,
pk = pr0 − α · gb,k. (5.7)
The difficulty of estimating the SINR in UL lies in the estimation of the terms related to
interference, i.e., the pu(i) ·σb,u(i), i = 1 . . . 2m, i 6= b. The received power of the interferers
can be estimated as
pu(i) · gb,u(i) = (pr0 − α · gi,u(i)) · gb,u(i),
where gi,u(i) and gb,u(i) can be deduced from UE measurement report for handover. But
the uncertainty lies in u(i), the interfering user served by cell i. The scheduling decisions
of cell i are indeed unknown to cell b. Moreover, the scheduling decisions may change
over time and frequency. Equation (5.6) is valid only if always the same users u(i) are
scheduled in the same time-frequency resources as the considered user k.
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In a first approach, we assume perfect knowledge of the scheduling decisions of all neigh-
boring cells. So, BS b knows the user u(i, c) scheduled by BS i in subcarrier c. The UL
SINR in that case becomes the average SINR over the Ns subcarriers allocated to user
k.
γb,k =
1
Ns
Ns∑
c=1
pk · gb,k
2m∑
i=1,i 6=b
pu(i,c) · gb,u(i,c) + σn
(5.8)
In a second approach, we assume the scheduling decisions of neighboring cells are un-
known. Only the set of users S(i) served by neighboring BS i and the average channel
gain between users and BSs are known. The latter can be obtained via measurements
performed and reported by users for handover purposes. The BS b can estimate the UL
SINR based on an estimate of the average interference level coming from neighboring
BSs,
γb,k =
pk · gb,k
2m∑
i=1,i 6=b
1
|S(i)|
∑
u∈S(i)
pu · gb,u + σn
. (5.9)
Alternatively, the BS b can estimate the UL SINR based on a worst case scenario where
the strongest interference level from each neighboring BS with at least one active user
is considered,
γb,k =
pk · gb,k
2m∑
i=1,i 6=b
max
u∈S(i)
(pu · gb,u) + σn
. (5.10)
We use as baseline the load-adaptive dynamic range algorithm described in algorithm 1.
The difference lies in the calculation of R, which is the sum of the UL and DL sumrates
as given in Equation (5.5).
5.4. Performance Evaluation
Although the cell association problem was formulated for a scenario with one pico cell
per macro cell in Section 5.2.1, the LADR algorithm can be easily extended to the case
of multiple pico cells per macro cell as also explained in Section 5.2.2. In the following,
the LADR algorithm covering the case of multiple pico cells per macro cell is evaluated.
The simulated network is composed of nine macro cells, two user hotspots and pico cells
per macro cell. Traffic is generated using file transfer model with a file size S of 500kB.
The considered scenario, traffic model and metrics were described in more details in
Chapter 3 and a comprehensive list of simulation assumptions is given in Table 3.2.
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Figure 5.2.: Comparison between LADR and reference cell associations
5.4.1. Selected Results for DL LADR
Figure 5.2(c) shows the percentage of users that can connect to the pico cells with the
different algorithms. The best SNR algorithm achieves a low pico cell uptake with only
23% of users connected to the pico cell. By adding an offset of 16dB to the pico cell
measured SNR, the pico user ratio rises and reaches approximately 52% over all system
loads. The load-adaptive dynamic range is able to adapt the cell association and thus the
ratio of pico users according to the load in the system. At low load, only 35% of users
connect to the pico cells, while the ratio increases with the load and reaches 80% at high
load. At low load not many users are active in the network, thus they can well be served
using the node from which they receive the highest signal strength. Most of the time,
it is the macro nodes. But due to limited amount of users, the macro nodes finish their
transmission very quickly and cause interference during a short duration. At low load,
the interference is low and thus the received signal strength alone plays an important
role to maximize the sumrate. At high load, many users are active simultaneously. On
the one hand, resources of pico cells are needed to oﬄoad the macro cells. On the other
hand, pico nodes also have the advantage to create much lower interference to other
active cells due to their low transmit power, by contrast to macro nodes.
Figure 5.2(a) shows the user bitrate achievable with the different cell associations. As
expected the LADR outperforms the other two heuristics. The 16dB CRE heuritic
achieves a similar average user bitrate, but the 5th percentile user bitrate remains much
lower than the one of LADR. Ths is explained by the SINR situation with the 16dB CRE,
shown in Figure 5.2(b). The fixed CRE means that users in the 16dB range extension
zone receive a lower signal strength from their serving pico node than from the next
macro node. Thus a very low SINR is to expect in the range extension. Because of the
file transfer model, users are not active all the time, thus the observable 5th percentile
SINR for the 16dB CRE heuristic remains above zero at low to medium load. However,
when the load is too high, negative SINR is experienced by certain users, which limits
their throughput. This justifies the importance of adapting the range of the pico cell
to the load in the system to achieve the best overall network sumrate, exactly as the
LADR does.
5.4.2. Selected Results for joint DL and UL LADR
In this section we analyze the UL and DL performance of the joint UL and DL LADR
algorithm. First the different methods to estimate the UL interference are compared.
Figure 5.3(a) shows that all three methods to estimate the UL interference leads to very
similar decisions in the user-cell association. Estimating the SINR without scheduling
information leads to a slightly higher pico user ratio and a slightly worse UL SINR than
with perfect knowledge of neighboring cells’ scheduling decisions, see Figure 5.3(b). But
the difference is very small. The SINR estimation based on average UL interference
is selected for the comparison with the performance of best SNR, 16dB CRE and DL
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LADR.
It can be seen in Figure 5.4(a) that regarding the DL performance, the DL LADR and
joint UL/DL LADR achieve similar DL user throughput and outperform all other cell
association algorithms. As shown in Figures 5.3(a) and 5.2(c), both LADR variants
yield a very high ratio of pico users at medium to high system load, which is sufficient to
reduce considerably the interference from macro cells and ensure good DL user through-
put. In the UL it is rather the 16dB CRE that leads to the best UL performance, see
Figure 5.4(b). With 16dB CRE, the transmit power difference between the macro and
pico cells is compensated. So, the 16dB CRE algorithm is equivalent to a cell association
that would connect the UE to the node with the maximum pathgain, which is equivalent
to the node with the maximum UL received signal strength. It is thus not much sur-
prising that the best UL performance is obtained with this cell association that induces
both the best signal strength for the UE and a good load balancing between the macro
and pico layers. Figure 5.4(b) also shows that the joint UL/DL LADR outperforms the
DL based LADR in the UL, as expected. To achieve this, the joint UL/DL LADR yields
to a larger pico user ratio than the one of LADR at low load. The ratio is close to 50%
as with the 16dB CRE ratio. The pico user ratio with the joint UL/DL LADR then
increases less quickly than the pico user ratio with the DL LADR. To improve the DL
performance in this scenario, it seems important to mute as much as possible the high
transmit power macro nodes, and thus put many UEs in the pico nodes. By contrast
to improve the UL, an even user distribution between macro and pico layers is prefer-
able. Note that the more UEs are put with the pico nodes, the further away they are
from their serving node and the higher transmit power these UEs will use to reach their
serving node, as summarized in Equation (5.7). So, at high load, a high pico user ratio
means a lower interference level in DL, but potentially a higher interference level in UL
to users connected to the macro BSs.
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6. Energy-Aware Cell Association in
Heterogeneous Networks
In current cellular networks, a user is served by the cell whose Rx signal the strongest.
For operators it is important that basic mobile network coverage is guaranteed. With
the state-of-the-art cell association algorithm, each user is ensured to be connected to
its best cell in terms of signal strength. If a neighboring cell interferes with the user, its
received power is ensured to be lower than the actual useful signal power. This scheme
is simple to realize and leads to a robust network. However, it lacks flexibility and may
lead to uneven load in different cells of the system depending on the position of users
and the traffic they generate. There is thus a potential for further improvements and
optimization of the cell association algorithm in cellular networks.
In previous works, the problem of associating a user to a serving cell in cellular net-
works has been studied mainly with the perspective of load balancing. The traffic in
the network is unevenly distributed. How to avoid the congestion in certain cells by
associating certain users to different cells has been the main focus. In Chapter 5, we
have addressed this issue for the scenario of heterogeneous networks. In this chapter,
the focus is rather on the energy efficiency aspect of the cell association for users in he-
terogeneous networks. We investigate how the choice of the serving cell for a user affects
the overall network energy consumption. An energy-aware cell association algorithm is
designed and evaluated.
We consider a heterogeneous network composed of sleep-capable macro cells and pico
cells. Pico cells are located within the coverage area of macro cells. A set of users is active
in each macro cell area as represented in Figure 6.1. The considered problem consists
in distributing users among the macro and pico cells so that the energy consumed is
minimized. The energy is the product of power and time. By activating more radio
access nodes, the power consumption is increased but the activity time of the BSs may
be reduced. How does the user distribution among macro and pico cells look like to
minimize the energy consumption? is the question we intend to address in this chapter.
After presenting related work in Section 6.1, the energy minimization problem is for-
mulated in three different manners, each one including a different degree of modeling
details, in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, numerical results for the three formulated problems
enable to identify the important factors to consider when designing the cell association
algorithm. Based on the obtained insights, a practical energy-aware cell association is
developed in Section 6.4 for the generic case of several macro and pico cells. The benefits
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macro BS pico BS
user
Figure 6.1.: Macro cell area with one macro BS, one pico BS and a few active users
of the developed algorithm are shown by means of complex system-level LTE simulations
in Section 6.4.3.
6.1. Related Work
The power consumption of base stations is load-dependent, meaning it is lower when the
carried traffic is low. Following this fact, the smallest power consumption is achieved
when the number of active base stations, i.e. base stations that serve at least one user,
is minimized. This is the idea pursued by previous works. In [78], a load balancing
scheme that incorporates an energy minimization objective is studied. In an iterative
fashion [78]’s algorithm tries to re-assign users of lowly loaded cells to more loaded cells
that are able to provide a minimum given rate to those users. So, [78]’s idea is to
concentrate users, and thus the traffic load, to few base stations. That way, a larger
number of cells are operating with their nominal power consumption. A similar idea is
developed in [79] although not explicitly based on traffic load. In [79] the problem of
minimizing the number of active base stations for a given set of users is expressed as
an integer programming problem. An iterative algorithm outperforming [78]’s algorithm
is also given. Similarly to the two previous algorithms, [80] steers users to already
loaded cells that can fulfill a minimum Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) constraint for the
users. Although [80] specifically focuses on a small cell scenario, it does not consider
the optimal distribution of users among macro and small cells, but solely focuses on the
user distribution among small cells. The macro cells are however the largest contributor
to the overall network power consumption. The iterative algorithms in [81] and [82]
aims at finding the sleep state of the cells of the network maximizing a utility function
involving the throughput outage and the energy savings in terms of Joule per bit. The
cell association as such is not modified, but the conventional serving cell for a user may
enter a sleep state if one of the active cells is able to provide a minimum required received
signal power to this user.
Except for [81] in all these previous works the actual interference induced by other user-
cell associations is not taken into account when deciding the serving cell for a given user.
In both [78] and [79], the spectral efficiency for a user is estimated assuming it is inde-
pendent of the associations among remaining cells and users. For instance [79] estimates
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the spectral efficiency for a user based on full interference, where all neighboring base
stations interfere with a given user. However, in an analysis focused on energy efficiency
base stations are on purpose turned off. Thus the inter-cell interference is expected
to be lower than what is assumed in [79]. Our work shows that estimating accurately
the actual interference has a large impact on the performance of an energy-aware cell
association in a heterogeneous network. We also differentiate from studies in [78], [79]
and [80] when it comes to the rate or SNR requirement of users. To analyze whether user
throughput performance and network energy consumption are contradictory objectives,
a minimum rate requirement is not explicitly considered in our basic algorithm (but only
in one of its extensions). The rate constraint is implicitly covered. If a cell association
provides a poor rate to a user, its session duration increases, the activity time of its
serving BS also increases, leading to a larger BS power consumption.
6.2. Minimizing the Network Energy Consumption
As in Chapter 5, we consider a cellular system with m macro cells, one pico cell and
n users per macro cell. The macro BS and the pico BS of the macro cell area Aj are
denoted with indices Mj and Pj respectively. The energy consumption of a radio access
node b over the duration D is given as
Eb = DA,b · PA,b + (D −DA,b) · PI,b,
where DA,b is the activity time of the BS b, PA,b and PI,b are the power consumed by
BS b when it is active and inactive respectively.
With the power model discussed in Section 3.2.1, PI,b can be either equal to the fixed
part of the baseline power consumption, P0, or to a lower value, Pµ, if the micro DTX
mode is applied at the inactive BS. The power model in Section 3.2.1 also points out
that the power consumption of a BS varies with its resource utilization. Higher power
consumption can be expected at higher utilization, i.e. at higher load. However, it is
assumed here that a BS with at least one active user involves all its resources to serve
this user fast. This is typically what happens for best effort traffic. This BS behavior
leads to two effective power consumption states: the power consumption when inactive
and the power consumption at maximum load.
In this study the intention is to minimize the energy of the network when BSs are
active. So, we ignore the energy consumed during D−DA,b. The overall network power
consumption we intend to minimize is
Etot =
m∑
j=1
PA,Mj ·DA,Mj +
m∑
j=1
PA,Pj ·DA,Pj .
DA,b depends on the number and nature of users that the BS b must serve. Here we
assume that each user wants to download a file of size S. And we note r¯b,k the rate of
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a user k connected to the BS b. As seen in Chapter 5, r¯b,k depends on the full rate rb,k
and on the scheduling algorithm of the BS b. Assuming the BS b allocates evenly its
bandwidth to the Nb active users, r¯b,k = rb,k/Nb. The full rate can be approximated
using Shannon equation, rb,k = B · log2(1+φb,k), where φb,k is the DL SINR experienced
by user k in cell b.
The session duration of each user k served by BS b is Sr¯b,k , while the activity time of
BS b is equal to the longest session duration of all its served users. The overall network
energy consumption thus becomes
Etot =
m∑
j=1
PA,Mj · S · sup
k
{
xMj ,k
r¯Mj ,k
}
+
m∑
j=1
PA,Pj · S · sup
k
{
xPj ,k
r¯Pj ,k
}
,
where xMj,k = 1 if user k is connected to macro BS Mj ; xMj,k = 0 otherwise. Similarly
xPj,k ∈ {0, 1}. The variables xMj,k and xPj,k can be summarized in a single vector
xj ∈ {0, 1}2n =
[
(xMj,k)k=1..n (xPj,k)k=1..n
]T
.
If 1M ∈ {0, 1}2n = [(1)1..n(0)1..n]T and 1P ∈ {0, 1}2n = [(0)1..n(1)1..n]T , xTj · 1M and
xTj ·1P denote the number of users connected to the macro BS and pico BS respectively.
Assuming simultaneous transmission of data to all connected users with equal share of
bandwidth, the energy minimization problem becomes
minimize
x1,...,xm
m∑
j=1
PA,MjS · xTj 1M · sup
k
{
xMj ,kqMj ,k
}
+ PA,PjS · xTj 1P · sup
k
{
xPj ,kqPj ,k
}
subject to [I I] · xj = 1,
xj ∈ {0, 1}2n, j = 1, . . . ,m,
(6.1)
where I is the identity matrix of size n x n. We define qb,k as the inverse of the full rate,
rb,k, user k would obtain if served by BS b. qb,k =
1
rb,k
can be written
qb,k =
1
B · log2(1 + φb,k)
. (6.2)
By contrast to scheduling or link adaptation decisions, cell-user association decisions are
meant to change slowly over time. The long-term average received signal strength σb,k
at user k from BS b is used in the SINR and throughput estimates to determine the best
cell association algorithm. We denote σn the thermal noise power. If served by BS Mj ,
the SINR of user k is given as
φMj ,k =
σMj ,k
m∑
i=1,i 6=j
yMi · σMi,k +
m∑
i=1
yPi · σPi,k + σn
. (6.3)
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If served by BS Pj , the SINR of user k is
φPj ,k =
σPj ,k
m∑
i=1
yMi · σMi,k +
m∑
i=1,i 6=j
yPi · σPi,k + σn
. (6.4)
As in Chapter 5, yMi and yPi are important variables that model the contribution of the
macro and pico BSs of the area Ai to the overall interference level in the system. By
contrast to previous work [78] [79], we do not consider in this problem the worst case
where all BSs always interfere with each other. A radio access node to which no user is
associated does not actually create interference towards neighboring cells. So, yMi = 1 if
the macro BS of Ai is active, i.e., at least one user is connected to it. Otherwise yMi = 0.
Similarly yPi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the pico BS of Ai is active.
Problem (6.1) models well our initial question assuming that the same set of users is
active over the same duration. This happens for instance in a full buffer situation, where
all users are assumed to have an infinite amount of data to receive/transmit. In our case,
users have a file of size S to receive and do not require network resources anymore when
the file is successfully received. This means that users may finish before others and thus
leave resources available for others. Section 6.2.1 makes an attempt to model the network
energy minimization problem taking the update of bandwidth sharing into account when
a user finishes its transmission. We also propose a way to solve this problem.
Following the same reasoning, Problem (6.1) does not consider that interference may
change during the activity time of users. A BS may have finished transmissions to all
its UEs before the other BSs. In that case this BS will not contribute to the overall
interference anymore. Modeling the interference change over time is complex. Section
6.2.2 makes an attempt to model the network energy minimization problem taking both
the update of bandwidth sharing and the update of interference level into account. The
problem is then simplified and a solution is proposed.
6.2.1. Problem Formulation considering Bandwidth Sharing Update
In this section an alternative formulation of a BS activity time is first derived. It takes
into account the change of bandwidth sharing when a user finishes its transmission. Prob-
lem (6.1) is then extended using the new formulation of the activity time. A methodology
to solve the extended problem is proposed.
Equivalent Formulation of BS Activity Time
Consider that the cell association algorithm decides that Nb users are connected to BS b.
The Nb users are scheduled simultaneously and share evenly the bandwidth. Among the
Nb users, there will be users finishing before the others because they experience better
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link quality. The exact activity time of BS b to serve all the users is therefore not equal
to
∑Nb
k=1 Sk · qb,k ·Nb as assumed in Problem (6.1) but smaller than this entity, since not
all Nb users will be active all the time (certain users finishing before others).
The question we want to answer is the following. What is the exact activity time of BS
b assuming that as soon as a user finishes its transmission, the frequency resources are
re-allocated evenly among remaining users?
The overall transmission time of the fastest user, user 0, is d0 = S0 · Nb
rb,0
. During d0,
the second fastest user, user 1, could transmit d0 · rb,1
Nb
bit. After d0, user 1 still has to
transmit S′1 = S1 − d0 ·
rb,1
Nb
. This takes t1 =
S′1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
, which simplifies to
t1 =
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
− S0 · Nb
rb,0
· rb,1
Nb
· (Nb − 1)
rb,1
=
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
− S0 · (Nb − 1)
rb,0
So, the overall transmission time for user 1 is d1 = d0 + t1,
d1 = S0 · Nb
rb,0
+
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
− S0 · (Nb − 1)
rb,0
=
S0
rb,0
+
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
.
The overall transmission time for the third fastest user, user 2, is d2 = d1 +
S′2 · (Nb − 2)
rb,2
,
where S′2 = S2 − d0 ·
rb,2
Nb
− t1 · rb,2
Nb − 1 , which simplifies to S
′
2 = S2 − S1 ·
rb,2
rb,1
.
So, d2 =
S0
rb,0
+
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
+
(
S2 − S1 · rb,2
rb,1
)
· (Nb − 2)
rb,2
=
S0
rb,0
+
S1 · (Nb − 1)
rb,1
+ S2 · (Nb − 2)
rb,2
− S1 · (Nb − 2)
rb,1
=
S0
rb,0
+
S1
rb,1
+ S2 · (Nb − 2)
rb,2
and so on, until we reach the slowest user, user Nb−1, for which the overall transmission
time is
dNb−1 =
S0
rb,0
+
S1
rb,1
+ · · ·+ SNb−1 ·
(Nb − (Nb − 1))
rb,Nb−1
=
Nb−1∑
k=0
Sk
rb,k
.
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The transmission time of the last active user determines also the activity time of BS b,
DA,b. Consequently,
DA,b = dNb−1 =
Nb−1∑
k=0
Sk
rb,k
. (6.5)
The transmission time of user k assuming it is scheduled over the whole bandwidth is
Sk
rb,k
. So, Equation 6.5 shows that the exact activity time of BS b, assuming that as soon
as a user finishes its transmission the frequency resources are re-allocated evenly among
remaining users, is equal to the activity time of the same BS serving the same users but
sequentially, each user allocated on the whole bandwidth.
Energy Minimization Problem and Solving Methodology
Consider qMj ∈ R2n = [(qMj ,k)k=1..n(0)1..n]T and qPj ∈ R2n = [(0)1..n(qPj ,k)k=1..n]T .
Based on Equation 6.5, the activity time of the BS Mj in Problem (6.1) can be rewritten
as S · qTMj · xj . The energy minimization problem thus becomes
minimize
x1,...,xm
m∑
j=1
PA,Mj · S · qTMj · xj + PA,Pj · S · qTPj · xj
subject to [I I] · xj = 1,
xj ∈ {0, 1}2n, j = 1 . . .m,
(6.6)
As shown in equation 6.2, qMj and qPj depend on yMi and yPi , which themselves depend
on the decided cell association xj . Thus, Problem (6.6) can not be solved directly, but
assumptions regarding which BS is active have to be made. Per macro cell area Ai we
need to test the following 3 cases:
• macro BS Mi is active, the pico BS Pi is inactive
• macro BS Mi is inactive, the pico BS Pi is active
• both macro BS Mi and pico BS Pi are active
With a network composed of m = 3 macro cell areas, we need to test 3m = 27 cases
among which 2m are trivial (all users with one or the other BS of the area). The energy
consumption for each of the 3m cases is calculated. The solution is the association
leading to the smallest energy consumption.
For the non-trivial cases, Problem (6.6) has an analytical solution xj given by Proposition
1. An additional constraint, xj · [1M 1P ] ≥ [1 1], is added to ensure that there is at least
one user served by each BS.
Proposition 1. The solution xj of Problem (6.6) is given by the following two sequential
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steps (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9).
xMj ,k = 1 and xPj ,k = 0 if PA,Mj · qMj ,k ≤ PA,Pj · qPj ,k,
xMj ,k = 0 and xPj ,k = 1 otherwise.
(6.7)
If for the BS Mj, it holds that
∑n
k=1 xMj ,k = n then
l = argmin
j
(PA,Pj · qPj ,k − PA,Mj · qMj ,k),
xMj ,l = 0,
xPj ,l = 1
(6.8)
If for the BS Pj, it holds that
∑n
k=1 xPj ,k = n then
l = argmin
j
(PA,Mj · qMj ,k − PA,Pj · qPj ,k),
xPj ,l = 0,
xMj ,l = 1
(6.9)
Proof. Step (6.7) gives the solution of the problem without considering the constraint∑n
k=1 xb,k ≥ 1 for BS b. If it associates all UEs to the BS n, then this constraint is
violated and we need to change the association. With Steps (6.8) and (6.9) we simply
change the association of the user that will produce the smallest increase in energy
consumption.
Once the cell association xj is known, the overall network energy consumption is calcu-
lated similarly to the equation in Problem (6.6).
Reduction of tested Interference Hypotheses with fixed Pico Interference
In a network composed of m macro cell areas, Problem (6.6) is solved 3m − 2m times
to test the different cases with mixed macro-pico interference from the other macro cell
areas. For instance to calculate the SINR for users served in a given macro cell area k,
we have to test different hypotheses regarding the active interferers in all other m − 1
macro cell areas.
In this section, the idea is to reduce the number of interference hypotheses to be tested
considering the characteristics of the heterogeneous network. Pico cells use low power
and are deployed closer to the street level, their coverage area is thus limited. This means
the interference they create to neighboring users is likely to be lower than the interference
caused by surrounding macro cells. So, their interference contribution may not have a
large impact on the resulting cell association. As part of the numerical results later, we
propose to fix the interference contribution of pico BSs in the optimization problem (6.6)
to observe how the solution diverges from the solution of the reference problem. In a
first variant, we assume pico BSs are always active. So we solve problem (6.6) with qMj
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and qPj composed of elements qMj ,k and qPj ,k calculated with full pico interference and
unknown macro interference yMi ∈ {0, 1}. For instance qMj ,k is calculated as follows.
qMj ,k =
1
B · log2
(
1 +
σMj ,k∑m
i=1,i 6=j yMi · σMi,k +
∑m
i=1 σPi,k + σn
) . (6.10)
In a second variant, the interference contribution of pico BSs is ignored. For instance
qMj ,k becomes
qMj ,k =
1
B · log2
(
1 +
σMj ,k∑m
i=1,i 6=j yMi · σMi,k + σn
) . (6.11)
In the previous formulation of the problem, each of the 3m − 2m non-trivial cases had
to be solved 3m−1 times to consider the different possible interference hypotheses. Now
only 2 possibilities are allowed per macro cell area: the macro BS is active or inactive.
So, the non-trivial cases have to be solved considering 2m−1 interference hypotheses.
6.2.2. Problem Formulation considering Bandwidth Sharing Update and
Interference Level Update
Problem (6.1) reformulated in Problem (6.6) models two important facts:
• a BS not serving any user does not interfere with other BSs
• when a user finishes, the resources of its serving cell can be reallocated among
remaining active users.
Problem (6.1) however does not model the fact that interference may change during the
activity time of users. A BS may have finished transmissions to all its UEs before the
other BSs. In that case this BS can go to a sleep mode and will not contribute to the
overall interference anymore.
The fact that interference may change over time is not easy to model in an optimization
problem. We propose here to look at a simplified case to emphasize the importance
of considering interference variation in the energy minimization problem. Later in the
numerical evaluation, the energy consumption obtained by the solutions to the different
problems will be compared. In this section we consider a small heterogeneous network
with m = 1 and n active users in the macro cell area. They should be distributed among
the macro and pico BSs with considerations on the energy consumption.
Assuming the macro BS finishes the transmission to its users before the pico BS, i.e.,
S · qTM · x < S · qTP · x, the overall network energy consumption can be written as
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(PA,M + PA,P ) · S · qTM · x+ PA,P ·
(
S′P · q′P
)T · x. (6.12)
q
′
P ∈ R2n = [(0)1..n(q
′
P,k)j=1..n]
T is composed of the inverse of the indiviual macro
interference-free full rate given as q
′
P,k =
1
B·log2
(
1+
σP,k
σn
) .
S
′
P ∈ R2n×2n contains on its diagonal the remaining file size for each user served by the
pico BS. The remaining file size depends on the previous full rate of this pico user when
the macro BS was still active. Consider r˜P ∈ R2n the vector containing the actual user
rate with the pico BS. It has the same size and the same structure as the inverse full
rate matrix, qP , i.e., only n non-zero elements among its 2n elements. S
′
P is calculated
as follows.
S
′
P = ((S · 12n − t0 · r˜P ) · I2n)+ , (6.13)
where I2n is the identity matrix of size 2n x 2n, 12n is a vector of size 2n with all elements
equal to 1 and t0 = S · qTM · x.
The (·)+ operation sets the negative entries of the matrix to which it is applied to 0.
Depending on their actual rate r˜P,k certain users k served by the pico BS may finish
their transmission before the end of the first period, t0. Their contribution to the energy
consumption of the pico BS during the second period, i.e., after to, should thus not be
considered.
The actual rate r˜P obtained by pico UEs in the first time period, where all BSs were
active can not be easily summarized in a condensed equation because it may vary during
t0. As mentioned, some users served by the pico BS may finish their transmission before
t0. This leaves more resources for the remaining users which increases their rate from
that time. Without any simplification the expression for r˜P and thus for S
′
P and thus
the solution for minimizing the energy given in Equation (6.12) can not be determined.
Since the purpose of this section is to exemplify the importance of updating the inter-
ference level when a BS has finished transmission, we propose to simplify further the
equation by setting S
′
P = S
′ ·I2n, where S′ is a constant that can be chosen as parameter
for the numerical evaluation. This way, it is possible to find the association minimizing
Equation (6.12). If this cell association is less energy-consuming than the solution of
Problem (6.6), the importance of considering interference update in the problem can be
proven.
Our methodology is similar to the previous approach. We first test the two trivial cell
associations where all users are either served by the macro BS or by the pico BS. The
energy consumed by the trivial associations are compared together and also with the
energy obtained by the two non-trivial cell associations described below. The selected
cell association is the one providing the lower energy consumption.
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In the first non-trivial association, it is assumed that the macro BS finishes the trans-
mission before the pico BS. We then solve
minimize
x
PA,M · S · qTM · x+ PA,P · S · qTM · x+ PA,P ·
(
S
′
P · q′P
)T · x
subject to [I I] · x = 1,
x ∈ {0, 1}2n,
qTM · x < qTP · x.
(6.14)
Note that choosing a large value for S′ means that the pico BS could not send much data
during the first period t0. This can model the negative impact of the high interference
received from the macro cell for instance.
In the second non-trivial association, it is assumed that the pico BS finishes the trans-
mission first and S
′
M = S
′ · I2n. We then solve
minimize
x
PA,M · S · qTP · x+ PA,P · S · qTP · x+ PA,M ·
(
S
′
M · q′M
)T · x
subject to [I I] · x = 1,
x ∈ {0, 1}2n,
qTP · x < qTM · x.
(6.15)
6.3. Numerical Analysis
In this section we first describe the heuristics considered for comparison with the solution
of Problem (6.6). Then numerical results of the comparison are shown. A second set of
numerical results evaluates the influence of modeling the interference from pico BSs on
the optimization result (see Equations (6.10) and (6.11)). The final set of results points
out the importance of modeling the varying interference over time in the optimization
problem, as done in Problems (6.14) and (6.15).
6.3.1. Heuristics
Best SNR
The state-fo-the-art cell association applied in current cellular networks is considered
as reference. It is based on downlink Received Signal Strength (RSS) measurement
performed by the UE. The cell whose signals are received with the highest signal strength,
i.e., the highest Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), is selected as serving cell. This heuristic
is called best SNR.
Energy-Aware Dynamic Range (EADR)
• Basic algorithm
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To compare with the optimization result, an energy-aware cell association algorithm has
been developed whose complexity increases linearly with the number of active users.
The algorithm follows the same principle as the LADR heuristic introduced in Section
5.2.2 and has the same motivation. Considering that pico BSs have a limited coverage
area, it is unlikely that the performance increases when pushing a remote user to the
pico BS while closer users are still connected to the macro BS. The developed heuristic
then only considers a user to be a candidate for connection to the pico BS if this user
has the smallest ratio (in linear domain) of the RSS from the macro BS to the RSS from
the pico BS among all users that are still connected to the macro BS.
As shown in the diagram of Figure 6.2, the active users are first sorted according to
the mentioned ratio. A user with a large Rx power ratio would experience much better
propagation conditions towards the macro BS than towards the pico BS. In the initial
state of the algorithm all users are served by the macro BS. In each following iteration the
user with the lowest RSS ratio among the ones still connected to the macro BS is pushed
to the pico BS. The energy is then estimated according to the equation in Problem (6.6)
and stored before going to the next iteration. After a number of iterations equal to the
number of active users + 1, the algorithm finishes by selecting the cell association that
provides the lowest energy estimate. This heuristic is called Energy-Aware Dynamic
Range (EADR).
The EADR algorithm can be easily extended to the case of multiple pico cells per macro
cell. In that case the users are sorted according to the ratio between the RSS from the
macro cell and the maximum among the RSS from all pico cells. At iteration k the user
k is then pushed in the pico cell from which it receives the highest signal power.
• Algorithm with extended energy estimation
The algorithm itself does not change. It follows the procedure given in Figure 6.2.
The only difference lies in the energy estimation block, which now takes into account
that interference changes when all users of a cell finish their transmission. The energy
estimation algorithm in that case is described in Algorithm 2. Given a set of active
users, we calculate the scheduled rate considering the number of active users in each
cell and their full rate. Based on the scheduled rate, the file transmission delay can be
calculated. We determine the smallest delay among all users and add this delay to the
activity time of its serving BS. We also compute the remaining file size for users. Before
going to the next iteration we remove the fastest user from the set of active users.
6.3.2. Numerical Results
In the following sections, the network simulated is composed of 3 macro cells and one
user hotspot and pico cell per macro cell. An exception is the last section where for
simplicity only one macro cell with one user hotspot and pico cell were considered.
Overall 30 users are dropped in the system. As described in Section 3.3, dropped users
initiate a file download of 500 kbits. To obtain results of statistical relevance, more than
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Figure 6.2.: Basic algorithm of energy-aware dynamic range
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Algorithm 2 Extended energy estimation for EADR
U is the set of active users and xj is the cell association in the cell area Aj
Initialize Sk = S the size of the file to download
Initialize Db = 0 the activity time of BSs
while |U | > 0 do
Calculate the number of UEs Nb connected to each BS b of each macro cell area Aj ,
xTj · 1b with b ∈ {M,P}
Calculate the scheduled rate of all active users r¯k as in Equation 6.2
Calculate the corresponding delay of the users dk =
Sk
r¯k
Determine the smallest activity time d = min
k∈U
dk and the user k
∗ for which dk∗ = d
Increase the activity time of all BSs b with Nb > 0, Db := Db + d
Remove the fastest user k∗ from the set of active users U := U \ {k∗}
Update xj with xMj ,k∗ = xPj ,k∗ = 0
Update the remaining file size of still active users Sk := Sk − r¯k · d
end while
Calculate the network energy consumption E =
∑
b
Db · Pb
return E;
200 drops have been simulated.
Results of the Problem considering Bandwidth Sharing Update
In this section we evaluate the solution of Problem (6.6) and compare its performance
with the best SNR and EADR heuristics. The noise level σn, representing the receiver
noise and the interference level coming from surrounding cells outside the considered
cluster of 3 macro cell areas, is varied to model different interference situations.
It can be observed in Figure 6.3(b) that the best SNR heuristic leads to a somewhat
constant cell association, the percentage of users connecting to pico BSs remains constant
to 28%. The cell association solving Problem (6.6) adapts to the outside cluster noise
level and provides great energy savings throughout the noise range, but particularly at
low noise level, as shown in Figure 6.3(a). At low noise level, most users are served
by pico BSs. Since users are located in hotspot, the received signal strength from the
pico BS is mostly sufficient to have a decent user throughput at low noise level. Thus,
activating only the low consuming pico BSs achieves the most energy-efficient network at
this low noise level. At medium noise level, most users are served by the macro BS. The
highest Tx power of the macro BSs are required to provide sufficiently good throughput
to all users with that level of noise. Therefore, pico BSs are switched off to reduce energy
consumption, while mobile communication is provided in most cases by the macro BSs.
Finally, at very high noise level, the link quality (SINR) of all users drops, therefore
the resources of all available BSs are required to reach a good user performance. In
that case a fairly balanced user association to macro and pico BSs provides the lowest
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Figure 6.3.: Performance with different cell associations
energy consumption. It can also be observed that the EADR achieves close to optimal
performance. This heuristic is a good candidate for further evaluation in a complex
system-level simulator.
Results with the Fixed Pico BS Interference Simplification
In Figure 6.4(b), it can be observed that the solution of the original Problem (6.6) and
the solution of the problem with fixed interference contribution from the pico BSs are the
same in most of the simulated drops. The pico user ratio curves in both cases overlap.
Consequently, the resulting energy consumption in Figure 6.4(a) is the same whether or
not the interference from pico BSs is considered. This confirms our expectation that it is
mostly the interference from activated macro BSs that influences the decision regarding
the most energy-efficient cell association. Pushing a user to the macro BS causes strong
interference towards users in neigboring cells, while pushing a user to pico cells has a
limited impact on the rate of users in neighboring cells.
Results of the Problem with Bandwidth Sharing and Interference Level Update
In this section, we have a smaller scenario composed of one macro cell, one pico cell
and 20 users. In this small scenario it is possible to solve the simplified problem with
bandwidth sharing and interference level update as discussed in Section 6.2.2. The
simplified problem is summarized in Problems (6.14) and (6.15).
For the numerical evaluation we choose S′ = 0.95·S. This means that 95% of the original
file has still to be transmitted by every user served by the second finishing BS after the
first BS has finished completely its transmission. This tends to represent a worst case
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Figure 6.4.: Performance of the optimal cell association when fixing the pico interference
scenario since the good users of the second BS are likely to have more progressed their
transmission. But if the energy consumption of the cell association solving the simplified
problem that takes into account interference update with S′ = 0.95 · S is lower than the
energy consumption of the cell association solving the original problem (6.6), a fortiori
the optimal value of the full complexity problem (Problem (6.12)) is lower.
Performance results of the cell association solving Problem (6.1), Problem (6.6) and the
combined Problems (6.14) and (6.15) are displayed in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) for dif-
ferent values of noise. The noise here models both the receiver noise and the interference
level coming from surrounding cells outside the considered macro cell area. Figure 6.5(a)
confirms our assumptions that an accurate modeling of the user throughput is impor-
tant in the cell association optimization problem. Modeling the update of bandwidth
(BW) sharing among users in the optimization problem leads to a cell association that
consumes less energy than the solution of the original Problem (6.1) with fixed band-
width sharing. An even lower energy consumption is achieved with a cell association
solving the optimization problem modeling both bandwidth sharing update and varying
interference.
From Figure 6.5(b) it can be observed that the solutions of the two optimization problems
considering bandwidth sharing update and/or interference update tend to use extensively
the pico BS at low noise level. In that case, the signal strength received from the pico BS
is sufficient to provide good throughput to most users at a much lower power consumption
than the macro BS. However, when the noise level increases, this is not the case anymore.
With the cell association, where interference variation is taken into account, the pico user
ratio slowly decreases to a stable value for high noise range. This algorithm is able to
identify that the pico BS can still serve efficiently hotspot users, once the macro BS has
finished its transmission to non-hotspot users. This possibility is not visible when solving
Problem (6.6), which explains the sudden drop in the pico user ratio. The solution of
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Figure 6.5.: Performance of the optimal cell association with both bandwidth sharing
and interference update
the first optimization problem, by contrast, tends to use exclusively the macro BS at low
noise level. In Problem (6.1), the energy consumption is calculated based on the session
duration of the worst user. To provide good signal quality to the worst user, the macro
BS is often a better serving BS and the pico BS must not serve any user in order not to
create interference.
Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) also show the performance of the EADR heuristic with ex-
tended energy estimation that considers that interference may vary during the activity
time of the users. It can be seen that the extended EADR provides lower energy con-
sumption than the solution of the original Problem (6.6), sometimes also lower than the
solution of the combined Problems (6.14) and (6.15). This recalls that Problems (6.14)
and (6.15) are the outcome of a simplification and do not provide the lower bound for the
full complexity problem. But we can expect the solution of the full complexity problem
to provide even lower energy consumption than its simplification, thus even lower than
the original Problem (6.6).
6.4. Practical Algorithms
In this section the EADR heuristic is adapted to practical usage in cellular systems. The
practical algorithms for the different variants of the energy estimation used in EADR
are described. An extension of EADR featuring a minimum rate constraint is given. All
cell association algorithms are then evaluated in a system-level simulator.
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6.4.1. Changes in EADR Algorithm due to Practical Reasons
• Instead of the Shannon equation, a SINR to throughput map called f that takes
into account the available modulation and coding scheme is used to estimate the
practically achievable bitrate for a given SINR. Even with a SINR of infinite, the
throughput is limited by the maximum offered peak rate in a real system.
• In this section, the energy over a given duration is minimized. We assume that
when a BS finishes to serve all its users, it can enter the so-called micro DTX sleep
mode consuming less energy. More details about the micro DTX mode and the
corresponding power consumption can be found in Sections 2.3.2 and 3.2.1.
• The duration over which the energy is calculated is macro cell area-specific. The
idea is to distribute users of a macro cell area among the macro and pico BSs of
the same macro cell area. As soon as all users in the considered macro cell area
have finished, what happens in the neighboring macro cell areas does not influence
anymore the energy consumption for the considered macro cell area. Therefore,
we set the duration over which the energy is calculated for each macro cell area to
the longest session time in the considered macro cell area.
• The EADR algorithm is optimizing the cell association for the network given a set
of users. If the set of users changes, the computed cell association is not optimized
anymore. In reality, users appear and disappear in the network at different times.
The set of active users is changing over time and the EADR algorithm needs to be
run each time a new user arrives or a user leaves the system.
• When the EADR algorithm is run, e.g. due to a change in the set of active users,
some users may have been active for some time already. This means users may
not have a buffer equal to the initial buffer anymore. It is thus important in the
practical implementation of the EADR algorithm to consider the actual buffer size
of the users into account when estimating the activity time of a user.
To compare the observations done with the simple theoretical analysis of Section 6.3.2,
we also tested the EADR algorithm with three methods for the energy estimation.
The first method is the simplest one, where given the cell association the SINR of users
is calculated without considering that the interference or the bandwidth sharing might
change. The algorithm for this method is given in Algorithm 3. It differs from the
algorithm described in Section 6.3.1 by the changes mentioned earlier.
The second energy estimation method considers that bandwidth sharing may change
over time, once a user has finished its transmission. But no interference update, and
thus no SINR update, is performed. It is similar to the algorithm given in Algorithm 4,
with the exception that the SINR is calculated before the while loop. The third energy
estimation method is given in Algorithm 4, and considers both bandwidth sharing and
interference update. The performance of the three estimation methods is compared in
Section 6.4.3.
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Algorithm 3 Basic energy estimation for practical usage of EADR
m is the number of macro cell areas and xj is the cell association in the cell area j
Nb is the number of UEs connected to BS b, given as x
T
j · 1b with b ∈ {M,P}
Initialize E = 0 the network energy consumption
for j = 1 . . .m do
Calculate the SINR of all active users φk as in Equation 6.3
Calculate the scheduled rate of all active users r¯k =
f(φk)
nb(k)
, b(k) ∈ {Mc, Pc}
Calculate the corresponding delay of the users dk =
Sk
r¯k
Determine the activity time of each BS bo ∈ {Mj , Pj}, Dbo = max
k∈U, b(k)=bo
dk
Calculate the energy consumption of each BS bo ∈ {Mj , Pj},
Ebo = Dbo · PA,bo +
(
max
b∈{Mj ,Pj}
Db −Dbo
)
· PI,bo
Increase E by the energy consumed in area m, E := E +
∑
b∈{Mj ,Pj}
Ebo
end for
return E;
6.4.2. EADR Algorithm with Minimum Rate Constraint
As seen in Figure 6.2, the basic EADR algorithm does not have to fulfill a rate constraint.
In the first step, the objective was not to guarantee a given user throughput, but rather to
measure the potential of an energy aware cell association in terms of energy consumption.
In essence, the algorithm can not lead to a large throughput degradation for a user.
Indeed, a lower user throughput means a longer session time for this user and thus a
BS active and consuming power over a longer time. However, the algorithm may still
choose to shift some UEs to a less consuming BS, that is not the one providing the
largest throughput.
Our reference cell association algorithm is the one used in current cellular systems,
the best SNR heuristic. To avoid that the network coverage is degraded with EADR
compared to the best SNR heuristic, a variant of the EADR algorithm with a minimum
user rate contraint is discussed in this section.
With the EADR algorithm users may be shifted to suboptimal BSs. The algorithm is
based on the principle that a few individual users might experience lower throughput
if there is a benefit in terms of energy consumption for the overall network. Thus, it
appears non-compatible to a per-user minimum rate constraint. If, for instance, the
per-user rate with EADR must be larger than the per-user rate with the best SNR
algorithm, it is likely that EADR will result in the same association as the best SNR
algorithm. Instead, we focus on the network coverage, i.e., the lowest user throughput
with EADR must not be degraded compared to the one obtained today with the best
SNR association.
The EADR variant that is extended to consider a user rate constraint is the one with
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Algorithm 4 Extended energy estimation for practical usage of EADR
U is the set of active users
m is the number of macro cell areas and xj is the cell association in the cell area j
Initialize Sk = Bk to the current buffer of the user k
Initialize τk = 0, the activity time of the user k
Initialize Db = 0 the activity time of BSs
while |U | > 0 do
Calculate the SINR of all active users φk as in Equation 6.3
Calculate the number of UEs Nb connected to each BS b of each macro cell area j,
xTj · 1b with b ∈ {M,P}
Calculate the scheduled rate of all active users r¯k =
f(φk)
nb(k)
, b(k) ∈ {Mc, Pc}
Calculate the corresponding delay of the users dk =
Sk
r¯k
Determine the smallest activity time d = min
k∈U
dk and the user k
∗ for which dk∗ = d
Increase the activity time of all users i with Si > 0, τi := τi + d
Increase the activity time of all BSs b with Nb > 0, Db := Db + d.
Remove the fastest user k∗ from the set of active users U := U \ {k∗}
Update xj with xMj ,k∗ = xPj ,k∗ = 0
Update the remaining file size of still active users Sk := Sk − r¯k · d
end while
for j = 1 . . .m do
Calculate the energy consumption of each BS bo ∈ {Mj , Pj},
Ebo = Dbo · PA,bo +
(
max
b∈{Mj ,Pj}
Db −Dbo
)
· PI,bo
Increase E by the energy consumed in area m, E := E +
∑
b∈{Mj ,Pj}
Ebo
end for
Potentially, calculate the effective rate of all users k, i.e. r˜k(EADR) =
Bk
τk
return E;
the more evolved energy estimation that takes into account both the bandwidth sharing
update and interference update. With this algorithm, the rate of users may change
during their activity time. A direct comparison between the estimated instantaneous
user rates with the best SINR and EADR algorithms is thus not a fair comparison. The
EADR algorithm has a long term gain that is not necessarily visible at each iteration
separately. As discussed earlier, the throughput of a user may suffer from stronger
interference with EADR than with best SNR at the beginning of its activity time. But
this interference may disappear faster with EADR resulting in a good user experience
for a longer time than with best SNR. So, the estimated effective rate of a user appears
as a better measure of the impact of the EADR algorithm. The effective rate is defined
as the ratio between the buffer size of a given user divided by the time taken to empty
this buffer, i.e. the so-called activity time of the given user. During this time, the user
may have experienced different data rates.
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Considering the EADR algorithm principle depicted in Figure 6.2, to guarantee the same
coverage with EADR as with best SNR, we extend the decision criterion which for the
moment only includes a condition on the estimated energy consumption. In addition to
that the minimum over users of the estimated time-average user throughput must be
larger with the EADR-decided cell association than the one obtained with best SNR.
We estimate the effective rate of each user with EADR, r˜k(EADR), as shown in the last
step of Algorithm 4. We estimate the rate of users with best SNR, r˜k(best SNR). We
then extend the decision criterion in the diagram of Figure 6.2 with
E(p) < Ebest and min
k∈U
r˜k(best SNR) < min
k∈U
r˜k(EADR).
If this criterion is fulfilled the current user distribution over the cells is stored as best
cell association.
6.4.3. Simulation Results
Although the cell association problem was formulated for a scenario with one pico cell
per macro cell in Section 6.2, the EADR algorithm can be easily extended to the case of
multiple pico cells per macro cell as also explained in Section 6.3.1. In the following, the
EADR algorithm covering the case of multiple pico cells per macro cell is evaluated. The
simulated network is composed of nine macro cells, two user hotspots and pico cells per
macro cell. Traffic is generated using file transfer model with a file size S of 500kB. The
considered scenario, traffic model and metrics were described in more details in Chapter
3 and a comprehensive list of simulation assumptions is given in Table 3.2. Specifically,
the power consumption model used was introduced in Section 3.2.1. The usage of the
low power consumption state called micro DTX mode is assumed in the macro and pico
nodes at times of no transmission.
Algorithm Sensitivity to the Rate Estimation
Figure 6.6(a) shows the network power consumption for the different variants of the
EADR algorithm. The variants use different methods for estimating the energy con-
sumption. The basic one is to estimate the energy only once, when the cell association
is given. It does not consider variation that may occur during the time. The second
one considers that the number of resources per user varies over time (it may increase
when the first users finish). The third method considers that both the number of re-
sources and the interference level may vary over the activity time of users. It can be
observed that at low load, i.e. low system throughput, the three methods perform sim-
ilarly. As expected, the more advanced energy estimation method induces the lowest
network power consumption. However, when the load increases, the algorithm with the
energy estimation without time-dependent update experiences a quick rise in the energy
consumption and finally leads to an unstable system at high load. When the load is
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high, many users are active and the interference in the system remains high. It can be
observed in Figure 6.6(c) that the EADR algorithm without any update decides to dis-
tribute most users among the macro BSs and does not much use the pico BSs. Because
of the numerous users and the high interference level, the EADR is likely to select the
BS providing the best Rx signal quality to counterbalance the expected high interference
level. Figure 6.6(b) shows that the user throughput, the power consumption and pico
user ratio with EADR and no update converge to the same values as obtained with the
conventional cell association, best SNR. This shows that an accurate energy estimation
is crucial to obtain a well-performing and stable network with the EADR based cell
association.
The second estimation method based on Bandwidth (BW) sharing update alone provides
better performance in terms of energy consumption and user bitrate than the first esti-
mation method. Knowing that the number of resources will increase during the activity
time of a user helps to delay the tendency of putting most users to the macro BSs when
the load increases. Because users have a chance to obtain a larger throughput due to
the bandwidth redistribution, EADR leads to a different cell association than the best
SNR algorithm.
The third energy estimation method, which is also the most elaborate, outperforms the
two previous methods over the entire range of system throughput for both metrics: the
energy consumption and the user bitrate. Taking both the bandwidth sharing variation
and the interference level variation into account helps the EADR algorithm to serve more
often users with signal strength-wise suboptimal BSs. This puts momentarily users in
a delicate situation but the EADR algorithm with the evolved energy estimation knows
that later the situation will improve for those users and that overall the energy consump-
tion will be smaller than with the best SNR cell association. The energy consumption
with EADR + both updates is indeed smaller than the one with the best SNR algorithm
for all load points, while the user bitrate is mostly better. This confirms the initial hy-
pothesis that in a non-full buffer scenario, minimizing the energy consumption does not
necessarily mean poor user performance. The energy savings are high at high load. But,
the energy savings at low load do not justify the reduction in the user bitrate compared
to best SNR. This speaks in favor of an extension with a minimum rate constraint. In-
terestingly, this variant of the EADR algorithm tends to favor significantly pico BSs as
serving BSs. More than 80% of users are connected to pico BSs with this algorithm, and
this remains quasi-constant at all loads. This is due to the lower power consumption of
pico BSs compared to macro BSs.
Lower Pico Capabilities
The previous scenario was very favorable to pico BSs that had the same capabilities as
macro BSs, while consuming much less power. To show that the EADR algorithm can
adapt to any situation, we suppose in this section that pico BSs can only send up to
one data stream to its served users. So, spatial multiplexing is not possible for users
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Figure 6.6.: Performance of EADR for different rate estimation techniques
connected to pico BSs. This reduces the throughput achievable by pico users and leads
to a scenario that is less favorable to pico BSs. Figure 6.7(a) shows the average power
consumption of both cell association algorithms in this scenario. The energy saving
potential of EADR is lower in this scenario since pico BSs become less attractive due to
the one-stream restriction. This is also visible in Figure 6.7(c), where the ratio of pico
users with EADR is much smaller than in the previous scenario. EADR tends to use
less often pico users in the lowest load. At this load, few users are active simultaneously.
Thus, user distribution over cells is not improving the user throughput much, while
the one-stream restriction in pico BSs is a guarantee to reduce it. At high load, user
performance is limited due to the bandwidth sharing between many active users. Even
if pico BSs can only provide half of the peak rate of macro BSs, they dispose of much
more free resources, which makes them attractive at high load.
Nevertheless, despite this non-favorable scenario, EADR is able to provide a cell asso-
ciation that reduces the energy consumption compared to best SNR and improves the
user bitrate over most of the load points as seen in Figure 6.7(b).
Minimum Rate Constraint Results and Comparison with Load-Aware Dynamic
Range
In this section, macro and pico BSs have the same capabilities. The rate constraint
extension of EADR is tested and later compared to the load-adaptive dynamic range
(LADR) algorithm that is introduced in Chapter 5. It can be observed in Figure 6.8(a)
that the rate constraint reduces the energy saving potential of EADR, especially at
medium to high load. However, the user rate improvement is clearly visible in Figure
6.8(b). EADR with rate constraint is providing a better user experience than best
SNR for the entire range of system throughput. By contrast to the case without rate
constraint, now the pico user ratio, shown in Figure 6.8(c), slowly increases in accordance
with the need for more resources especially from BSs with low power consumption.
To finish, from these figures, EADR with rate constraint is able to provide a similar user
performance as the load-aware dynamic range at a lower energy cost. However, it should
be mentioned that the LADR algorithm is robust to the rate estimation accuracy, by
contrast to EADR which requires accurate energy consumption estimates.
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Figure 6.7.: Performance of EADR with single stream-capable pico BSs
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Figure 6.8.: Performance of EADR featuring a minimum rate constraint
7. Sleep Mode Control for Pico Nodes in
Heterogeneous Networks
Networks in densely populated areas are usually dimensioned to serve the busy hour
traffic load. To meet future traffic demands, the macro layer composed of high Tx
power BSs, that is deployed, needs to be complemented by low power nodes, called
pico nodes, to provide sufficient capacity in high density areas at busy hours. These
networks, thus, operate with a large amount of surplus capacity during the low traffic
hours. Significant energy savings could be achieved if the pico nodes were switched into
standby mode. This is confirmed by the work of [83], where the energy saving potential
of switching off low power nodes in case of no traffic was calculated. However, [83] does
not outline any explicit algorithm for the activation of the low power nodes.
Consider a heterogeneous network with several pico cells located in the coverage area of
macro cells as depicted in Figure 7.1. In low traffic situations, the pico nodes are likely
to be put in a sleep state. When a new user becomes active, which one of the pico nodes
needs to be reactivated? No signal strength measurements are available between the user
and the sleeping pico nodes as basis for decision. The challenge with the introduction of
a sleep mode for pico nodes lies in the practical algorithm for controlling the pico node
reactivation.
macro 1
pico 1
pico 2
pico 3
pico 4
macro 2
user
Figure 7.1.: Scenario with several pico cells per macro cell
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Introducing pico nodes has a clear benefit when it comes to boosting the user perfor-
mance. When they feature a sleep mode, pico nodes can also help reducing the network
energy consumption. In the following, after presenting related work, we discuss in Section
7.2.1 the benefit of a timely activation of pico nodes for reducing the energy consumption
in the network, compared to the situation where the pico node activation was missed.
Thereafter, in Section 7.2.2, the basic concept of the sleep mode for pico nodes is in-
troduced, followed by a discussion on the key parameters to control efficiently the sleep
mode algorithm. The performance of the sleep mode with different settings for the key
parameters is shown in Section 7.4.1. Practical realizations of the sleep mode using an
external uplink received signal strength (RSS) sensor and using a downlink RSS map
are proposed in Section 7.3. The uplink RSS based pico node activation can be applied
in an autonomous or a hierarchical way. The advantages and drawbacks of both meth-
ods are evaluated in Section 7.4.2. The RSS map based pico node sleep mode control
provides promising results that can be combined with the energy-aware cell association
introduced in Chapter 6. Section 7.4.3 shows that the respective energy savings of these
two features add up when combining them.
Part of this work has been published in [13] and [14]. It has also been used as input to
a demonstrator shown at public events such as CeBIT 2012, ISWCS 2012, CeBIT 2013,
as well as at Ericsson events, such as Ericsson Research Day and Ericsson Innovation
Day.
7.1. Related Work
Initial work on sleep mode has primarily concerned macro base stations [84]. There, dif-
ferent levels of sleep states can be considered depending on the capabilities of the macro
base stations. Some of the available sectors, carriers or radio access technologies (RATs)
can be switched off. Energy efficiency results of the macro network complemented with
different numbers of femto and pico nodes are also provided in [84], as well as in [85].
Similarly, most previous works related to energy efficiency in heterogeneous networks
focus on the optimal placement and number of pico nodes to achieve an energy efficient
network [86] [87] [88]. Certain works study the energy efficiency of various heterogeneous
network deployments in combination with a discontinuous transmission (DTX) for pico
nodes without explicitly outlining the DTX algorithm, [89] [90].
Even if a sleep mode is applied for pico nodes, it is important that the network coverage
remains intact and the contracted service level is maintained. The energy savings for the
operator must not be achieved at the expense of user experience. This is the objective
we intend to pursue throughout this chapter. Some of the related studies like [91] also
consider both aspects: user performance and energy savings. The work in [91] derives
the set of femto cells that need to be active to meet a given Quality of Service (QoS)
requirement based on Markov decision processes. The developed framework can also
solve the case where user/traffic localization information is only partially available at
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the central control unit and potentially with a delay. However, the methodology in [91]
relies solely on user position, which is not sufficient to determine whether a pico node is
an adequate serving node for this user, e.g., because of shadow fading.
The work in [92] outlines three categories of methods based on signal strength measure-
ments to control the pico node activation. First, the control of the pico node activation
is performed by the pico node itself if equipped with an additional RF sniffer dedi-
cated to wake-up control. Second, the pico node activation is centrally driven by the
core-network. Third, a user-driven pico node activation is considered, where a user
equipment periodically broadcasts wake-up signals. The work in [92] and [93] is very
relevant, but it remains at an overview level. It indeed lacks a detailed description of the
different sleep mode control algorithms, as well as a detailed evaluation of the achievable
energy savings. The impact of the sleep mode control mechanisms on the user perfor-
mance is also omitted in [92] and [93], while it is an as important measure as the energy
saving to evaluate whether the sleep mode control works well.
7.2. Sleep Mode Concept and Key Control Parameters
7.2.1. Energy consumption comparison with active and sleeping pico nodes
Assuming pico nodes are able to go in a deep sleep mode, what is the impact on the net-
work energy consumption if the pico node activation is missed or delayed substantially?
As discussed earlier, identifying which pico nodes to reactivate is not straight forward.
Depending on the sleep mode control algorithm and its tuning, a missed activation can
happen.
The main purpose of deploying pico nodes is to oﬄoad traffic from the macro cell.
Some of the users that are served by the macro node when pico nodes are sleeping
could be handed over to the pico nodes if they were activated. Typically the amount of
traffic that can be absorbed by a pico node depends on its location within the macro
cell, the characteristics of the propagation channel and the traffic distribution over the
geographical area [94].
In this section, in order to motivate the importance of a sleep mode control leading to a
timely pico node activation, we consider a simplified model where each pico node attracts
the same portion 0 < θ < 1 of the traffic generated in the macro cell area. We assume
that some traffic, but not the whole traffic, is served by the pico layer, i.e. 0 < Npθ < 1,
with Np being the number of pico nodes deployed per macro cell area.
The traffic itself is generated by K users, each downloading a file of size S. So, the
number of bits conveyed through the macro node would be S ·K · (1−Npθ) in case pico
nodes are reactivated with no delay. Otherwise, if there is a missed pico node activation,
the number of bits conveyed through the macro node would be S ·K.
Consider R¯m,0 being the mean user bitrate in a network when the pico node activation
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is missed (i.e. when all pico nodes are sleeping), assuming each user is scheduled over
the whole bandwidth. R¯m,0 depends on the interference level I in the network, which in
turns depends on the network load.
At higher load, more users are active simultaneously and each BS is active longer to
serve the users. This creates more interference to the surrounding cells and lowers the
SINR. So, I can be considered as a function of the number of simultaneously active
users, K, in the network. Since the macro and pico nodes have different number of users
and different Tx power, their contribution to the overall interference level is different.
Consider Im the contribution from the macro node with Km users and Ip the one from
the pico nodes with the remaining K −Km users,
I (K) = Im(Km) + Ip(K −Km).
In case of a missed pico node activation, all K users are served by the macro node,
i.e. Km = K and I(K) = Im(K), the mean user bitrate thus follows R¯m,0(I(K)) =
R¯m,0(Im(K)). The time required for the macro node to serve the traffic, T0, reaches
T0 =
S ·K
R¯m,0(Im(K))
(7.1)
In case of a successful activation of pico nodes, since pico nodes have a much lower Tx
power than macro nodes, I(K) is dominated by the contribution of the macro cell Im,
which depends on the number of active users Km served in the macro layer. Thus, I(K)
can be approximated with Im(Km). If R¯m,1(I(K)) and R¯p,1(I(K)) denote the mean user
bitrate in the macro and pico nodes when pico nodes are activated timely, they can be
approximated with R¯m,1(Im(Km)) and R¯p,1(Im(Km)). With Km = K · (1 − Npθ), the
activity time for a macro node is given by
T1,m =
S ·K · (1−Npθ)
R¯m,1(I(K))
≈ S ·K · (1−Npθ)
R¯m,1 (Im(K · (1−Npθ))) , (7.2)
and the activity time of a pico node by
T1,p =
S ·K · θ
R¯p,1(I(K))
≈ S ·K · θ
R¯p,1 (Im(K · (1−Npθ))) .
At low system load, the average user throughput when all picos are awake or sleeping
(R¯m,0, R¯m,1 and R¯p,1) are typically in the same order of magnitude. K is low, the
oﬄoading factor θ has low impact on a small integer value of K, the interference level
is low. Therefore, the most limiting factor for the throughput at low load is the set of
available modulation and coding schemes (MCS).
At medium to high load, T1,p is expected to be smaller than T0. The average user rate
at the pico nodes R¯p,1 is higher than R¯m,0, since the users connected to the pico nodes
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benefit from better propagation conditions towards their serving node in average and
can transmit with a higher order MCS.
From a macro user perspective, there are two reasons why T1,m is expected to be smaller
than T0. First, the traffic to be served by each node diminishes, since the overall traffic
is shared among a larger number of nodes. So, the numerator of Equation (7.2) is
lower than the one of Equation (7.1). Second, the average user throughput, i.e. the
denominator of Equation (7.2), becomes larger due to the expected lower interference
caused by the macro nodes with K · (1−Npθ) users instead of K users.
Consider a simplified power model for a radio access node composed of two states:
the power consumed during the idle period PI and the power consumed during the
activity time PA. It is then possible to express and compare in a simple way the energy
consumption when the pico node activation is missed, E0, and the one when pico nodes
are activated with no delay, E1.
As reference time interval we consider T0, the average activity time of a macro node
when the pico node activation is missed. So, the energy consumed during that time
interval is E0 = PA,m ·T0 +Np ·PI,p ·T0. Since T0 is larger than T1,m and T1,p, the energy
consumption to operate a network with activated pico nodes over T0 is given by
E1 = PA,m · T1,m + PI,m · (T0 − T1,m)
+Np · PA,p · T1,p +Np · PI,p · (T0 − T1,p), (7.3)
which consists of the energy consumed by the macro node (first line of Equation (7.3))
and the energy consumed by the Np pico nodes (second line of Equation (7.3)). So,
E1 − E0 = (PI,m − PA,m) · (T0 − T1,m) +Np · T1,p · (PA,p − PI,p). (7.4)
The first term of Equation (7.4), (PI,m−PA,m) ·(T0−T1,m), is negative, while the second
part is positive. As expected, it is not obvious that activating extra pico nodes brings any
energy saving. However, Equation (7.4) shows that depending on the scenario energy
savings can be observed. In particular one or more of the following should apply:
• Np is small, i.e., few pico nodes per macro cell area;
• the activity time of pico node, T1,p, is kept short due to very high rate;
• the oﬄoad potential of pico nodes is large so that the activity time of macro nodes,
T1,m, is much smaller than before, T0;
• the power consumption of the macro node during idle time, PI,m, is much smaller
than the one at full utilization, PA,m.
The results in Section 7.4.1 show that one or more of the above conditions are fulfilled
in our scenario, since the energy consumption with always sleeping pico nodes is larger
than the one with ideal sleep mode control for pico nodes (i.e. no de/activation delay),
see Figure 7.6.
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7.2.2. Basic Sleep Mode Algorithm
Having explained why an ideal activation and deactivation of pico nodes can have a
positive impact on the network energy consumption, in this section we describe the
basic algorithm of the pico node sleep mode control.
The pico nodes introduced in a heterogeneous network can be subject to a deep sleep
mode technique, in which the power amplifier, the radio front-end and baseband unit of
a pico node are deactivated. The inactive state here is assumed to last in the order of a
few hundred milliseconds.
When applying this mode the control signaling cannot be transmitted by the pico node
anymore, and therefore the pico cell becomes invisible to the user. So all remaining users
must be handed over to another cell before entering the sleep mode. This kind of deep
sleep mode is possible for a pico node in a heterogeneous network, as the overlaid macro
cell that provides the basic coverage can take care of remaining users.
Several implementations of the pico node sleep mode are possible depending on the
criteria used to trigger the reactivation, and also on the level of integration of the pico
nodes into the macro network.
Autonomous Sleep Mode Control
In case of loose integration of pico nodes in the macro network, the information exchange
between base stations and in particular between macro and pico nodes is scarce. There, a
sleep mode applicable for pico nodes must be controllable by the pico nodes themselves.
Controlling the deactivation is simple, since the pico node itself is aware of the remaining
active users in its cell. However, the autonomous activation is challenging in the lack
of information about the surrounding environment. To gather information that enables
to take the decision to reactivate or not, certain components of the pico node may
remain active, such as the RF front-end. However, this represents a major part of the
overall power consumption of the pico node and thus, this method limits the energy
savings. Another way to gather information about the surrounding environment before
activation is to use a sensor external to the pico node that consumes low energy [92].
The external sensor measures the surrounding environment during the sleep phase of the
pico node and is able to trigger the pico node activation when a criterion is met. Section
7.3.1 describes in detail a typical sensor based autonomous pico node reactivation. The
autonomous activation lacks information about the nearby user to offer an elaborate
activation criterion. For instance, the user might not be allowed to connect to this pico
node [93], or it can be generating only small amount of traffic, like VoIP users, for which
the activation of a pico node is not needed. This type of information is unknown to the
sensor that triggers the pico node activation.
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Hierarchical Sleep Mode Control
In this section, we study more deeply another category of sleep mode control, where
there exists a hierarchy between the macro cell that always remains active and the pico
cells that may be deactivated for a while. We call this category the hierarchical sleep
mode control. It assumes tighter integration of the pico nodes in the macro network and
more frequent information exchange between the macro and pico nodes.
Such a setup offers a more flexible pico node reactivation that can be based on more
elaborate criterion. In the autonomous sleep mode control category, the sensor can
acquire information that is openly available in the direct surrounding environment of
the pico node. With the hierarchical sleep mode control, the macro nodes that are
always active are responsible for activating the pico nodes. Their decision may be based,
among others, on information available at the macro node only, such as the traffic load
served by the macro node.
In the following, we first introduce the concept of a simple hierarchical sleep mode
control mechanism based on traffic load and emphasize the key design parameters of
this algorithm. The macro node controls the activation and deactivation of a set of pico
nodes and takes its decision based on the traffic load in its cell. This enables to react
quickly to the traffic demand variation and avoids the reactivation of pico nodes for users
that would not benefit from a higher available bitrate, e.g. VoIP users.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the macro node regularly checks the traffic load level in its
cell. When the traffic load exceeds a certain threshold, the macro node sends a high
load indication to a set of pico nodes under its control. The reception of the high load
indication triggers the activation of the pico nodes. In the simple case where no DL signal
strength measurements are available for the sleeping pico nodes, the macro node sends
the activation command to the entire set of pico nodes under its control. As discussed
later in Section 7.2.3, it is possible to reduce the number of activated pico nodes when
more information is available.
Once activated, the pico nodes are active for a minimum period δactive, during which
they consume at least their idle mode power consumption, P0, as explained in Chapter
3. Thus, the pico node activation has an energy cost. The minimum period δactive gives
time for the users to detect the new nodes, perform DL signal strength measurements
and potentially initiate the handover procedure to one of the new nodes.
The only interaction between the macro and pico nodes in the basic sleep mode control
algorithm is the high load indication sent by the macro node. Instead of the message
content itself, the received message energy could be used to activate an electric switch
that causes the pico node ignition. A high load indication received by an already active
pico node would thus have no effect.
Regarding the deactivation process depicted in Figure 7.3, the activated pico nodes
regularly monitor the served traffic. If the traffic load measured over a certain time is
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While tmon > 0
Monitor the traffic load in the macro cell
Load > L0,m 
Initiate activation of 
a set of pico nodes
Set timer tmon to δmon
N Y
tmon = 0
Trigger signal strength 
measurement report from users
Figure 7.2.: Traffic load based activation of pico nodes by the macro node
low, the remaining active users are requested to hand over to their next best serving
cell. The pico nodes then autonomously go back to sleep.
After analyzing in detail the key design parameters of this algorithm, Sections 7.3.1 and
7.3.2 outline two methods to obtain signal strength measurements between users and
sleeping pico nodes and base the pico node reactivation on those measurements.
7.2.3. Key Design Parameters
Monitoring time at the macro node
After each monitoring period, the macro BS takes a decision whether to wake up its pico
nodes or not. The monitoring time must be large enough to have a good overview of
the load situation in the macro node. Once activated, the pico nodes remain active for
a minimum time during which they consume energy. Too frequent pico node activation
should then be avoided. But a too large monitoring time affects negatively the user
performance.
Consider a user that appears in the system and would be best served by a pico node.
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While tactive > 0
Monitor the traffic load in the pico cell
Load < L0,p
Pico node is active
Set activity timer tactive to δactive
Pico node is sleeping
N Y
tactive = 0
Figure 7.3.: Traffic load based deactivation of pico nodes
However, the pico node is in the deactivated state. The worst case would be if the user
appears in the system directly at the start of a monitoring period. Consider that the
user rate at the pico node would have been Rp, while the user rate at the macro is
Rm = α ·Rp, with 0 < α ≤ 1. We note δp the transfer time of the user if served entirely
by the pico node, δp = S/Rp.
If δmon is large enough for the user to finish its transmission, i.e. δmon ≥ δp, the total
delay to download the file would be larger by a factor 1α . If α = 0.5 for instance, this
means the download time has doubled.
If δmon is not large enough for the user to finish its transmission, i.e. δmon < δp, the total
delay for transferring the file of size S would be
δmon +
S − δmon ·Rm
Rp
= δp + (1− α) · δmon.
This induces an increase of the transfer time by a factor 1 + (1− α) δmonδp . For instance,
if δmon = 0.5δp and α = 0.5 the transfer time is 25% longer than without sleep mode.
Intuitively, the increase of the transfer time is smaller if a part of the file can be trans-
ferred by the pico BS if it is the best serving BS. This would mean that 1+(1−α) δmonδp ≤ 1α
with 0 < α ≤ 1 and δmon < δp. This can also be written as f(α) ≤ 1, where
f(α) =
(
1 +
δmon
δp
)
α− δmon
δp
α2, with 0 < α ≤ 1,
and its derivative f ′(α) = 1 +
δmon
δp
− 2αδmon
δp
.
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The derivative of f(α) is strictly positive for 0 < α ≤ 1 and δmon < δp. This means
the function f(α) is strictly increasing on the interval 0 < α ≤ 1, i.e., f(α) ≤ f(1) for
0 < α ≤ 1 and δmon < δp. Since f(1) = 1, the above mentioned intuition is proven.
At low load, the rate provided by the macro node to a user located in its area will be
close to the peak rate, even though the user would be best served by a pico node. At
low load, α tends to be close to 1. In that case, the degradation of the user rate is small
independently of the value of δmon. However, at high load, the macro node being quickly
more loaded than the pico node, α tends to be much smaller than 1. In that case, a
way to control the user rate degradation is to choose a monitoring time smaller than the
typical transfer time of a user. The transfer time depends on the file size. In reality, one
can tune the monitoring time for large file size with the intention to activate the pico
nodes primarily for heavy transmissions (several MB large). In this thesis, our objective
is to minimize the impact on the user performance when the sleep mode for pico nodes
is introduced. In the results shown in Section 7.4, the monitoring time is set to a small
value in the order of a few hundreds of milliseconds. This may be challenging for today’s
equipment, but if considered early in their design future equipment may support this
relatively high de/activation frequency.
Monitoring time at the pico node
The monitoring time at the pico node δactive leaves time for potential macro users to
perform the handover procedure in case they receive a higher signal strength from the
newly activated pico node than from their original serving node. So, δactive must be
large enough to let a potential handover procedure happen. However, if no user sees the
newly activated pico node as best serving cell, no handover procedure is triggered and the
energy consumed during δactive is pointless. As seen later in Section 7.4.1, this situation
occurs very often since the coverage area of pico nodes is quite limited. Therefore, δactive
must be kept as small as possible from an energy consumption perspective.
The monitoring time at the pico node has also a positive influence on the user perfor-
mance. As mentioned earlier, to reduce the negative impact of the pico node sleep mode
on the user performance, the delay for a user to connect to its best serving node (if it is a
pico node) has to be minimized. If δactive is set to a larger value, i.e. a pico node remains
active longer (even though no currently active users may connect to it), the probability
that a user appears in the system while the pico node is active is larger. Using, for
instance, a Poisson process to model the user arrivals, the probability that at least one
user arrives in the system during δactive is 1− e−λδactive . Some of the new users may see
the pico node as best serving node and are able to connect to it without any delay.
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Load threshold and load calculation
In the previous section, it has been pointed out how small the monitoring time at the
macro cell, δmon, should be to minimize the negative effect of the sleep mode on the
user performance. In the following we discuss the influence of the load threshold at the
macro cell, L0,m, on the pico node activation. The load here is defined as the ratio of
the amount of received bits nb by the macro cell b over the monitoring time δmon
L =
nb
δmon
.
The intention of the load monitoring is traditionally to identify when the macro cell
becomes highly loaded. However, since our goal is to minimize the negative impact of
the sleep mode on the user performance, in our study the load monitoring is used to
identify the presence of a user generating heavy traffic, even locally, in the macro cell.
Users with little traffic but strict latency requirements, such as VoIP users, must remain
in the macro cell.
To avoid activating a pico cell solely for a VoIP user, the load threshold L0,m must be
chosen so that the required amount of received bits during the monitoring time is higher
than the amount of bits generated by a VoIP user. Assuming a voice codec with a rate
of Rv, L0,m must be chosen so that Rv · δmon < L0,m · δmon, i.e., Rv < L0,m. Typically,
a voice codec with a rate of Rv = 12.2 kbit/s is used [95], modeling the transmission
of 244 bit long voice packets every 20 ms during a conversation. So, L0 can be set to
several hundreds of kbit/s or several Mbit/s.
In the study we also consider best effort users that transfer files of size S over the mobile
network. How does the load threshold L0,m affect the pico node activation for those
users? It is possible to ignore the transmission of a single user, if the threshold L0,m is
set so that L0,m · δmon ≥ S. However, it is not the purpose of this study to deliberately
take the risk to reduce the throughput of a best effort user due to the sleep mode at the
pico nodes. So, we assume L0,m is chosen so that
L0,m · δmon < S0, (7.5)
where S0 is the minimum file size allowed by the system to trigger the pico node activa-
tion. It can be set to a high value by the system if the intention is to ignore small files.
In this study S0 = S = 500kB.
With the condition in Equation (7.5) fulfilled, a user alone with its file transfer may
trigger the pico node activation. However, the transfer time may be shorter than the
monitoring time. For instance the file transfer may start in the middle of the monitoring
time and the generated traffic during the monitoring time may not be sufficient to
trigger the pico node activation. Assuming the user rate in the macro cell is Rm, the
time required to generate sufficient traffic in the macro cell during the monitoring time
is
L0,m · δmon
Rm
.
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So, to trigger the pico node activation, the file transfer must overlap with the monitoring
time by at least a factor
L0,m · δmon
Rm
δmon
=
L0,m
Rm
.
A smaller L0,m increases then the probability that the overlap between the file transfer
and the monitoring time is sufficient to trigger the pico node activation. For instance,
with a rate of 25Mbit/s and a load threshold of 1Mbit/s, a user appearing during the last
4% of the monitoring time will activate the pico node reactivation. If the load threshold
is set to 10Mbit/s, the file transfer must overlap with at least 40% of the monitoring
time before triggering the pico node activation. A high load threshold may then differ
the pico node activation which may badly affect the user performance.
The last example motivates an improvement to the load calculation. Consider that the
40% overlap condition is not fulfilled during the current monitoring time. This means
the overlap condition is likely to be fulfilled in the next monitoring time. And the pico
node activation may be triggered at the earliest at the end of the next monitoring time.
But at that time, the file transfer of the considered user may already be finished and the
pico node does not need to be activated. In the downlink, it is feasible to keep track of
the status of each user’s file transfer, i.e., whether the file transfer of a user is on-going or
finished. Thus, it is possible to only consider the traffic generated by users with on-going
file transfers in the load calculation. If we note Uf the subset of the users served by the
considered macro cell and that have finished their transmission during the considered
monitoring time, the load L can be calculated as
L =
nb −
∑
u∈Uf
nb(u)
δmon
,
where nb(u) is the number of bits received by the macro cell b from user u during the
monitoring time.
Selection of the set of activated picos
At the end of the monitoring time, if the measured load is above the load threshold, the
macro node triggers the activation of a set of pico nodes. Intuitively and as shown later
in Section 7.4.1, which pico nodes are activated has a major influence on the network
energy consumption. On one hand, the intention is to avoid missed activation of the
best pico cell for a user. On the other hand, the intention is to minimize the number
of pico cells activated for a user. Both intentions are not contradictory, but they are
difficult to fulfill at the same time in the lack of information about signal strength
measurements between the user and the sleeping pico nodes. In addition to that, more
practical constraints may exist in real networks. In certain network architectures, the
pico nodes may be physically directly connected to one macro node, see Chapter 2. In
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such architectures, it appears natural for a macro node to reactivate one or more pico
nodes that are directly connected to itself.
• Static cluster and no signal strength measurement. Considering this kind of hier-
archical architecture implying a static cluster of pico nodes per macro node and in
the lack of received signal strength measurements, the best solution to minimize
the negative impact on the user performance is for the macro node to activate all
the pico nodes located in its area. Taking the example of Figure 7.1, if the load
threshold in macro cell 1 is exceeded during the monitoring time, macro node 1
activates both pico node 1 and pico node 2. The issue with this method is that
certain pico nodes may be activated for nothing. If there is only one user, it can
be served by at most one BS. So, if there are n pico nodes in the macro cell area,
there are at least n− 1 redundant pico nodes for this user.
• Static cluster and signal strength measurement. Considering a static cluster of
pico nodes per macro node and the availability of signal strength measurements,
it is possible to reduce the number of activated pico nodes. Comparing the signal
strength measurement among the pico nodes, the macro node can activate only
the pico nodes that are considered as best pico node by at least one active user in
the macro cell. This may reduce the energy consumption at low load when there
are not many users active simultaneously. In this case only few pico nodes may be
needed.
• Dynamic cluster and signal strength measurement. Although the previous method
is based on a highest signal strength criterion for the pico node reactivation, it
can not guarantee to avoid missed detection of the best pico node for a user. The
best pico node for a user may indeed not be part of the static cluster from which
the macro node chooses from. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1, where the user is
closest to the pico node 3 which is likely to be the best pico node for this user.
However, pico node 3 is not directly connected to macro node 1.
As discussed in Chapter 2, LTE BSs are addressable over the logical X2 interface
independently of the physical realization of the BS connections. A pico node being
a stand-alone BS can communicate with any other node, not only with the macro
node of the same area. A pico transmitter realized as one of the remote radio
heads of a macro node is not addressable by any otber node. If pico nodes are
stand-alone BSs, a macro node with information about their signal strength will
trigger the reactivation of the pico node with the highest received signal strength
for a given user.
Section 7.4.1 evaluates the performance impact of each of the above three methods to
select the pico node to reactivate. The methods using signal strength measurements are
summarized in Algorithm 5, steps 1 to 3. The first step in Algorithm 5 concerns the
acquisition of signal strength measurements from sleeping pico nodes. Sections 7.3.1 and
7.3.2 investigate two ways to obtain these measurements.
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Cell association aware pico node activation
Previous works, like [92] and [93], stop their analysis of the pico node reactivation based
on the received signal strength. However, this is not a guarantee that the pico node
can effectively serve the user. This depends on the cell association algorithm. With
the conventional cell association, if the received signal strength from the macro node is
higher than the one from the pico node, the user will remain in the macro cell. This
means that even the best pico node may be activated in vain, inducing an energy cost
without tangible benefit for the user performance.
It is not always feasible to consider the cell association algorithm in the pico node re-
activation. If the cell association algorithm is based on other criteria than pure signal
strength, the required information about sleeping pico nodes may be difficult to obtain.
However, the conventional cell association is not complex and we intend to investigate
the benefit of including it in the pico node reactivation, assuming signal strength mea-
surements are available. The pico node activation in that case follows steps 1 to 4
of Algorithm 5. The function f for step 4 denotes a possible operation on the signal
strength of the pico node, for instance to artificially increase it as done in the offset
based cell association described in Section 2.2.3.
Note that even though an autonomous sleep mode control is also based on signal strength
measurements, the cell association-aware pico node activation, as well as the previously
mentioned clustering methods, can not be applied in that case. They, indeed, require
to initiate information exchange between different pico nodes before their activation to
obtain relevant signal strength measurements.
Algorithm 5 Signal strength measurement based pico node activation
U is the set of active users, k, served by the macro node bm
P is the set of pico nodes that can be activated, modeling the possible constraint of a
static cluster
for k = 1 . . . |U | do
1. Obtain signal strength measurement σb,k between user k and pico nodes b ∈ P
2. Determine the pico node bp such that σbp,k = max
b∈P
σb,k
if best SNR based cell association not considered then
3.Trigger the activation of the pico node bp
end if
if best SNR based cell association considered and f(σbp,k) > σbm,k then
4.Trigger the activation of the pico node bp
end if
end for
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7.3. Practical Signal Strength based Pico Node Activation
To more accurately identify the smallest set of pico nodes that need to be reactivated,
signal strength measurements between the pico nodes and active users can be useful.
This is the motivation behind the proposed Algorithm 5. The challenge in Algorithm
5 lies in obtaining these signal strength measurements since the considered pico nodes
are in a sleep state. This section discusses two methods to obtain these measurements.
Section 7.3.1 investigates a method to obtain signal strength information based on UL
spectrum monitoring, while the method proposed in Section 7.3.2 is based on a RSS
map.
7.3.1. Spectrum Monitoring based Pico Activation
Section 7.2.3 and the corresponding results that can be found in Section 7.4.1 point out
the importance of identifying the pico node that needs to be activated. With such a
sleep mode control, energy savings are not only possible at low load, but also at high
load. As discussed in Section 7.2.3, a promising energy-saving enabler when choosing the
set of pico nodes to be reactivated is the usage of signal strength measurements between
the user and the sleeping pico node; in particular, for estimating the result of the cell
association algorithm.
In this section, we study a method based on uplink spectrum monitoring to obtain
information about the signal strength between a user and a sleeping pico node. This
method can be applied as a criterion to reactivate a pico node in the hierarchical sleep
mode control (as discussed in Section 7.2.3), as well as in the autonomous sleep mode
control. We describe this method and discuss its key parameters and their influence.
Since this method is compatible with both the hierarchical and the autonomous sleep
mode controls, we take the opportunity to compare the performance of both control
mechanisms using the spectrum monitoring method.
In this section, we consider the case where the pico node is equipped with a simple
sensor. When the pico node is in the sleep mode, this sensor monitors the RSS in the
uplink (UL) to detect potential users in the surroundings of the pico node. The LTE
receiver of the pico node could also be used for UL RSS monitoring, but the required
power consumption used to operate the LTE receiver would limit the energy saving
potential of this sleep mode. A specific RSS sensor is expected to have much lower
power consumption, in the order of a few Watts.
An example implementation of this sleep mode is shown in Figure 7.4. It complements
the procedure depicted in Figure 7.2 that takes place at the macro cells. The macro cell
monitors the served traffic load and sends a high load indication message to the pico
node in case of high traffic load. This message is used to trigger the pico node activation
in the basic procedure shown in Figure 7.2. In the following, a second criterion must be
fulfilled to activate a pico node. Nevertheless, the high load indication message must be
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Figure 7.4.: UL RSS based pico node activation of pico nodes
understandable by the sensor located at the pico nodes.
In the initial state in Figure 7.4 the considered pico node is in sleep mode. The sensor
then starts measuring the UL RSS. The UL RSS η measured at each time instant, t, can
be written as
η(t) =
∑
k∈A(t)
pk · gb,k + σn, (7.6)
where pk is the Tx power of UE k, gb,k the average channel gain between the UE k and
the BS b and σn the noise power at the receiver. A(t) is the set of active users in the
uplink at time t. Because of the activity level of users and of the scheduling algorithm
at their serving BS, the set of active users A is not constant over time. Note that users
in A(t) may be served by different nodes.
The different UL RSS measurements η(t) obtained during the period δsleep are filtered.
The filtered UL RSS value, ηf , is then compared to a certain threshold η0. This threshold
can be conveniently expressed in terms of Interference over Thermal (IoT) ratio. A
filtered UL RSS value exceeding the IoT threshold is interpreted as coming from an
active user in the close surroundings of the sensor and the corresponding pico node. The
sensor will then check whether a high load indication has been sent by a macro cell. If it
is the case, the sensor triggers the activation of the pico node. Similarly to the procedure
in Figure 7.2, the pico node is activated for at least a period of δactive.
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Note that δsleep in Figure 7.4 has a similar function as δmon in Figure 7.2. Since both
parameters are in principle decoupled, a different notation has been used for the UL RSS
monitoring time than the macro load monitoring time.
The deactivation of pico nodes follows the same principle as already discussed in Figure
7.3. When there is no activity in the pico cell, the pico node is deactivated in an
autonomous manner.
Note that part of the procedure depicted in Figure 7.4 can be applied autonomously
by the pico node itself without the involvement of the macro cell. In that case, only
the UL RSS condition is verified before activating the pico node. There is no second
condition concerning the load in the macro cell to be fulfilled in the autonomous variant.
For this reason, the second condition is drawn in dashed line in Figure 7.4. Results
in Section 7.4.2 emphasize the advantages and drawbacks of the autonomous UL RSS
based activation method compared to a hierarchical UL RSS based activation method.
UL traffic
This method for identifying a close-by user is based on the traffic generated in the uplink
by users. If no traffic is generated in uplink, the user is invisible to the sensor. But, even
when the communication between the BS and the UE is set up for a downlink service,
such as file downloads, the user transfers information to the BS in the uplink too. The
user has to inform about successful reception of the transmission at different protocol
layers (HARQ, Radio Link Control (RLC) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
acknowledgments). Another source of uplink traffic caused by a downlink service is
the feedback about channel state information. This important information enables to
optimize the downlink transmission mode.
UL RSS measurements filtering
The final UL RSS value must be carefully calculated. If the communication occurs
mainly in the downlink, the uplink traffic will be very local, i.e., concentrated in a few
transmission time instances. Since the final UL RSS value used in the comparison with
the IoT threshold is subject to a filtering over δsleep, the filtering must be such that a few
high measured UL RSS values have a noticeable impact on the final UL RSS value. A
simple averaging may filter out a few large values that indicates the presence of a nearby
user. In the evaluation shown in Section 7.4.2, we have chosen to select the maximum
UL RSS over δsleep as final UL RSS value used in the comparison with the IoT threshold.
IoT threshold
The IoT threshold η0 is a parameter that must be carefully selected. When a user ap-
proaches the pico cell, its UL signals will be measured with higher strength. The UL RSS
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threshold is the criterion to determine whether the user is close enough to be connected
to this pico cell. It should be sufficiently high so as to avoid unnecessary activation of
pico cells, and thus ensure minimal power consumption. But, a too high value reduces
the opportunities for the cell to wake up, and thus may affect the user performance.
The IoT threshold should represent a certain balance between a too frequent or too rare
activation of pico nodes, which affects the user performance and the power consumption.
Redundant activation of pico nodes
The accuracy of the activation decision depends on the load in the system. At low load,
it is possible to find a setting for the IoT threshold that works well to detect the presence
of a nearby user. In that case, only few users are in A(t) and contribute to η(t). At high
load, the set A(t) increases and η(t) includes the contribution of many active interferers.
With the same threshold as at low load, false pico node activations are more likely at
high load. The measured IoT at high load is higher than at low load and is more likely
to exceed the threshold η0.
As discussed in Section 7.2.3, taking into account the cell association in the pico node
activation algorithm is key to avoid redundant pico node activation. However, this is not
possible to consider in an autonomous sleep mode control, but could be included in the
hierarchical UL RSS based sleep mode control with a second communication loop over
the macro node before activating the pico node. When the macro is loaded, a signal is
sent to the sensors at the pico nodes. The sensors at the pico nodes i could forward their
measured and filtered RSS, ηf,i, to the macro node that could estimate the downlink
RSS, σi,k, at the active user k from all pico nodes, i, and compare it with its own Rx
signal strength , σb,k, at UE k. However, the same issue as mentioned above occurs.
Estimating σi,k based on ηf,i is inaccurate at high load, since ηf,i does not reflect the
transmission of a single user k but the transmission of many users scheduled in the same
subframe. The inaccuracy of the IoT measurement at high load thus is a limitation of
the spectrum monitoring based pico node activation. Nevertheless, it works well at low
to medium load, as seen in Section 7.4.2, and is applicable to both autonomous and
hierarchical sleep mode controls.
7.3.2. RSS map based pico activation
In the previous section, a method to control the pico node activation based on UL
signal strength measurement has been introduced. The exploited UL RSS measurement
is performed on the aggregation of signals from many active users at high load and
therefore has some inaccuracy issue that prevents from applying Algorithm 5. This
algorithm ensures that only a pico node able to serve an active user according to the
best SNR criterion is reactivated. This avoids redundant pico node activation.
In this section, we investigate a method enabling to apply Algorithm 5. We assume
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that in areas where pico nodes are deployed, a measurement campaign was carried out
to obtain a map of DL RSS from pico nodes. This map summarizes the RSS from
surrounding pico nodes and their identity at a given location. Given that it is not
feasible to obtain a RSS measurement for any location due to practical constraints, it
is assumed that RSS measurements are available only for a set of locations in an area.
For simplicity this set is composed of locations evenly spread over the area of interest.
Signal strength measurement maps have been used in literature for other type of studies,
e.g. in [96] to obtain SINR and cell load estimates and in [97] for user positioning.
Consider F the set of positions (x, y) for which RSS measurements are available. Each
position in F is separated from the next closest position by a distance l. This distance
influences the maximum RSS measurement error. We call ν the function that takes as
input any position (x0, y0) in the area of interest and returns the position (x
∗, y∗) in F
that satisfies
(x∗, y∗) = ν((x0, y0)) = argmin
(x,y)∈F
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2
The function ν selects the position (x∗, y∗) in F that is closest to the wanted position
(x0, y0). So, |x∗ − x0| ≤ l/2 and |y∗ − y0| ≤ l/2.
Consider ξ(x, y) the function that gives the RSS measurement of the best pico node at
a position (x, y) ∈ F . Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 5 can be realized using the RSS map
as
σbp,k = ξ(ν(xk, yk)),
where (xk, yk) is the position of user k in step 2 of Algorithm 5. Note that ξ(ν(xk, yk)) is
an estimate of the RSS of the sleeping pico bp and user k. Depending on the granularity
of the map given by l, ξ(ν(xk, yk)) can differ much from the actual RSS.
Based on the knowledge of the best pico node bp for user k and the corresponding RSS
estimate, the macro BS can either activate this pico node (as in Step 3 of Algorithm 5)
or first apply the cell association algorithm to determine whether this pico node would
be the best serving cell for user k (as in Step 4 of Algorithm 5).
The accuracy of the RSS estimate ξ(ν(xk, yk)) influences the pico node activation. Fig-
ures 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) show the best serving cell map with l = 4m and l = 0.25m
respectively. Each color represents the area where a given (macro or pico) node is seen
as best serving node. A noticeable difference in the coverage area of pico nodes can be
seen between the two values of l. With a lower map granularity, i.e. a larger l, the
coverage area of pico nodes shrinks. The coverage of macro nodes is much larger than
the one of pico nodes. With a large l it is thus more likely to pick a position that is
not in the coverage area of pico nodes than to pick one in their coverage area. The best
serving cell is mostly likely decided to be the macro cell for the entire square of area l2,
while part of this square may actually see a pico node as best serving cell.
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(a) l=4m (b) l=0.25m
Figure 7.5.: Coverage area of nodes with different RSRP map granularity settings, l
Combination of RSS map based pico node sleep mode with energy-aware cell
association
It is possible to combine the RSRP map based sleep mode control with the energy-aware
cell association introduced in Chapter 6. The introduced algorithm, called EADR, dis-
tributes active users among the macro and pico nodes by taking into account the network
energy consumption. At first, these two features seem to pursue different objectives. The
sleep mode tends to deactivate pico nodes as much as possible, while the EADR algo-
rithm tends to push more users with the pico nodes that consume less power than macro
nodes. Therefore, it is uncertain that these two features combined will result in an energy
saving as high as their combined respective energy savings. One feature may actually be
limiting the saving potential of the other. For instance, by contrast to the assumptions
taken in Chapter 6, here the pico nodes may be in a deep sleep state. This means that
their power consumption is smaller than in the micro DTX assumed in Chapter 6. So,
when combined with a deep sleep mode as assumed here, the EADR algorithm has a
higher incentive not to activate sleeping pico nodes.
We intend to evaluate how compatible these two features are. The sleep mode control
algorithm is considered as the primary algorithm in which the EADR algorithm is in-
cluded. The EADR algorithm plays a role when taking the decision of the pico node
reactivation.
As in Figure 7.2, the load in the macro cell m is monitored. Once the load exceeds a
threshold, the macro node determines the best serving node for each active user in its
area m by means of the EADR algorithm. If it is one of the pico nodes, its activation is
triggered.
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The applied EADR algorithm is the one depicted in Figure 6.2. An estimate of the
network energy consumption is needed for different distributions of active users among
the macro node and pico nodes of the area m. The procedure to estimate the network
energy consumption is the same as in Algorithm 4. It is based on an SINR estimation
similar to Equation 6.3. The sleeping pico nodes belonging to other macro cell areas
do not contribute to the interference level. Depending on the current iteration in the
EADR algorithm depicted in Figure 6.2, RSS estimates may be needed for sleeping pico
nodes of the considered loaded macro cell area m. These RSS estimates can be obtained
by means of the RSS map.
As introduced in Section 6.4.2, the EADR algorithm can be extended with a mini-
mum rate constraint to ensure that the user bitrate is not compromised by the energy
consumption minimization. This extension of the EADR algorithm can similarly be
combined with the sleep mode control.
7.4. Performance Evaluation
Section 7.4.1 provides simulation results for the different variants of the sleep mode
presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 and among others, in Algorithm 5. The challenge
in Algorithm 5 lies in obtaining signal strength measurements. Two methods to obtain
signal strength measurements were proposed in Section 7.3 and are evaluated in Sections
7.4.2 and 7.4.3.
The simulated network is composed of nine macro cells, two user hotspots and pico
cells per macro cell. Traffic is generated using file transfer model with a file size S of
500kB. The considered scenario, traffic model and metrics are described in more details
in Chapter 3 and a comprehensive list of simulation assumptions is given in Table 3.2.
Specifically, the power consumption model used was introduced in Section 3.2.1. When
pico nodes enter the deep sleep mode, their power consumption is assumed to be 10
W. Unless otherwise stated, the settings used in the sleep mode control algorithms are:
L0,m = 1Mbit/s, L0,p = 10kbit/s, δmon = δactive = δsleep = 0.15s, η0 = 25dB.
7.4.1. Sleep Mode Key Parameters
Performance of reference systems
Figure 7.6 shows the performance of several reference systems. The first reference system
is the network where all pico nodes are always active. With a sleep mode for pico nodes,
users may not be able to connect to their best serving cell if it is in the sleep state. A
lower throughput with sleep mode than without sleep mode can be expected. The curve
for no sleep in Figure 7.6 thus gives the upper bound in terms of user throughput. It is
also the worst case in terms of power consumption, since all nodes are always active.
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The second reference system is the network with ideal control of the pico node sleep
mode. This means that no monitoring delay nor load threshold are assumed. If a user
is best served by a sleeping pico node, this node is activated and serve the users in no
delay. If the pico node does not serve any user, it is put in the deep sleep state in no
delay. For these reasons, the ideal sleep mode control provides the lower bound in terms
of power consumption for a system achieving the same user throughput as the no sleep
reference system. It can be seen that substantial energy savings are possible at low load
in this particular scenario (around 40%), as well as at high load (around 21%). This
motivates the need for a dynamic sleep mode that can be applied at high traffic load
too.
The third reference system is a system with always sleeping pico nodes. This system is
not able to provide good user performance at high load. Even though there are fewer
active nodes in the system with always sleeping pico nodes, the power consumption
exceeds the one of the system with ideal activation of pico nodes. This confirms what
was discussed at the beginning of Section 7.2.1. Adding pico nodes that are able to
enter a sleep state when they are not needed does not necessarily induce a larger energy
consumption.
The last reference system with no pico shows that without the contribution of sleeping
pico nodes to the power consumption, a macro-only network has a lower power con-
sumption at low load than a network with pico nodes featuring a sleep state. However,
at high load, the conclusion is changed.
Impact of the load threshold and monitoring time
Figure 7.7 shows the performance of the traffic load based sleep mode control for different
monitoring time and load threshold settings. It can be seen in Figure 7.7(a) that the
network power consumption is barely affected by the different settings. The settings
of these parameters is rather important for the user performance. The shorter the
monitoring time, the quicker a user can be served by its best serving node and the lower
its performance is affected by the pico node sleep mode. The same is valid for the load
threshold. A too high load threshold refrains the pico node activation and thus affects
the user performance. For this scenario, 10Mbit/s load threshold is so high that pico
nodes are activated too late, which leads to a lower system capacity that is visible in
Figure 7.7(b) with the lower served system throughput in that case.
Impact of the set of activated pico nodes
In the basic algorithm depicted in Figure 7.2, the macro node does not know which of the
sleeping pico nodes can oﬄoad traffic in its area and should be reactivated. Therefore, a
set of one or more pico nodes can be reactivated in this algorithm, as described in detail
in Section 7.2.3. Figure 7.8 shows the performance of this sleep mode algorithm with
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Figure 7.6.: Performance of the reference systems
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Figure 7.7.: Performance with different monitoring times and load thresholds
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different possible sets of pico nodes to reactivate. The first case consists in reactivating
all pico nodes that are located in the same area as the loaded macro node; in this scenario
this represents two pico nodes. In the second case only one of the two pico nodes in the
same area as the loaded macro cell is activated if no active user sees the other pico as
best pico node. The third step, dynamic cluster, is to activate the best pico node for
each active user, independently of the area in which they are located. The last step,
serving cell prediction, is to only activate a pico node if it is seen as best serving node
by an active user.
Figure 7.8(b) shows that all clustering methods achieve similar user performance. In
each cluster, it is very likely to find the best pico node for a user. However, the power
consumption of each clustering scheme varies. Activating two pico nodes is more energy-
costly than activating only one when possible. Activating a pico node within a fixed
area offers less flexibility and thus less oﬄoading possibility than activating the best
pico node for the users, independently of its area. However, the effect is rather minor
in this scenario. The last step, serving cell prediction, is the one achieving the largest
gap in the power consumption with all other clustering methods and the one which is
closest to the lower bound. The energy saving at the highest load increases from 11%
with a dynamic cluster to about 19% with the serving cell prediction. In the simulated
scenario, the largest issue is the small coverage area of pico nodes that attract rarely a
user. Thus, predicting which of the pico nodes can actually serve a user according to
the applied cell association algorithm (here best SNR) enables to avoid redundant pico
node activation. Only the pico nodes able to serve an active user are activated. In most
cases, no pico node is activated despite the high load in the macro cell.
7.4.2. Spectrum Monitoring Based Sleep Mode
In this section, the performance of the spectrum monitoring based pico node activation
is evaluated. Unless otherwise stated, the simulation assumptions stated in Chapter 3
are valid.
Impact of IoT threshold
Figure 7.9(a) shows that an IoT threshold of 15dB achieves a similar power consump-
tion as a static cluster of 2. This means that there is redundant pico node activation
with 15dB IoT threshold but the impact on the user performance is moderate, since the
correct pico nodes were among the activated nodes. A larger IoT threshold than 15dB
IoT reduces the risk of redundant pico node activation and leads to a smaller power con-
sumption. However, a too large IoT threshold such as 35dB has a negative impact on the
user performance, since pico nodes are more rarely activated, see Figure 7.9(b). An IoT
threshold of 25dB is suitable in this scenario. It enables the pico node activation when
a user is nearby, but avoids too frequent activations. However, no IoT setting enables to
avoid redundant pico node activation, as the gap between the power consumption with
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Figure 7.8.: Performance with different sets of activated pico nodes
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spectrum monitoring based sleep mode control and the one with ideal sleep indicates.
As seen, with UL spectrum monitoring, the obtained UL RSS measurement is not suf-
ficient to apply Algorithm 5 as such. Elements are missing to determine whether the
sleeping pico node meeting the IoT threshold is able to fulfill the cell association con-
dition and is, thus, worth reactivating. On the other hand, the UL RSS monitoring
method has the advantage to be applicable in an autonomous manner too. In the next
section, we compare the hierarchical sleep mode control with an autonomous sleep mode
control.
Autonomous versus hierarchical sleep mode control
An UL RSS based pico node activation can be used autonomously by the pico node
itself or can complement the traffic based hierarchical sleep mode control. So far, the
hierarchical mode has been described and evaluated for different IoT thresholds. The
intention in this section is to compare the hierarchical with the autonomous mode to
emphasize their pros and cons.
The autonomous sleep mode control based on UL RSS activation follows the procedure
depicted in Figure 7.4. The only difference is that only the UL RSS measurement
determines the activation of the pico node. There is no second condition concerning the
load in the macro cell to be fulfilled in the autonomous mode. For this reason, the second
condition is drawn in dashed line in Figure 7.4. So, if the filtered UL RSS measurement
over δsleep exceeds the IoT threshold, the sensor activates the pico node for a period of
δactive.
If all users generate a large amount of traffic, like File Transfer Protocol (FTP) users
assumed in the previous section, the autonomous and hierarchical sleep mode controls
will perform similarly if the load threshold and monitoring time used in the hierarchical
procedure are set to reasonable values. As seen in Figure 7.7(b), a too high load threshold
or a too long monitoring time prevents the pico node activation and affects the user
performance.
In a real network, however, most of the time, users use their mobile phone for a call
or for sending short text messages. These users only generate a small amount of traffic
and do not need the support of nearby pico nodes for these services. In this case, the
autonomous sleep mode control will trigger the pico node activation for these low traffic
users. To evaluate how much this affects the network power consumption and the energy
saving potential of the autonomous sleep mode control, a different simulator than the
previous evaluation is used in this section. This simulator enables to simulate a mix
of traffic type. Most users of the simulated network are doing a phone call over VoIP,
while other users are downloading a file with a TCP transmission. The network in
this scenario is composed of 21 macro cells in which 3 pico nodes are located. Other
assumptions regarding this evaluation are similar to the one discussed in Chapter 3,
specifically Section 3.3.
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It can be seen in Figure 7.10(a) that the load threshold and monitoring time settings
for the hierarchical traffic load based sleep mode control enables to come very close to
the ideal network power consumption. However, this is at the cost of the user through-
put, which is more affected than in the previous results of Section 7.4.1 because the
chosen monitoring time of 1s is too large. Figure 7.7 showed earlier that with proper
setting of the monitoring time and load threshold, both the power consumption and
user throughput can approach the performance of the ideal sleep case. Nevertheless, in
Figure 7.10(b), the autonomous sleep mode control achieves a better user performance.
Because of the VoIP users, the pico nodes are activated more frequently than in the
hierarchical sleep mode. During the time they are active, they are able to serve directly
newly coming users with no delay. This is this positive effect of frequent activation that
is visible in Figure 7.10(b). However, the frequent activation of pico nodes due to VoIP
users leads to a higher power consumption compared to the autonomous sleep mode
control. These results confirm the expectations discussed earlier and show that when
possible, a hierarchical sleep mode control is worth applying.
7.4.3. RSS Map based Sleep Mode
For the evaluation of the RSS map based sleep mode control, similar default assumptions
as previously were used. Unless otherwise stated, the map resolution is set with l =
√
2m
so that there is one RSS measurement sample per 2m2.
In the following results, the RSS map is used to predict whether a sleeping pico node can
be the serving cell of an active user. This corresponds to the realization of Algorithm 5
including step 4.
Impact of the RSS map resolution
Figure 7.11(a) shows the network power consumption for different map resolutions. The
map resolution is given by the parameter l which is the distance between two positions
in the map for which RSS measurements are available. It can be seen that the simulated
map resolutions result in a similar power consumption. This indicates that it is rare
that pico nodes are not activated because of the map resolution. In most cases, the
right decision is taken concerning the pico node activation. If the activation was too
infrequent, similar effect as in Figure 7.7(b) with 10Mbit/s load threshold would have
been observable.
Since all curves are very close to the ideal case in Figure 7.11(a), we can conclude that
the RSS map even with lower resolution prevents redundant pico node activation. Only
a pico node able to serve an active user is activated.
However, even if seldom, it happens that the pico node is not activated due to a too low
map resolution, since the loss in the user rate increases with a lower map resolution as
shown in Figure 7.11(b).
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Combination of RSS map based sleep mode control with EADR
Conbining these two energy efficiency features is not a guarantee to combine their energy
savings. However, Figure 7.12(a) shows that these two features are not incompatible;
they are rather complimentary. The energy savings of EADR alone are minor at low load
and increase with the load, as shown in Figure 6.6(a). A similar trend can be observed
here. EADR combined with sleep mode achieves the same energy savings as sleep mode
+ best SNR (dashed blue line) at low load. The combination of EADR with sleep mode
starts to become beneficial at moderate load and has full potential at high load when the
conventional cell association, best SNR, is not able to provide large time period without
inactivity where the sleep mode could apply.
When it comes to the user performance, the combination of EADR with sleep mode is
actually improving the user bitrate at high load, as already observed in Section 6.4.3.
However, the basic EADR which aims at only minimizing the energy consumption affects
the user performance at low load. To avoid, this situation a minimum rate constraint
can be added as criterion to the EADR algorithm. Figure 7.12(b) shows that with this
added criterion, EADR provides a user performance as good or better than the best
SNR cell association, while the power consumption remains lower than the sleep mode
combined with best SNR.
To conclude, when combining the RSS map based sleep mode control with the EADR
cell association, energy savings can be achieved throughout the traffic load range. At
low load savings are mainly due to the sleep mode, while they come from the EADR
algorithm at medium to high load.
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8. Conclusions
8.1. Summary
Adding low-power pico nodes in conventional networks to build so-called heterogeneous
networks is part of the solution to meet the traffic volume growth in the coming years.
Heterogeneous networks with sleep-capable macro and pico nodes have also the poten-
tial of providing energy savings compared to conventional macro-only networks. How-
ever, existing radio resource management algorithms such as the cell association are not
adapted to the large Tx power imbalance between macro and pico nodes, and limit the
benefits of heterogeneous networks. Further optimizations are required, first to improve
the UL performance of users, second to oﬄoad more traffic from the macro to the pico
nodes, and third to control efficiently the deep sleep mode of pico nodes.
This thesis has proposed and investigated different solutions to optimize the operation
of heterogeneous networks in both the uplink and downlink and from both a user per-
formance and energy consumption perspective. The proposed features enable to reach
the full potential of heterogeneous networks.
To tackle the issue of the uplink performance for users in heterogeneous networks, several
Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) reception schemes have been introduced and investi-
gated. The set of considered CoMP schemes spanned a wide range of required amounts
of traffic exchange and achievable throughput gains. The evaluation confirmed the intui-
tion that required amount of backhaul traffic and data rate improvement are correlated.
But it also revealed that the throughput benefit does not distribute evenly over all users.
This motivated the need for a dynamic UE-specific CoMP scheme selection to achieve
similar throughput gains at lower required traffic exchange. This thesis further intro-
duced a CoMP scheme selection algorithm that aims at minimizing the overall network
power consumption while maintaining the throughput benefit of UL CoMP. The evalua-
tion showed that the developed CoMP scheme selection algorithm is able to adapt its
decision regarding the CoMP scheme to apply for a user depending on the traffic load.
The thesis has also addressed the problem of cell association in heterogeneous networks
from two angles, first from an user throughput perspective, and second from an energy
consumption perspective. First, the problem of a cell association that optimizes the
DL throughput while considering the trade-off between increased inter-cell interference
and improved load balancing has been studied. A load-adaptive algorithm has been
developed that dynamically changes the cell-user association decisions depending on the
traffic load in the system. Results showed that this load adaptation capability is a
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major advantage of the developed algorithm over two state-of-the art cell association
algorithms. Moreover, the developed heuristic has been extended to consider jointly
optimized DL and UL throughput. The extended algorithm is able to achieve similar
throughput enhancement in the DL as the DL-only optimization variant, while improving
the UL signal quality.
Second, three different energy minimization problem formulations and their solutions en-
abled to identify the important factors to consider when designing an energy-optimized
cell association algorithm. Based on this analysis, a practical energy-aware cell asso-
ciation heuristic that achieves a similar energy consumption as a lower bound of the
optimization problem solution has been developed. The developed algorithm showed
significantly lower energy consumption than the conventional cell association, especially
at medium to large traffic load.
Finally, to enable an energy efficient operation of heterogeneous networks, the thesis
investigated the concept of a sleep mode for pico nodes, in particular key parameters to
control efficiently the reactivation of pico nodes. Results showed that the sleep mode
for pico nodes has great energy saving potential, especially at low load. But the small-
est energy consumption is achieved when the outcome of the cell association can be
predicted, i.e., when it is sure that the reactivated pico node is able to attract active
users. Two practical realizations of the sleep mode concept have been investigated, one
using an external uplink Received Signal Strength (RSS) sensor and the other using a
downlink RSS map. The RSS map method was found to be more promising because
of more accurate RSS estimates. When combined with the developed energy-aware cell
association algorithm, large energy savings can be achieved throughout the traffic load
range. At low load savings are mainly due to the sleep mode, while they come from the
energy-aware cell association algorithm at medium to high load.
8.2. Outlook
The algorithms of this thesis, initially developed to improve the operation of heteroge-
neous networks, can also be suitable for further scenarios. Heterogeneous network is a
way to densify the network by deploying additional low-power nodes. This densification
can be continued at an extreme level to obtain so-called Ultra Dense Network (UDN). In
UDN low-power nodes operate at a much higher carrier frequency, around 60GHz, and
are deployed indoor. There can be one or more low power nodes per room. Such level of
densification opens the door for features optimizing the network operation and automa-
tion. With the large amount of deployed low-power nodes, the need for energy-efficient
operation of the UDN low-power nodes becomes essential. Furthermore, the deployment
of low-power nodes in UDN is not necessarily well planned. Features enabling self-
management and auto-integration of the low-power nodes in UDN are a pre-requisite
for the development of these dense networks. Similarly, cooperation between nodes of
the UDN is required to avoid situations with severe inter-cell interference. Cooperation
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may also improve the mobility between small cells of the UDN, and the integration of
the UDN into a large-coverage network.
Another interesting problem is the management of the multiple Radio Access Technolo-
gies (RATs) available at a BS. Low-power nodes as well as regular macro base stations
have several RATs to choose from and the number of RATs is not likely to decrease with
a potential fifth generation (5G) RAT being discussed. The load balancing algorithms
developed in this thesis could be extended to consider the multi-RAT aspect and give an
answer to problems like how to distribute users among the available RAT in a BS under
energy consumption considerations. Not only the integration of multiple RATs but also
the aggregation of mutiple RATs for the same user is an interesting area. Multi-RAT
aggregation has the potential to enhance the user throughput with already available
resources. The level at which the aggregation of two RATs should happen remains an
open issue. Another dimension that could be considered is the problem of applying
multi-RAT aggregation across BSs. How to best realize delay-tolerant non-colocated
multi-RAT aggregation could be studied.
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A. List of Symbols
a Portion of the BS UL baseband processing power
dedicated to channel estimation
α Pathloss compensation factor
χ Modulation order
DA,b Activity time of the BS b
∆ OFDM symbol duration
δmon Load monitoring Time at the macro cell
δactive Load monitoring Time at an active pico cell
δsleep UL RSS monitoring Time at a sleeping pico cell
E Energy consumption
η0 UL RSS threshold
φb,k Downlink SINR between BS b and user k
gb,k Long-term channel gain between node b and user k
hi,b channel between user i and BS b
Γo Offered system throughput
Γs Served system throughput
γk Uplink SINR of user k
γk,b Uplink SINR of user k at BS b
L0,m Load threshold in the macro cell
λ User arrival intensity
Nb Number of active users served by BS b
Nc Size of the cooperation cell cluster
Np Number of pico nodes per macro cell
Nr Number of Rx antennas at the BS
Ns Number of subcarriers assigned to the UE of interest
P0 Fixed part of the baseline BS power consumption
PA,b Power consumption of BS b when active
PI,b Power consumption of BS b when inactive
Pin BS power consumption
Pbb,b baseband processing power of BS b
Pbh Power consumption due to backhaul traffic
P∆ Variable part of the baseline BS power consumption
Pµ BS power consumption in the micro DTX mode
PRbb,b Receiver baseband processing power of BS b
Ps BS power consumption in the deep sleep mode
Psp Signal processing power consumption
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PTbb,b Transmitter baseband processing power of BS b
PTx,i Transmit power of node or user i
PTx max,i Maximum transmit power of node or user i
pk Transmit power per subcarrier of user k
pr0 Target received power per subcarrier in uplink at the BS
qb,k Inverse of the DL full rate, rb,k, of user k if served by BS b
qIQ Quantization depth per IQ sample
qSo Quantization depth per soft bit
Rbh Backhaul traffic
rb,k Full rate of user k in DL if served by BS b
r¯b,k Scheduled rate of user k in DL if served by BS b
ρb,k Full rate of user k in UL if served by BS b
ρ¯b,k Scheduled rate of user k in UL if served by BS b
S Size of the file to transfer
σb,k Long-term received power at user k from node b
σn Thermal noise power
u BS resource utilization
v Portion of the BS Rx baseband processing power
dedicated to MIMO processing
xj Cell association vector for macro cell area j
yb Received signal at BS b
z Dependency factor of the microwave link power consumption
to the supported data rate
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B. List of Abbreviations
3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project
ABS Almost Blank Subframe
ARQ Automatic Repeat Request
BB Baseband
BEM Bandwidth Expansion mode
BLER Block Error Ratio
BS Base Station
BW Bandwidth
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function
CE Channel Estimation
CIO Cell Individual Offset
CoMP Coordinated Multi-Point
CP Cyclic Prefix
CPRI Common Public Radio Interface
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRS Cell-specific Reference Signal
DAS Distributed Antenna System
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DL Downlink
DMRS Demodulation Reference Signal
DRX Discontinuous Reception
DTX Discontinuous Transmission
EADR Energy-Aware Dynamic Range
EE Energy Efficiency
ePDCCH evolved PDCCH
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FTP File Transfer Protocol
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
IC Interference Cancellation
IC CoMP Interference Cancellation CoMP
ICIC Inter-Cell Interference Coordination
ICT Information and communication technology
IDFT Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
IoT Interference over Thermal
IRC Interference Rejection Combining
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IRC CoMP Interference Rejection Combining CoMP
ISD Inter-Site Distance
LA Link Adaptation
LADR Load-Adaptive Dynamic Range
LPN Low-power node
LTE Long Term Evolution
MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme
MIESM Mutual Information Effective SINR Metric
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MME Mobility Management Entity
MTC Machine Type Communication
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
PA Power Amplifier
PAPR Peak to Average Power Ratio
PC Personal Computer
PDCCH Physical Downlink Control Channel
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel
PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel
QoS Quality of Service
RAT Radio Access Technology
RB Resource Block
RF Radio Frequency
RLC Radio Link Control
RSS Received Signal Strength
Rx Received
SC CoMP Selection Combining CoMP
SC-FDMA Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access
SCME Spatial Channel Model Extended
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio
SISO Single Input Single Output
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SoC CoMP Soft Combining CoMP
SON Self Organizing Network
SUM CoMP Spatial User Multiplexing CoMP
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TPC Transmit Power Control
TTI Transmission Time Interval
Tx Transmit
UDN Ultra Dense Network
UE User Equipment
UL Uplink
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VoIP Voice over IP
WCDMA Wideband CDMA
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WiFi Wireless Fidelity
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
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